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The Japanese Technology Evaluation Center (]TEC) is operated for the Federal Government by
Loyola College to provide assessments of Japanese research and development (R&D) in selected
technologies. The National Science Foundation (NSF) isthe lead support agency. Other sponsors
include the Defense Advanced Research ProjectsAgency (DARPA), the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), the Department o[ Commerce (DOC), and the Department of
Energy (DOE).
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in targeted technologies, it is essential that the United States have access to the results. ]'I'EC
provides the essential first step in this process by alerting U.S. researchers to Japanese
accomplishments. The JTEC Endings cart also be helpful in formulating Governmental research and
trade policies.
The assessments are performed by panels of about six U.S technical experts in each area. Panel
members are leading authorities in the field, technically active, and knowledgeable about Japanese
and U.S. research programs. Each panelist spends about one month of effort reviewing literatui=e,
making assessments, and writing reports on a pan-time basis over a nine-month period. Most
panels conduct extensive tours of Japanese laboratories. To balance perspectives, panelists are
selected from industry, academia, and government.
The focus of the assessments is on the status and long-term direction of Japanese R&D efforts
relative to those in the United States. Other important aspects include the evolution of the
technology,key Japanese researchers and R&D organizations,and funding sources. The ttr_ Lame
of the R&D forecastsisup to ten years, corresponding to futureindustrialapplications in 5 to 20
years.
Loyola College provides Japanese literature and translation services to the panelists. Special
efforts are made to provide panelists with timely source material, such as informal proceedings
from seminars and conferences in the japanese research community, results from recent technical
committee meetings on Japanese national R&D projects, and contacts at R&D centers in Japanese
high technology industries.
The panel findings are presented to small workshops where invited participants critique the
prelLm_ary results. The panel final reports are distributed by the National Technical Information
Service ('NTIS), 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, %rtrginia 22161. The panelists also present the
technical findings jn papers and books. All results are unclassified and public.
The Loyola College [I'EC staff members help select topics to be assessed, recruit experts as
panelists, organize and coordinate panel acthrities, provide literature support, organize tours of
Japanese labs, assist in the preparation of workshop presentations and reports, and provide general
adntinistrative support. Dr. Alan Engel and Ms. Kaori Nilda of International Science and Technology
Associates provided literature support and advance work for the panel.
Dr. Duane Shelton
Principal Investigator
Loyola College
Baltimore, 1V[D 21210
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JTEC PANEL REPORT ON
HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEMS IN JAPAN
Abstract
The successful implementation of a strategy to produce high-definition
systems within the Japanese economy will favorably affect the fundamen-
tal competitiveness of Japan relative to the rest of the world. The devel-
opment of an infrastructure necessary to support high-definition prod-
ucts and systems in that country involves major commitments of engi-
neering resources, plants and equipment, educational programs and
funding. The results of these efforts appear to affect virtually every aspect
of the Japanese industrial complex. The present report represents the
results of assessments of the current progress of Japan toward the devel-
opment of high-definition products and systems. The assessments are
based on the findings of a panel of U.S. experts made up of individuals
from U.S. academia and industry, and derived from a study of the
Japanese literature combined with visits to the primary relevant indus-
trial laboratories and development agencies in Japan. Specific coverage
includes an evaluation of progress in R&D for high-definition signal pro-
cessing in Japan; high-definition television (HDTV) displays that are
evolving in Japan; high-definition standards and equipment development;
Japanese intentions for the use of HDTV; economic evaluation of Japan's
public policy initiatives in support of high-definition systems; manage-
ment analysis of Japan's strategy of leverage with respect to h|gh-defini-
tion products and systems.
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PREFACE
The JTEC Panel on High Definition Systems was established under the auspices
of the National Science Foundation. The purpose of the Panel was to assess
current progress in Japan toward the development of high definition products
and systems. It was not the function of the Panel to make any
recommendations as to what actions the United States should take as a result
of the analysis.
During the course of the Panel's investigations, it became clear that the
development of an infrastructure necessary to support high definition products
and systems in Japan involves major commitments of engineering resources,
plant and equipment, education programs, and, of course, money. The results
of these efforts appear to affect virtually every aspect of the Japanese industrial
complex.
The successful implementation of a strategy to produce high definition systems
within the Japanese economy will favorably affect the fundamental
competitiveness of that society relative to the rest of the world. How the United
States or others should react must be a part of a different study. Let it suffice
to say that the impact of Japanese efforts in these areas should not be ignored
by any society wishing to remain competitive in world markets, particularly as
they relate to electronics, telecommunications, and the media.
The Panel is indebted to the National Science Foundation for its support and
encouragement. The Panel also appreciates the many organizations within
Japan, including their management and key personnel who so willingly helped
us in our effort to more fully understand the Japanese concept of high definition
systems. Specifically, on behalf of the JTEC Panel on High Definition Systems, I
would like to thank the Japanese organizations (listed in Appendix B) who were
our gracious hosts during the Panel's visit to Japan in 1989.
In addition, the Panel would like to express its sincere appreciation to the
following individuals who worked diligently and very closely with the members
of the Panel in preparatiug materials, developing schedules, establishing
meetings, and arranging important contacts during our visit to Japan: The JTEC
staff (Duane Shelton, Geoff Holdridge, Bob Williams, Pat Johnson, Aminah Batta,
and the Loyola College student research assistants), and ISTA, Inc. (Alan Engel
and Kaori Niida).
Though the actual time spent by the Panel in Japan as a group was
approximately one week, each of the members of the Panel spent considerable
time in Japan prior to and subsequent to that trip on matters directly pertaining
to the subject at hand. So, in reality, the list of credits should be much greater
than those noted above. Let it suffice to say that each one of us found the
cooperation of our Japanese hosts immensely valuabie in our effort toLl_roaden
our understanding of the relationship between our two countries as it pertains
to high definition systems.
Richard J. Elkus, Jr.
Prometrix Corporation
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Ex cu'z'r 
D.C. Messerschmitt evaluates the progress in R&D for high definition signal
processing in Japan in Chapter 1. This review finds that digital signal
processing should be regarded as a technology driver because of the high
sampling rates required for high resolution video applications, like I'-IDTV. It
also indicates that related applications in computer and information systems will
depend on advances in digital signal processing for HDTV. Messerschmidt
provides details of the R&D in Japan for advanced broadcast television,
concentrating on reviews of the work on signal processing, transmission media,
and receiver types. He concludes that the video developments in Japan will be
a significant technology driver for other technologies, especially high
performance computing, semiconductor technologies and electronic video
technologies.
In Chapter 2, L.E. Tannas examines HDTV displays that are evolving in Japan.
He evaluates the R&D environment for advanced televisions and the work that
has been done on high definition television displays. This review describes
efforts being made in Japan on cathode ray tube (CRT) technologies for HDTV,
active matrix liquid crystal projectors, new screen technologies for projection
displays and flat panel displays. Tannas finds that the large flat-panel, direct
view display is likely to be unavailable until the year 2000. But he also
indicates that there have been significant improvements in CRT technology, in
high performance projection lenses optimally coupled to the CRT, and in
projector screens, particularly rear projection screens, that permit CRT
projectors to challenge the best classical industrial electronics projectors.
High definition standards and equipment development in Japan are reviewed in
Chapter 3, by B.D. Dayton. This chapter examines the similarities and
differences between the process of developing standards in the U.S. and in
Japan. It provides specific details of production standards for video interfaces
and tape recording formats and of industrial standards for tape recorders. It
then discusses recent work on a digital HDTV recorder using digital image
compression techniques and on EDTV equipment operating at 525/59.94
progressive scan rates and producing both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios.
Standards setting for components, such as HDTV semiconductors and displays,
and for end use products, such as studio HDTV equipment, industrial products
and consumer products, is also considered.
X Executive Summary
In his essay on Japanese High-Definition Television Systems in Chapter 4,
W.F. Schreiber evaluates Japanese intentions for the use of their system in Japan
and elsewhere. Schreiber discusses the history of Japanese developments, the
NI-'IK wideband "studio" system, the MUSE compression/transmission system,
and systems that have been designed for U.S. broadcast use. Because the
Japanese MUSE system was designed for direct broadcast satellites use, the
author finds that it is suitable only for this original application, even in its
MUSE-E version, because it relies on interlaced signals produced by the
"studio" system. The MUSE system itself is also found to be characterized by
weaknesses related to its failure to use frame stores and the consequent
employment of interlace.
In Chapter 5, R.B. Cohen provides an economic evaluation of Japan's public
policy initiatives in support of high definfion systems. He estimates that
Japanese support for high definition efforts from 1964 to 1989 has totalled $638
million and that ongoing and planned initiatives of various types, including
loans, investments, and leasing, will total over $1.5 billion by 1997. His
discussion of Japanese programs highlights the central role that is being played
by the Key Technology Center in recent government-backed initiatives, but also
reviews planned efforts by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry and
the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. Cohen emphasizes that the
Japanese government programs recognize the need for government efforts to
support the success of the early commercialization of HDTV, particularly
through the development of industrial applications_ _ He mcUcates tha_: these
applications will have a crucial role in shaping the future development of
Japan's electronics industry, especially the next generation of computer and
communications Systems.
Finally, in the Management Analysis, R.J. Elkus makes several interesting
observations. According to Elkus, high definition products and systems are
designed to process substantially increased amounts of audio-visual information.
The effect of high definition systems is to push products within the media,
telecommunications and electronics markets to a higher state of development.
The creation of high definition products and systems within the Japanese
electronic industry is in part the result of a fundamental strategy that assumes
products and markets become more and more inter-related during the course of
development.
The inter-relationship of strategic products and markets create an infrastructure
that becomes very difficult to penetrate by competitors who lack a position of
strength within that infrastructure. The power of an integrated infrastructure of
end-use products and markets will begin to dominate technological
development, intellectual property rights, and component development--not the
other way around.
J_FEC Panel on High Definition Systems xi
Ensuring a fundamental position in the markets of media, telecommunications
and electronics with the development of high definition products and systems
should provide Japan with a strong position in all other related markets
including supporting technology and component development. The result may
be a preeminent position for Japan in the coming "information society" age.
xii Executive S un'uTtary
CHAPTER !
Im'RODUC ONTOHDTV
ITS l ocsssn a
David G. Messerschmitt
INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of this chapter is to introduce Japanese research and
development activities in high definition systems (particularly HDTV), including
the video/image signal processing where most of the electronic issues reside.
These activities should be viewed, however, in the larger context of video and
image processing products and services, especially those requiring high-
resolution images. Developments in HDTV signal processing are resulting in
new technology directly applicable to a number of other markets, particularly in
the information and computer industries. As a result, research and development
in the signal processing circuitry of HDTV systems has a significance that
transcends the particular current products that they address.
The broader significance of I-IDTV development in Japan is evident in the case
of the improvements made in digital signal processing (DSP) capabilities for
HDTV transmitters and receivers, which squarely impact the general purpose
computer market. Furthermore, the Japanese government and electronics
industries are acutely aware of the broader market implications of HDTV
research and development. Increasingly refined concepts of the "New Age" and
"New Media" and the "Information Society" of the future are commonly
described in government and industrial publications in Japan. Figuring
prominently in these concepts are numerous high definition image products and
services, spanning the fields of medicine, manufacturing, publishing, film-making,
telecommunications, education, and a host of others.
_, David G. Messerschmitt
I.-IDTV is simply one component of a much more encompassing marketplace;
one that includes the computer and information industries in which the U.S. is
currently dominant. Therefore, as R&D activities continue apace in signal
processing and other high definition image technologies specifically for
television, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the Japanese companies
engaged in these activities will be well positioned in a number of evolving
interrelated markets, and will challenge U.S. dominance of the computer and
information marketplace.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF IMAGE AND VIDEO SIGNAL PROCESSING AS A
TECHNOLOGY DRIVER
Regardless of whether a high definition video signal is transmitted by
direct-broadcast satellite in Japan or Europe, or by terrestrial broadcast or fiber
optics in the U.S., the basic technology used to implement the transmitter and
receiver functions is digital signal processing (DSP). The basic idea behind
DSP is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where an analog signal is sampled, digitized
using an analog-to-digital converter (A/D), and some processing or computation
is performed in the digital domain. We can define DSP as real-time
computation on a sampled and quantized signal (audio, video, radar, sonar,
seismic, etc.) for the purpose of compression, enhancement, also error
correction, encryptions/decryption, calibration/correction, or information
extraction.
 i,/o cooPoT,ToNINFORMATIO N
i .
Figure 1.1. Basic Idea Behind Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
The most important applications of DSP are in consumer products (audio and
video systems), in computer systems (image information storage and retrieval,
speech recognition and response), and in military e_pment (sonar and radar)
and automatic control. However, the true importance of DSP transcends these
direct applications; it is an important electronics technology tin'yen A DSP
system is basically a specialized computer, dedicated to a particular processing
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function. As such, it typically has a very high processing rate compared with
general-purpose computers. In fact, processing rates expressed in number of
multiplies per second in a DSP system often exceed those of the fastest
supercomputers.
The U.S. has heretofore been dominant in markets for specialized DSP
processors, called programmable DSPs. Programmable DSPs are very similar
to the reduced instruction-set computer (RISC), which has become the most
popular microprocessor in the general-purpose computer market. Like RISC,
the programmable DSP is simply a microprocessor with a simplified instruction
set. While the concepts of programmable DSP and RISC developed
independently at about the same time, the programmable DSP arrived in the
commercial marketplace about ten years earlier than RISC. This illustrates the
technology driver aspect of DSP, due to its requirements for very high
processing rates. Because of their focus on DSP in video applications (the
highest performance applications among the commercial markets), Japanese
companies are gaining a lead in high-performance DSP. This lead can be
directly leveraged into a lead in general-purpose computer hardware.
DSP is also important as a technology driver in parallel processing, which is the
next major advance in supercomputers. Since the sampling rates for
high-resolution video applications like HDTV are very high, particularly
compared to typical clock rates for low-cost electronics technologies like
CMOS, any significant processing requires parallelism. Japanese companies are
gaining invaluable experience in parallel processing through their video signal
processing developments. Many parallel processor DSP machines have been
developed in Japanese companies as a part of their video development
programs. These machines have given them considerable experience in
software design for parallel processing, in addition to experience in hardware
design. This experience can be applied to the design of parallel processing
supercomputers.
HDTV AND THE INFORMATION SYSTEMS OF THE FUTURE
This section will describe the more general view of video and image processing '
in Japanese organizations. It will highlight actions that indicate that these
organizations believe that video and image processing is the key to the
information industries of the future.
Interrelated V_oflnmge Products and Madmts
Among the most important applications related to HDTV for high-resolution
image-signal processing technologies are computer and information systems.
4 David G. Messerschmitt
These have in the past emphasized textual interfaces consisting of words and
numbers. More recently, there has been a greater emphasis on graphics
interfaces, such as in the windowing systems pioneered by Xerox and Apple.
Computer companies around the world anticipate that user interfaces of the
future will increasingly use communication media that are more natural to
human beings; namely, speech, images, and video (moving images). This is
feasible because of rapid advances in speech and video signal processing, as
well as the rapidly increasing processor power and memory sizes that can be
realized at reasonable cost. As a result, it will be common to pass information
and commands to the information system using speech; and to access
interactiveiy clata bases that contain speech, image, and video information,
In addition to impacting information systems, video and image processing will
impact some other important markets. In telecommunications, multimedia user
interfaces that allow pictures and video to accompany speech and data will
become common. T_'te low-resolution segment of_ti_e printing _dustry has
already been displaced by desktop publishing systems and laser printers, the
print engines of which are built in Japan. As this technology moves to higher
resolutions, it will increasingly displace other conventional printing techniques.
In photography, the home movie camera has been displaced by video
camcorders (largely from Japan), and both Sony and Canon are beginning to
market still cameras which use electronic recording media. Electronic imaging
and video will be used more and more heavily for industrial and medical
applications such as training, remote monito_g, robotics, manufacturing, and
lith-6_phy. Finally, imaging isa Critical military technolo_.
Componenm of Futm'e Information Systems
To emphasize the expected advances in information systems, we can
summarize the elements of the system of the future as shown in Figure 1.2 and
below:
The processor, loca]-_ea network, and communications rote[face to _e outside
world. These are all areas in which U.S. manufacturers currently are dominant,
The Europe_ _ Companies are rapidly increasing their strength in the
communications aspects.
The image output, including the display and printer. Japan already dominates
the high-resolution image peripherals market. In the future, displays will also
show full-motion video, for example in accessing video databases and in
telephone conferencing.
• _ r
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Figure ].2. Some basic elements of the computer and information system of the future.
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The image input, including scanner (s_IIimages) and video camera. These
technologies are dominated by Japanese companies, except for scanners with
the highest resolutions,where U.S. companies have competitive products.
Speech input and output devices. With the exception of continuous speech
recognition, these functions require much lower levels of processing power.
U.S. companies are dominant.
The memory and magnetic and optical storage devices. These are areas where
U.S. and Japanese companies are roughly equivalent. However, Japanese
efforts in video are resulting in impressive new technology in these areas. For
example, the Sony 1.2 Gb/s digital recorder developed for HDTV (see Chapter
3) is the fastest magnetic recorder in the world, for this application, by a factor
of five.
Image transmission devices. One example is the facsimile machine, which is
essentially a combination of a scanner and printer.
Sothvare (not shown in Figure 1.2). This is an important component presently
dominated _y the U.S. In _e,-:the _ue of the--p-roCessing_a networking
components in information systems is likely to decrease on a percentage basis,
while the percentage of added value in the hardware portions--i.e., in the
displays, storage devices, scanners, cameras, and printers--will probably
increase. The hardware portions are all dominated by Japanese companies.
Their HDTV development efforts are an important component in their strategy to
strengthen their presence in the information markets of the future,
Japan's Commitment _ the Emerging Information Industries
The Japanese manufacturers we visited indicated emphatically that the near-term
applications of HDTV technology that would justify their investment were in
information systems and industrial applications. This was expressed most
strongly by Sony, where the current focus is on industrial applications of HDTV
(such as industrial and medical training), as well as on the production of
television and entertainment programming. These are immediate applications,
whereas the pace of penetration of HDTV broadcast television is less certain.
The long-term focus of japanese electronic industries on image and video in the
information system is made clear from their public relations literature. Cited
below are a number of quotes extracted from brochures given to the JTEC
team by NHK, NTT, and the major electronics _ we visited in Japan. These
extracts are :from marketing _ and public relations material, and are not
necessarily backed by real technology investment. Nevertheless, they reveal
much about the philosophy and R&D directions of these large Japanese
corporations. Throughout these quotes, note the references to '_ew media,"
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"advanced information and vision system," the "intersection of technologies," and
the like.
NHK, the quasi-public broadcasting organization that initiated Japan's HDTV
efforts, describes its activities to bring about a new information era in these
terms:
.... the information and communication industries in Japan today are
making bold moves to bring various types of New Media into practical
use, and are about to undergo a revolutionary transformation to an "era
of multi-media."
The objectives are to further improve and diversify broadcasting
services in such a way as to make them better fit the conditions in our
advanced information-oriented era, and to ensure continuous creation of
new "broadcasting culture." (Ref. 1.1)
From NTT, the recently privatized dominant telecommunications company in
Japan, here are descriptions of its efforts in the Visual Media Laboratory
emphasizing the important role of video and image processing in the
telecommunications networks of the future:
....video communication networks, image coding, image storage and
retrieval, image processing, three-dimensional (3D) imaging, and
imaging devices that explore the advanced technologies that encourage
the early establishment of Broadband ISDN and Visual Services.
.... enhanced vision systems and sophisticated functions created on a
telecommunications network by imaging technology are the two big
subjects among all key issues. (Ref. 1.2)
Hitachi Central Research Laboratory describes its efforts in broadcast television
work in terms that emphasize the relationship of this work to
telecommunications and user interfaces of all types:
To develop "new media" systems, research is conducted on the
technology of large-capacity data transmission and intelligent interfaces.
Besides optical communication systems...developments are being
performed on IDTV and EDTV...and HDTV. (Ref. 1.3)
Statements excerpted from Sharp's literature plainly illustrate how it defines the
direction of its efforts in visual image R&D:
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Mobilizing technology to build a highly information-intensive society
Marking another milestone in information systems by utilizing existing
telephone lines
Creating a new business model that energizes internal communications
Expanding possibilities in 'IV and video through LCD applications--
Sharp's advanced image technology accelerates the pace of information
intensity
Caring and sharing real-time visual information around the globe
Leading the way towards the realization of a highly information-intensive
society--Sharp continues to set the world's highest standards in
application technology. (Ref. 1.4)
Matsushita, the largest consumer electronics company in the world, clearly
expects that information systems will be an important part of its future:
The New Media Age--Integrating State-0f-the-Art _Tec_6lo_s into
Superb Video Equipment
From extremely compact LCD TVs to large, thin-screen units that hang
from a wall, the possibilities in this field are infinite. And beyond this is
satellite broadcasting, wl-dch uses state-of-the-_ electronics technology
to make the New Media Age a reality in communication, entertainment,
and untold other fields. The TV will continue to be a key part of daily
living. The dawning of the New Media Age will find a variety of
technologies intersecting, with television the focal point.
The countless application possibilities for LCD TV go well
home entertainment. Office machinery using computer
automobiles, street signs--the possibilities abound.
beyond
display,
Satellite Broadcasting...images and data merge in TV screens tO create
a new age of visual information--one brought to us from the very depths
of space. -
This final quote from Matsushita is especially revealing in its assertion that
HDTV is much more than a broadcast television technology:
High Definition TV Studio--It has been said that HDTV would create
an...industry dominated primarily by the TV broadcasting market
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principally utilizing home TV receiver units. However, benefiting from
the versatility of picture processing technology and by virtue of its
capability for excellent color reproduction, HDTV has endless
possibilities...including...movies, printing, publishing, medical treatment,
and a host of other areas .... (Ref. 1.5).
Sony's vision of its future is demonstrated most graphically in its impressive
"Media World" exhibit, an entire floor of a building devoted to demonstrating
advanced technologies. This exhibit showcases the expected "High Definition
Video System," "Professional Video Center," and "Professional Audio Room." But
it also contains a number of other demonstrations less clearly related to Sony's
current consumer electronics business. These include demonstrations related
to information systems, such as the "Information Plaza" and the "Multi-Media
Learning Laboratory." Other demonstrations are related to telecommunications,
such as the "Teleconference Room," "Video Theater System," and "Picture
Communication Area."
Taken as a whole, the literature and exhibits of these major Japanese
corporations illustrate their combined vision of and commitment to a "new age"
of information technology. Terms like "new media" and "multi-media" are code
words for the increasing use of speech, image, and video in all phases of
information systems. These "new media" are in fact "old media" in the context
of consumer electronics, a field in which the Japanese companies are dominant.
But significantly, they are "new media" in the context of the telecommunications,
information systems, and computer markets.
R&D ACTIVITIES IN JAPAN FOR ADVANCED BRO_DCAST TELEVISION
Research in high definition television was begun in earnest in about 1970 by the
Japanese public broadcasting organization, NHK. At the time, this was
considered a natural extension of NHK's in-house research efforts, and had the
general goal of providing superior picture quality in its television broadcasts,
thus increasing its number of viewers, expanding its revenues, and bolstering its
public support. Signal processing and modulation have been among the
primary foci of HDTV research, and substantial progress has been made in
these technologies in the intervening twenty years. Signal processing
achievements have proven to be applicable not only to HDTV, but also to other
television systems and even to other industries (as discussed previously). It
should be noted that for the near-term, the most commercially significant uses
of HDTV may well be not in broadcasting but in industrial applications.
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Before proceeding with the discussion of high definition television R&D activities
in Japan, it is appropriate to briefly describe the different television systems that
will be discussed in this section.
NTSC is the standard television broadcast and reception used in North
America and Japan. It requires 6 MHz bandwidth channels for terrestrial
broadcast transmission.
(improved definition television) requires no changes to the transmitted
signal, but incorporates improved signal processing in the receiver.
the receiver include conversion from
interlacecl to progressive scan, and cancellation of ghosts introduced by
mu!tipath distortion on the transmission channel.
EDTV (enhanced definition television) requires changes to both the
transmitter modulation and the receiver, but changes in the transmitter are
constrained to enable an older NTSC and IDTV receiver to receive and
display an acceptable signal (some degradation in picture quality may be
acceptable). An EDTV system may or may not use a higher bandwidth
than NTSC. Where it uses the same bandwidth, the enhancement signals
are inserted into "holes" in the NTSC spectrum. These enhancement signals
are used to transmit additional high spatial frequency information.
HDTV (high definition television) is a new television system that provides
dramatically better quality in a fashion that is not compatible with previous
teievision systems. It generaIry requires more bandwidth for transmission
than NTSC (for example 8.2 MHz in the case of the NHK MUSE system
described later, or in excess of 20 MHz for a baseband signal).
The terms IDa, ED_, and HDTV are not alWays used co_tently, so it is
usually appropriate to give additional details when describing any particular
system. For example, the numerous proposals before the U.S. FCC could by
these definitions be called EDTV systems (where they are NTSC receiver-
compatible) or HDTV (where they are simulcast), but that distinction in
terminology undoubtedly has the connotation of a greater distinction among the
systems than is justified. In Japan, on the other hand, there has really only
been one in com__patible s yste m proposed, the l125-1ine HDTV standard
proposed b_y NHK, and so the terminology can be more cormistenfly applied.
Initial HDTV Research and Funding
Research into HDTV in Japan (and the world) was initiated by the NHK
Research Laboratories. NHK is Japan's public broadcasting organization,
roughly analogous to PBS in the U.S. NHK is noncommercial, and is supported
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by "receiving fees" paid by most of the television set owners in Japan. Its
primary function is to distribute nationwide two channels, one entertainment and
the other educational. There are a number of commercial broadcasters in
Japan supported by advertising revenues, and they have a reputation for
providing more interesting and lively programming material than NHK. Every
two months each household in Japan is visited by an NHK solicitor, who
requests a donation of approximately $16. _ An impressive percentage of the
population makes the donation (greater than 95%), in spite of the fact that the
commercial broadcasters generally have a better reputation for interesting
programming. 2 While many Japanese may resent having to pay for NHK
broadcasts, they are nevertheless very loyal in their continuing payments. This
continuing stable source of funding has been used to support the NHK
Research Laboratories (with the current funding level of about $20 million per
year).
During the course of the NHK research program, much of the technology such
as that of HDTV displays and cameras has been developed by participating
companies. This is significant because it emphasizes that the process by which
HDTV research was performed ensured that manufacturers also gained the
expertise and technology for later commercialization. In these interactions,
NHK generally paid for the material costs and the companies paid for their own
labor costs (the latter undoubtably much larger). In this way, the NHK research
expenditures were leveraged into a larger program, and useful technology was
developed by the manufacturing companies. Significantly, this approach allows
each company to develop components with the assurance that these
components will fit into a larger system, thus reducing their risk of loss of their
investment. This also illustrates the willingness of Japanese companies to invest
their own resources in this uncertain technology at a very early date.
Sometimes this cooperation may also have been driven by other considerations,
such as the manufacturers' desire to cooperate with NHK, a major customer for
their equipment?
Signnl Processing Technologies
One important point to keep in mind is that all the systems described, including
those developed for analog modulation and channels, use digital signal
I NHK sets the figure at $20. [Opposing views of Japanese reviewers are presented in footnotes]
s NI-IK states this is not the case. According to NHK, the audience pays a receiving fee, since they have a
lot of conndence in NI-IK's programs.
3 According to NHK there is a lot of equipment for which NI_ originally developed the technology and which
these manufacturers put to practical use.
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processing (DSP) technology extensively. Generally they are implemented by
an initial analog-to-digital conversion, digital processing, and digital-to-analog
conversion. This includes IDTV, EDTV', and HDTV (including MUSE). Thus,
regardless of the modulation and transmission format, all television receivers of
the future will require VLSI realization of DSP algorithms, as well as substantial
amounts of memory.
Gompression. The baseband video signal that emerges from an HDTV camera
has a much higher bandwidth (in excess of 20 MI-Iz) than is practical to
transmit over most available transmission media (particularly radio channels).
Hence the need for signal processing to compress the bandwidth to a more
practical level (Ref. 1.6). This compression takes advantage of the
redundancies in the signal (for example, in a still scene there is no new
information in each succeeding frame) and the properties of the human visual
system (for example, its tolerance for lower bandwidth in the color information,
as opposed to luminance, as well as in the moving areas of the picture.)
Many Japanese companies are embarked on research programs into digital
compression of HDTV with both storage and transmission applications in mind.
The straightforward digitization of the NHK-format HDTV requires a bit rate of
about li_.-Gb/s,-_d Sony h_de_,el0pecl a_C0mmerci_ly available digital VTR
that store-s-video at this _rate (Ref. 1.7). While _ rate Can be_Supported by
optical fiber, economic _tradeo_suggest-the use oFcomi__to-i0w_r_ates.
The cost of the compression and expansion will be justified by lower
transmission or recording costs, at least in current technologies. _....
Initial efforts in digital:c0mpression were per ormea by-i T-T-in co-_ruuection with
its early INS demonstrations, and used a bit rate of 400 Mb/s (Ref. 1.8). More
recently, NTT has developed codecs at a rate of about 100 Mb/s (Ref. 1.9).
We saw several demonstrations of hardware-implemented realtime compressi0n
algorithms for HDTV at bit rates in the 100 to 140 Mb/s range. These were not
programmable realizations, but rather custom designs using catalog chips (no
ASICs). The quality of the resulting images was quite good, with no noticeable
artifacts, and de_te-ly superior to MUSE-encoded HDTV. NHK Research
Laboratories _ud KDD are working on digit_-c_mpression of _ __ and
NTT are also cooperating in this area.
While there has been much video compression research in the U.S., we would
judge that Japan is one to two years ahead in the actual hardware realization of
compression systems for HDTV.
Modulation. In addition to compression, the video signal must be modulated
into a form appropriate for the transmission medium (for example, moved in
frequency to an appropriate area of the broadcast spectrum). The modulation
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methods can be divided into analog and digital transmission (Ref. 1.10). In the
former, a continuous-time and continuous-amplitude signal is transmitted;
whereas in the latter, the video signal is composed into a stream of bits that are
then transmitted using one of a number of data transmission methods (Ref.
1.11). The straightforward digitization of HDTV results in a very high bit rate,
about 1.2 Gb/s, which would require considerably more bandwidth for
transmission than is required in analog modulation. However, the digitized
HDTV signal also offers considerably more opportunity for compression before
transmission, with the result that the actual transmission bandwidth is roughly
comparable to analog using currently available signal processing and
modulation methods. Analog or digital modulation, or possibly even a
combination of the two, can be used on any of the media to be described
below. Generally speaking, however, the emphasis has been on analog
modulation on all media except fiber optics because of the bandwidth efficiency
that can be more readily obtained. For magnetic storage, again either analog
or digital modulation can be used.
Digitization. For the long term, digitization of the HDTV signal for either
transmission or storage offers significant advantages, and will likely become
commonplace. As previously mentioned, there is a greater opportunity for
compression, and the subjective quality of the de-compressed picture can be
superior to analog compression. The most significant advantage is the absence
of degradation in transmission or in multiple recordings and playbacks for a
digitized signal. It should be noted that this same property can be perceived
as a serious copyright problem by program producers, as demonstrated by the
digital-audio tape controversy in the U.S.
Reception and Display. As shown in Figure 1.3, the basic electronic
components required in the implementation of any advanced television receiver
are the same, whether it be IDTV, EDTV', HDTV, or analog or digital
transmission. The received signal is first turned into a sampled digital format.
In the case of direct-broadcast satellite or terrestrial broadcast, this requires a
tuner/demodulator, followed by sampling and analog-to-digital conversion. For
digital transmission via fiber optics, these steps can be skipped. The remainder
of the receiver functions are implemented using, in all cases, digital signal
processing together with significant amounts of memory. The final signal for
display is converted from digital to analog.
_ion Media
The major media expected for near-term HDTV transmission are expected to be
direct-broadcast satellite in Japan and Europe and terrestrial broadcast in the
United States. For the longer term, there is keen interest around the developed
world in transmission by fiber-optic cable.
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Direct-Broadcast Satellite. Japan was the first country in the world to launch
and initiate broadcast television service on a direct-broadcast satellite (DBS) in
May 1984. 4 CRef. 1.12) This was stimulated by the need to provide service to a
number of small and remote islands that are difficult to reach by either United
terrestrial broadcast or cable. Since NHK alone has the mandate to reach all
the Japanese people, it has naturally been the leader in introducing DBS. DBS
is also the medium that NHK has proposed for distribution of HDTV.
DBS makes an ideal medium for the rapid deployment of HDTV broadcasting in
Japan because, compared to the U.S., it has a relatively small geographic area,
and the local broadcasters are fewer in number and probably enjoy less
political influence. DBS offers a more ideal channel than terrestrial broadcast,
due to its greater bandwidth and lack of multipath distortion, and because it is
immediately available to the entire country.
For the long term, three DBS channels of HDTV distribution are planned, two
for the NHK channels and one for commercial broadcasters. The fact that NHK
will be allocated two of the three channels (perfectly justifiable by its mission to
reach remote islands with its two national channels) and the commercial
broadcasters will be allocated only one makes this an attractive strategic move
for NHK. To the extent that HDTV is successful, it should aid NHK more than
the commercial broadcasters. The commercial broadcasters can be expected
to respond by aggressively promoting EDTV broadcastiug, and possibly by
stimulating the more rapid deployment of optical fiber. On the other hand the
commercial acceptance of HDTV may be somewhat hampered in the near term
by the limited programming available, and by the fact that most of this
programming is provided by NHK. 6
NHK research oriented toward HDTV transmission on the available 27 MHz DBS
channels culminated in 1982 in the announcement of the MUSE standard for
DBS transmission (Refs. 1.13-1.15). MUSE was driven by the desire to transmit
within a standard 27 MHz bandwidth satellite channel, using modulation
techniques available and implementable in a 1980s timeframe. The latest
version of MUSE, MUSE-E, generates an 8.2 MHz bandwidth baseband analog
signal that is transmitted over the satellite using a standard 27 MHz transponder
and frequency modulation (FM). The FM modulation provides immunity to the
nonlinearities normally present on the microwave transmitter, and enables the
transmitter to be driven at higher power levels. It also provides some
4 The U.S. ATS-5 satellite did some broadcasting to India in the mid 1970s.
s According to NH_ a lot of HDTV programs are being produced out of NHK by commercial broadcasters.
(See IWP ! 1/9-23, 26)
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signal-to-noise advantage due to the bandwidth expansion in the FM modulation
process (8.2 to 27 MHz).
The DBS transmission of HDTV in Japan will use the MUSE analog modulation
technique. The receiver consists of a 0.5 meter dish antenna, RF demodulator,
MUSE decoder, and display. The current DBS satellite is called BS-2, and
HDTV transmission by MUSE using BS-2 was initiated on an experimental basis
by NHK in June 1989 for one hour per day. Approximately sixty _ receivers have
been positioned around the country in public places (department stores, train
stations, etc.) to receive these broadcasts. The purposes of these broadcasts
seem to be to generate public support for HDTV, interest consumers in
purchasing sets at a later date, and gain experience in HDTV production and
broadcast.
NHK indicated to the JTEC panel that it plans HDTV broadcasts of about six to
seven hours per day 5y i99i, _ing the hext: ge_n_-3 Sateilite. As
previously mentioned, three HDTV MUSE broadcast channels are planned, two
for the two NHK channels (one entertainment, one educational), and the third
for the use of commercial broadcasters. 7
Terrestn'al Broadcast. Terrestrial microwave broadcast is the primary medium
for delivery of television in the major cities of Japan, and the primary medium
available to the commercial broadcasters. There is no plan to transmit HDTV
by terrestrial broadcast. In fact, the receiver manufacturers expressed
skepticism to us that resolution and quality comparable to MUSE is possible
with terrestrial broadcast, given the multipath impairments and the limited
bandwidth available. The consensus in Japan is that systems of the type being
considered in the U.S. by the FCC cannot achieve a quality comparable to the
NHK HDTV system.
On the other hand, the JTEC panel encountered significant skepticism among
receiver manufacturers as to the viability of the NHK MUSE system for
commercial broadcast in Japan. There are many who feel :that EDTV is a more
viable option _or the near term. First, EDTV may offer a significant
enhancement of quality (although certainly not comparable to HDTV) for a
much lower cost than HDTV. Second, HDTV offers a significant improvement in
quality only for the larger screen sizes, whereas it is questionable how large a
screen can be accommodated in the typical small Japanese home. In the
6 NI-IK puts this figure at ninety.
7 According to NHK, Mpt has a plan to use one of its spare transponders on BS-3b, which will be launched
in ]991 exclusively for HDTV in order to _crease the length of HDTV broadcasting. However, NTSC signals will be
broadcast using two channels for NHK and one channel for the commerical broadcaster (JSB) in BS-3b.
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commonly feasible screen sizes, EDTV may offer substantially the same quality
as HDTV. Third, EDTV offers a much larger program choice, the bandwidth is
smaller and it can be accommodated on terrestrial broadcast, and the
broadcast is more attractive to programmers and advertisers since there is
already an embedded NTSC audience.
Therefore, there appears to be a struggle developing in Japan between NHK
and the commercial broadcasters corresponding to the competition between
HDTV and EDTV. The widespread introduction of EDTV-2 in Japan, if it occurs,
may be a significant impediment to the commercialization of MUSE, and HDTV
in general?
A first version of EDTV, EDTV-1, was scheduled for broadcast in late 1989.
This version is actually closer to IDTV, since the primary modifications are to
the receiver. The transmitter modifications are limited to the insertion of a
training signal for ghost cancellation in the receiver (to enable the effects of
multipath impairments to be removed), and some filtering to reduce the
crosstalk between luminance and chroma inherent in the NTSC format (using
techniques similar to those proposed by Farouja Laboratories in the U.S.). It is
fair to say that the improvement observed by the average viewer of EDTV-1 will
be minimal, particularly as compared to currently available IDTV receivers.
One of the significant advances of HDTV is the wider aspect ratio, not only
subjectively preferred but also consistent with the aspect ratio of movies. A
significant shortcoming of EDTV-1 is that it uses the same aspect ratio as
NTSC.
The second version of EDTV, EDTV-2, is scheduled to be standardized within
the next two _ years. However, there has been no progress toward a standard,
and there is suspicion that NHK is delaying progress, since it views EDTV as
narrowing the gap with HDTV, thereby reducing the chances for success of the
latter. _° The process of choosing a standard for EDTV-2 in Japan is not even as
e According to NI-IK, many manufacturers do not think that EDTV is a more practical choice than I-IDTV in the
near future after having reviewed the very small penetration of EDTV receivers in these two years. NHK states that
it is not the case that NHK is competing with commercial broadcasters in the sense that the former is developing
HDTV and the later are developing EDTV. IqHK states that it understands the importance of development of EDTV
and plays important roles in this development.
9 NLIK puts it at three years.
10 According to NH_ development of EDTV-2 is being conducted in BTA with the participation of NHK,
commercial broadcasters, and manufacturers. NHK is actively cooperating with BTA to develop EDTV-2, proposing
some important technical ideas. NHK states that it understands the importance of the improvement of the picture
quality in terrestrial broadcast.
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far along as the similar process in the U.S., based on the current FCC
proceedings. In fact, the Japanese strategy may be to walt for the U.S.
standard, and then choose a compatible standard, thereby aiding the receiver
manufacturers.
In summary, there appears to be direct competition in Japan between HDTV
(primarily advocated by NHK) and EDTV (primarily promoted by the
commercial broadcasters). In spite of the consensus position presented to the
outside world by Japan that HDTV is the television system of the future, there is
considerable--ch_agr-eement about this within Japan. The "consensus" position is
in the best interest of NHK, and is evidently driven by its political power. Many
organizations outside of-_ Such as the commercial broadcasters, appear to
favor the EDTV approach for Japan. (Note that the JTEC panel did not visit any
commercial broadcasters to obtain direct verification of this statement.) Most of
the receiver manufacturers are pursuing both approaches, but many appear to
be more optimistic about the success of EDTV in Japan.
Despite some skepticism about the near-term potential of HDTV as a broadcast
television technology, many Japanese manufacturers do favorably view the
market for HDTV in its industrial applications, as discussed later. This, in
addition to the political power of NHK, goes a long way toward explaining their
willingness to invest in developing this technology. '!
Also, it should be emphasized that like HDTV, EDTV receivers require
substantially more signal pr0-cessing electronics _d memory than today's NTSC
receivers. To the extent that they are commercially successful, both HDTV and
EDTV equipment will have a considerable impact on the commercial markets
for electronics components and on the technoiogic_ capabilities of their
manufactut_ef_. ..... _ _ -
Cable (CATV). In contr_t to the U.S., CATV is not a Significant factor in Japan.
There are about-3.6 _ion _subscribers on-japanese cable systems,
represen_g a fairly insigni_cant portion of the population ('Ref. 1.12). Nor is
CATV likely to become a significant factor, since any analogous distribution
system installed in the _uture would likely use optical fiber. Thus, in contrast to
the U.S., CAT-'V-is not viable in Japan as_a h_e_um _fof-establis_g HDTV
broadcasting. _
Optical Fiber. By far the highest quality HDTV service could be provided via
fiber optics, since it could be used for digital transmission at bandwidths much
il NHK states that NHK and commercial broadcasters are working together in developing EDTV. Among
commercial broadcasters there are different views on HDTV and EDTV because some of them prefer HDTV while
others prefer EDTV.
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higher than either satellite or terrestrial transmission. At bit rates of 100 to
140Mb/s per HDTV channel, a single fiber to the home could easily support
four to eight HDTV channels simultaneously. If the fiber network were
constructed on a switched basis rather than a distribution basis (the latter
analogous to the present CATV networks), then an essentially unlimited number
of channels of HDTV (as well as lower resolution TV) could be provided. The
quality that can be obtained currently at these bit rates is substantially better
than MUSE or EDTV, and there is considerable opportunity for further
reductions in bit rate. Furthermore, the use of digital transmission all the way
to the home would ensure that there would be essentially no transmission
impairments.
In Japan, optical fiber networks for delivery of HDTV and other
telecommunications services would be installed by the Nippon Telephone and
Telegraph Co. (]_/TT). This is envisioned as a part of a general concept called
the Information Network System (INS) (Ref. 1.16). The INS is an experimental
system that is testing the delivery of many telecommunications services through
digital transmission directly to customer premises.
Like NHK, NTT is overseen by the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
(MPT). Thus, it is likely that MPT would perform coordination of the activities
of NI-'IK and NTT. To some extent, the interests of NTT and NHK would run
counter to one another. To the extent that NTT installs optical fiber networks,
this would likely provide more extensive HDTV transport services to the
commercial broadcasters, and not necessarily serve the best interests of NHK.
Both NTT and NHK told the JTEC panel that there is no immediate plan for
installation of fiber to the home, primarily on the basis of the high installation
cost. Clearly this is currently a much more expensive option for HDTV
distribution in Japan than DBS. On the other hand, a fiber network would offer
the possibility of a number of other broadband telecommunications services,
which could help to defray the higher costs.
While there was no indication of any plans for fiber networks to the home for
the next five to ten years, fiber is currently being installed for "trunking"
applications, i.e., delivery of television programming to terrestrial broadcast
stations around the country. Fiber is also being installed to businesses for data
and video conferencing applications. Since the near-term plans for HDTV are
to use DBS, there should be a much smaller need for HDTV fiber trunking.
In spite of any near-term plans for fiber distribution of HDTV, there is
considerable investment by NTT, and also by NHK, in digital compression
technology for HDTV. There is also similar activity in several manufacturing
companies. Applications of this technology could include optical fiber (both
tnmking and distribution to the home) and digital recording. While there has
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been activity in the U.S. in digital compression of HDTV, this author is aware of
no working realtime compression systems at a rate of 100 Mb/s. The JTEC
panel saw at least one such system in Japan, and would therefore have to
conclude that Japan is one to two years ahead of the U.S. in developing digital
compression of HDTV signals.
Recording Media. The storage or recording of HDTV is obviously important for
production of programs, including near-term use in the production of movies
(replacing film). It is also important in distributing HDTV program material in
the absence of transmission media, for example, in the U.S. prior to the
establishment of transmission standards and facilities. Recording is also
important in the HDTV equivalent of the camcorder.
There are a number of advanced video recording developments underway in
Japan, most using the baseband analog and digital approaches. Manufacturers
have been active in the design of HDTV magnetic recorders for both studio use
(the video tape recorder, or VTR) and for home use (the video cassette
recorder, or VCR). Most of the manufacturers we visited had prototypes of
both types of recorders, and in some cases they are commercially available.
Most of the manufacturers were working on both analog and digital recorders.
In most cases, the analog recorders were for the wider bandwidth baseband
signal, rather than for recording in_ the narrowe_r_ bandwidth MUSE format. This
is necessary for VTRs, given the degradation in quality in MUSE, although
MUSE VCRs would be a viable commercial product. However, a MUSE VCR
has the significant disadvantage that a MUSE encoder is very expensive, and
thus a MUSE camcorder would probably not be cost-effective.
/DTV. V'u-_ually all the television manufacturers have ongoing programs in
development of IDTV sets. C"lear|y the "high-end '_ television market is the most
profitab|e, and _the_refore this actlvity is commercially important. IDTV television
sets are now available commercially from both Japanese and European
manufacturers .....
EDTV. Most of the manufacturers we visited were developing EDTV-1 sets.
This is a natural extension of IDTV developments. The extent of EDTV
developments beyond this is less clear. The most aggressive research and
development program in this area is at Hitachi Central Research Laboratory, led
by a pioneer in EDTV, Dr. Fukinuki (Ref. 1.17). His laboratory has developed
an EDTV system with standard 4:3 aspect ratio, and is currently refining EDTV
systems with 16:9 aspect ratios that use both the letterbox and side-panel
approaches.
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The quality of the EDTV pictures the JTEC panel saw demonstrated is
impressive, and would seem to offer stiff competition to HDTV, especially given
the wider availability and the lower cost. _2 However, one important caveat is
that all the systems we viewed, both HDTV and EDTV, were in a studio
environment and were not subject to transmission impairments. DBS-transmitted
HDTV is likely to achieve a quality close to that we viewed, but it is not clear
how the EDTV systems will stand up with actual terrestrial or CATV channel
impairments.
Compatible MUSE Systems. Interestingly, NHK is also developing advanced
television systems (ADTV), which is a similar concept to EDTV. This work is in
response to the U.S. FCC proceedings which seek to define a terrestrial
broadcast system. NHK has modified its MUSE-E format, already in use in
Japan, to generate Narrow-MUSE, MUSE-6, and MUSE-9 (Ref. 1.18). Its
motivation for this development is not clear, but most likely the objective is to
preserve MUSE in some form, given that MUSE-E has been rejected for the
U.S.
Narrow-MuSE is a 6 MHz bandwidth version of MUSE (as compared to 8.2
MHz for MUSE-E), and will fit within one standard broadcast television channel.
MUSE-6 and MUSE-9 are receiver-compatible to NTSC, where the latter
requires a 3 MI-Iz enhancement channel. They are thus essentially EDTV
systems in accordance with our earlier definitions. These systems were
demonstrated at the National Association of Broadcasters Convention in May
1989 in an attempt to generate support in the U.S. These systems were
developed quickly by modifying MUSE encoders and decoders. Considering
their short development time and the less-than-optimum approach of modifying
a different system, it is not surprising that the picture quality of these systems
suffer somewhat in comparison to some other EDTV systems that have received
a longer development. In particular, the NTSC-receiver picture for MUSE-6 and
MUSE-9 was noticeably degraded. _3
/-/DT_. All the HDTV developments that we saw, including cameras, VTRs,
VCRs, and receiver/displays, were based on the NI--IK 1125 interlaced
production format. We saw a number of demonstrations of working HDTV
systems, including both baseband and MUSE.
13 According to NHK, the cost of a wide screen and wide aspect ratio EDTV receiver may be approximately
the same as that of an HDTV recehrer, because of complicated signal processing which is necessary to widen the
aspect ratio and increase luminance and chrominance resolution with keeping with compatibility with NTSC.
]3 NHK states that the picture quality of MUSE-6 or MUSE-9 are approximately the same as that of any other
ATV system. According to NHK, it is difficult for any system to have high picture quality in 6 MHz bandwidth while
keeping compatibility with NTSC.
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The quality of MUSE-decoded HDTV is somewhat dependent on the design of
the decoder. All the systems we saw had noticeable artifacts in dynamic
portions of the picture. Undoubtably this is fundamentally dependent on the
MUSE format.
It is not clear how the general viewer would react to these artifacts, but they
are readily discernible to the expert.
A VLSI implementation of the MUSE decoder is currently being developed by
six companies in cooperation with NHK. This development includes 26 different
ASIC chip designs. A complete decoder includes about 100 chips, including 50
catalog chips and 50 ASIC chips. The precise status of this development is
unclear. All chips have been silicon. We heard from some sources that some
of the chips were not yet functional, and from others that the board was
working." The development was announced in an NHK press release in early
June 1989.
Due to the large investment in an uncertain market and some skepticism about
MUSE, some manufacturers were initially reluctant to join this development
effort, but were pressured by NHK to participate. Is We inquired as to the
opportunities for licensing MUSE technology from NHK, and were told that the
technology Would be freely iice_ed to all comp_es, domestic and foreign,
with each paying the same license fee. Since our visit, a technology licensing
agreement was in fact announced with TI Japan.
We also inquired at several manufacturers-as to the-difficulty they would have
in developing and manufacturing equipment for a non-MUSE standard, such as
an incompatible standard that might be adopted in the U.S. The co[-ts-ensus
was that all standards are likely to have the same basic technology, and
development to a new standard could occur quickly. The time from
standardization to commercially available equii_m_nt W;6uldbe _bout two-years.
This is quite a bit faster than most U.S. companies could respond, especially
those that wait for the establishment of a standard be_re they begin their
development erfforts. _-_- = - _ -
14 NHK reports that MUSE decoders with LSIs have already been demonstrated at the open house of the
NH_ Science and-Technicai Research L_al)o-r_-t0rie-s in i-9§9. Several manufacturers -have-alreacly _nounced their
Intentions to sell MUSE decoders on the market.
IB According to _ NHK has never intended to put any pressure upon manufacturers. N]-IK and
manufacturers aoreed to do the development together.
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF HDTV TECHNOLOGY
While many manufacturers are skeptical about HDTV broadcasting, they have
invested heavily in HDTV development for several reasons, including pressure
from NHK, particularly when it comes to developing hardware for MUSE. '_
HDTV is a natural evolution of the video technology and is driving a number
of technologies with commercial potential, including displays, magnetic
recording, and signal processing. Manufacturers are also investing in HDTV
because of its potential for industrial applications, such as training, printing, and
graphics.
Japanese manufacturers, particularly Sony, see that such near-term commercial
applications in industry can offset their development costs. Japanese companies
generally separate research from development costs, and do not expect that
research costs be recovered from equipment sales in any specific time period.
However, development costs must generally be offset by expected equipment
sales within a reasonable period.
A few of the perceived applications of HDTV in industry (in which we include
training and education) include the following:
Movie production, replacing film
Projection of movies in theaters, eliminating the local film projector
Industrial and educational training video
Medical imaging
Printing and graphics
Production of NTSC and similar resolution television programming
As a specific example, we saw at Sony a medical training video of an operation
in progress. The video resolution and color rendition were perceived as
adequate for training of medical students; thus, such videos may be used to
reduce the time students must spend in actual operating rooms.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE U.S.
Given the strong presence of the Japanese in the consumer electronics markets
and their near dominance of television _and video products, HDTV is a natural
16 NHK states that they did not exert any pressure. The manufacturers are doing their business, estimating
the progress of HDTV broadcast. None of them wants to be left behind the others.
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progression in the development of their industry. Not only does it offer
possibilities for future consumer products (the exact time frame is unclear), but
there likely will be sufficient industrial applications to justify much of the
development cost. In addition, there is significant technology spinoff into other
marketplaces.
The Institutional Context for the Development of HDTV in Japan
Ir'u'rial Development. The origins of HDTV" in Japan are interesting in that the
early developments seem not to have been motivated by visions of dominating
world markets in consumer electronics. Rather, HDTV arose out of a desire to
advance television systems generally, and to advance the fortunes of the
broadcasting agency that supported the research, NHK, in its competition for
viewers. The parallels to the development of color television in the U.S. are
striking--a cooperation through common ownership between a broadcaster (in
that case NBC) and an equipment manufacturer (in that case RCA). In Japan,
HDTV has been driven by a broadcaster, NHK, with the cooperation (or at least
acquiescence) of the equipment manufacturers.
Perhaps the most striking lesson that we can learn from the development of
HDTV in Japan relates to the long-term focus of the research performed by
NHK Research Laboratories, a quasi-public research laboratory.
R&D Funding. I-IDTV" research was supported not through equipment sales, but
through revenues derived from service provision by NHK, almost in the form of
taxation. '7 This system of finance is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Both NHK (in
broadcast television) and NTT (in telephony) receive service revenues, which
they in turn use to support long-term research in underlying techn010gies
important to those industries. In each case, they involve equipment
manufacturers in that research by obtaining from them prototypes of equipment
relevant to that research. These manufacturers in fact make substantial financial
contributions to the research, since they are reimbursed only for material
expenses and not for labor expenses." What seems to be most critical about
this symbiotic relationship is the overall direction of the research provided by
the service provider (NHK or NTT). NHK and NTT define the overall system
concept being researched, and "farm out" portions of the system to different
manufacturers. The importance of this arrangement is that no individual
manufacturer has to take the risk or make the investment to develop the entire
17 According to NHK, the receiving fee is not a [orm of taxation because there is no penalty stipulated in the
broadcast law ff the receiving fee is not paid.
18 NHK states that the manufacturers cooperate with N_ and NTT because NHK and NTT have their own
abilities for the development of new technologies.
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system. Rather, each manufacturer can develop only a portion of the system
knowing that its piece will fit into an overall system concept.
The parallels to the financing (and successes) of Bell Laboratories in the years
prior to divestiture are striking. In that case, AT&T embodied both the service
provider and manufacturer functions, but service revenues were used to finance
much of the long-term research and development. This type of revenue is a
much more stable source of financing.
Another lesson for the United States is the participation of Japanese industry in
the research, in effect obtaining a partial subsidy for its own long-term research,
but also being willing to invest its own resources in a project with a very
distant payoff.
BROADCAST
RECEIVING TELEPHONE
FEES REVENUES
NHK NTT
MATERIAL REIMBURSEMENT
COOPERATING COMPANIES (SUPPLIERS)
Figure 1.4. The Method of Finance of Long-Term Research Into
Television and Telecommunications Systems in Japan
The Need for a Common Standard. Unfortunately for the Japanese, it would
appear to be very difficult to establish HDTV as a commercial opportunity
solely within Japan. For one thing, many of the producers of programming
material are outside Japan, and would be unlikely to produce material in a
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special format solely for that market. For another, HDTV offers an advantage
over competing advanced television systems only when viewed on a big screen,
and the small floorspace of Japanese homes makes big screens more
problematic than in the U.S. Thus, to really cash in on their investment, the
Japanese companies need the U.S. market, and this may explain their
increasingly accommodating position with respect to establishing a joint
standard.
Future Directions. Having reviewed the current status of R&D related to
modulation and transmission of high-resolution video in Japan, we can now
speculate briefly on likely future directions of Japanese technology in these
areas.
With respect to television broadcasting and receivers, it seems clear that the
major Japanese television manufacturers will continue to develop all three levels
of television technology: IDTV', EDTV, and HDTV. HDTV will be driven by the
needs of NHK, while EDTV will be driven by the needs of the commercial
broadcasters. The standardization of EDTV seems to be currently on hold,
probably pending the choice of a terrestrial broadcast sys-t-e_-bTy-'fl-te U.S£ FCC.
When the FCC chooses a terrestrial broadcast system, Japan will likely be the
first to offer receivers commercially that conform to this standard, and will likely
adopt the same standard for its terrestrial broadcast.
The future development of the incompatible HDTV' system will also depend to a
great extent on what happens in the U.S. It will be difficult for Japan to
establish a profitable _ receiver manufacturing b_ess on the b_ of the
Japanese market alone, because of the lack of availability of progr_g, the
more limited economies of scale, and the limited space _ jal_tes_ _households
for the large HDTV screens. Thus, Japan will attempt to establish a parallel
market for its HDTV system in the U.S. on media other than terrestrial
broadcast--VCR, c_ie, direct-broadcast satellite, or fiber optics. If necessary, it
will adapt the system to conform to the needs or constraints of the U.S.
market. _g
Meanwhile, Japan, and especially Sony, will proceed at full speed on industrial
and production applications of I-IDTV. HDTV technologies, such as signal
processing and displays, will also be adapted to information system products.
]9 According to NHK, it is now clear that the terrestrial ATV system in the U.S. will be different from the
_£_ and the MUSE because the U.S. FCC has- decided to adopla+s]rrtu_Icast ATV system which is channel-
compatible with the present 6 MI--Iz RF bandwidth. Japanese HDTV and _s_rStems will'have _eir'_ -domestic
market for the above reasons.
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Spinoff Benefits of HDTV Development
The video developments in Japan have many secondary benefits in terms of the
advancement of other technologies and capabilities. This is perhaps the
greatest significance of HDTV--as a technology driver. The benefits of this
accrue from the exploratory developments that have taken place, regardless of
the independent commercial success of HDTV.
Signal Processing Technologies. Digital signal processing is important in its
own right, including in military applications. But as an application of high-speed
computation with realtime constraints, it is perhaps the most demanding
application of high-performance computing. The computation rates of many
special-purpose DSP processors far exceed those of the fastest general-purpose
supercomputers. As such, DSP is an important training and testing ground for
high-performance computing. The DSP component of HDTV compression and
decompression is demanding, and the experience gained there can be applied
in other areas, advancing computing expertise generally.
It should be noted again that whether the transmission and modulation is analog
or digital is largely irrelevant; in either case, the largest electronics content of
an HDTV or EDTV receiver is in digital (not analog) signal processing.
Due to Japan's emphasis on video applications, Japanese technology in DSP
processors, and especially those oriented toward video applications, is quite
advanced. The need for the development of video and HDTV compression
algorithms and the testing of those algorithms has led to the construction of
many multiprocessor DSP machines in Japan, including at NHK, NTT, and the
manufacturers. These machines are not really much different from
multiprocessor supercomputers. Hence, we will not be surprised to see
Japanese companies in the latter market as a side benefit of their emphasis on
video technologies.
Semiconductor Technologies. The content of semiconductors in HDTV sets will
be very high, further strengthening the captive Japanese semiconductor makers
to the extent that HDTV is a commercial success. For the nearer term, the
greatest significance of HDTV is as a driver of semiconductor technologies in
the performance direction. Efforts at cost reduction of HDTV receivers will
drive digital semiconductor processors and memories toward ever higher
speeds.
Other Applications. Other applications and industries in which the U.S. is quite
strong are susceptible to obsolescence from electronic video technologies of
which HDTV" is a natural progression. These include film for still and movie
cameras, printing, and medical imaging. It is clear that video and imaging in its
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many forms and manifestations will be one of the major industries of the coming
decades, and if present trends continue, the U.S. may be destined to play a
secondary role.
CONCLUSIONS
From our visits it was evident, as expected, that Japan has a clear lead over the
U.S. in most aspects of high-performance video signal processing research and
development. Significantly, this lead includes the digital compression and
processing of video.
If Japan has a weakness, it stems from the long history and vested interest in
specific HDTV standards, modulation methods, and transmission media. If one
started today to develop an HDTV system using the most modem technologies,
the resulting system would differ in some important respects from that which
has been developed in Japan. In particular, it would undoubtably Emphasize
more _t_ Compressi0n_d transmission, and optical fiber would probably
play a much larger role. This presents an opportunity for the U.S. to bypass
the slightly antiquated MUSE technology into a more advanced system.
However, make no mistake about it, the Japanese manufacturers will have both
the capability and the will to develop equipment for any standard and system
developed in the U.S. Their current base of technology and experience should
enable them to develop equipment
television system in very short order.
compatible with almost any advanced
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CHAPTER 2
EvoLu,noN or' Drspm IN
Lawrence E. Tannas, Jr.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of Johoka Shokaz, the 'Information Society," was presented in
December 1980 in a report of the Japanese Information Industry Council (Ref. 2.1).
Johoka Shokai is a broad concept in which integrated information and
communication systems contribute to industrial productivity, resource and energy
conservation, the solution of social and medical problems, an elevation of the
human sense of self-worth, and even the promotion of world peace. When the
JTEC HDTV panel visited Japan in June 1989, it appeared that the vision of an
advanced information society is widely shared in the Japanese government and the
electronics community. Since this concept was introduced, many Japanese
government agencies, private industries, and consortia have implemented programs
for the development of 'New Media" which they expect to serve as the
infrastructure of the emerging advanced information society.
HDTV is an integral part of this infrastructure. Many technical achievements for
HDTV transcend their application to the television industry; by way of commonality
in electronic implementation and high-resolution visual components, HDTV merges
the functions of television broadcasting, cinematography, photography, printing,
graphic design, telecommunications, and computer processing. There is a
national emphasis in Japan to achieve Johoka Shokai, and HDTV is often
considered the nucleus of the 'New Media!' infrastructure for this future society.
High-quality, high-resolution displays are critical to the success of HDTV. Japanese
researchers have already achieved technical breakthroughs which allow for the
production, storage, compression, and transmission of a video signal with
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significantly greater amounts of visual information than that of NTSC-broadcast
television. Affordable, quality display products will realize HDTV's potential to
dramatically enhance the consumer's viewing experience.
Despite an array of technical difficulties inherent in high definition display
development, government agencies and private Japanese firms are investing heavily
in this research, and are highly committed to developing marketable HDTV
displays in the near term. HDTV displays using either direct-view (up to 40-inch)
or projection CRTs (40-inch and up) are already in production. Liquid crystal
projection displays are still under development as an alternative to CRTs. Various
types of direct-view, flat-panel displays are further behind in development, but
should be in production by 2000. Thus, the technology is now available, or soon
will be, for Japanese firms to produce high-quality, high-resolution display products
for both consumer and industrial markets.
R&D ENVIRONMENT FOR ADVANCED TELEVISION SYSTEMS
The following paragraphs describe some of the organizational and technical
considerations which are currently determining the environment in Japan for the
development of advanced consumer and industrial television equipment.
I-Iigh-Level Commitment. V'n'tually all of the major Japanese electronics companies
are worldng to develop HDTV and other related products based on high-definition
video technologies. This is due in part to leadership by the Japan Broadcasting
Corporation (Nippon Hoso Kyokai, or NHK), which is in a unique position in the
Japanese television industry to state common objectives, set standards, and muster
indus,-wide suppo_. The=electronics industry in Japan also enjoys considerable
support and funding for HDTV research fi'om the J-ap_ese--h,_mistries of
International Technology and Industry (MITI) and of Posts and Telecommunications
(MPT).
NHK has been deve|op_ng=HDTV for twenty years. The complete concepts of
HDTV studio production and recording, data compression, direct satellite
broadcast, terrestrial broadcast, and CRT pr0jecti0n _plays have not o_y Ken
developed, but tested and exhibited in public forums such as EXPO 85 in Tsukuba,:
in showings on public screens of HDTV broadcasts of the 1988 Olympics from
Korea, and daily one-hour broadcasts since June 1989, as well as in numerous
electronics shows in Japan and other countries. Based on the progress to date,
the Japanese government and the electronics industry expect to make 1990 the
'_,ear of high definition television (Ref. 2.2)." Planned for this year are the launch
of a new direct broadcast satellite for HDTV, and extension of the hours of HDTV
broadcast.
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Efforts to Establish a U.S. Standard. Agreement on a production or source-
material standard is essential to conversion of programming to appropriate
distribution media, whether HDTV, existing television standards (NTSC, PAL, or
SECAM), film, VTR, laser disc, etc., which can all be related through a common
archival source. The Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE)
in the United States, with participation from Canada, Europe, and Japan, has spent
considerable effort to achieve an internationally acceptable U.S. HDTV standard.
SMPTE's recommendation for the 1125/60 standard to date has not been formally
accepted in the U.S.
Compatibility with IVTSC Television. In the United States, the FCC has ruled that
any HDTV terrestrial broadcast television must fit in the existing 6 MHz NTSC
bandwidth allocations and be compatible with or simulcast for viewing on existing
NTSC televisions. There is also demand for compatibility from independent
broadcasters in Japan. Japanese researchers have therefore devoted additional
effort, with limited success, to making HDTV compatible with NTSC television, or
at least compatible with the frequency bandwidth allocations for NTSC.
Unfortunately, converting HDTV to NTSC raster causes considerable loss in resolu-
tion, and HDTV compression schemes (including MUSE) lose temporal and/or
spatial information in the encoding and decoding processes.
Improvement of NTSC Television. Concepts to improve NTSC television have
already been formally approved for use in Japan. These concepts are commonly
referred to as IDTV (improved definition television) and more recently, EDTV-1
(extended definition television). With _or exceptions, the improvements in
EDTV-1 are in the set. Improvements include progressive scanning, better use of
the color signal, signal interpolation, and additional filtering. A newer system,
EDTV-2, may include some expansion and transmission changes within the NTSC
framework, as well as a 16:9 aspect ratio, while retaining reception compatible with
EDTV-1 and standard NTSC television sets. EDTV-2 standard is scheduled for
production in Japan two (or more) years hence.
Simultaneous Use o[ I-IDTV and NTSC. Dual television standards will continue
indefinitely in Japan. HDTV will be distributed by direct broadcast satellite and
viewable on special HDTV sets, with satellite antenna and tuner, and with MUSE
decoder. HDTV programming will also be viewable on existing NTSC sets, at
reduced resolution, utilizing satellite antenna and tuner, and electronic HDTV-to-
NTSC converter box (see Figure 2.1).
NTSC television will continue by direct broadcast satellite and terrestrial broadcast
as before, with upgrading of NTSC reception at the discretion of television viewers
when they choose to buy a new IDTV or EDTV television set.
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moisture. One satellite will cover the entire country of Japan, including its outlying islands.
Figure2.1. NHK Distribution of HDTV
Source: Derived from_ literature and modified.
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DBS Distribution of HDTV. NHK has long planned the mass distribution of HDTV
to be via direct broadcast satellite (DBS) (as shown in Figure 2.1), although by the
year 2000 this would appear to be only one of several options, others being cable
and fiber optics. Terrestrial broadcast of HDTV is less than satisfactory because
of line-of-sight requirements, interference problems and ghosting, and the 6 MHz
bandwidth allocation. MUSE, the HDTV compression techmque developed by
NHK, was a critical technical accomplishment. At its annual open house in June
1989, NI-'IK announced the completion of a large-scale integrated electron MUSE
decoder using twenty-six ASICs. The ASICs allow the decoder chip set to be
reduced from 3000 ICs to 100 ICs.
Projections for Growth of I-IZ)TV Sales. It is difficult to predict the growth of the
Japanese HDTV industry; however, MPT has published projections of HDTV-related
sales in Japan of 0.2 trillion yen in 1990, increasing to 3.4 trillion yenby the year
2000 (Ref. 2.3). MPT expects total sales for this period to be 14.5 trillion yen,
almost all of which (97.5°,4) will be in consumer and industrial television sets (see
Figure 2.2). These projections are useful as a measure of the level of expectation
and commitment in the Japanese government and electronics community relative
to the Japanese development of HDTV products.
HIGH D_t-tmt't'tONTELEVISION DISPL,_I_S
The display is a problematic component in high definition television systems. Not
only must the HDTV display have a higher resolution and larger size than any
previous consumer television product, it must also be affordable and be able to
fit through the front door. In large-area HDTV displays, flat panel technologies
would appear to be the answer to the problem of set volume, but these have not
matured sufficiently to achieve either the resolution or the size required. There
were no activities observed, or believed to exist, by the JTEC committee that
would lead one to believe that flat panels could be in production much before the
year 2000.
In lieu of flat panel displays for the near term, Japanese researchers have
developed cathode ray tubes (CRTs) for HDTV sets in direct-view and in front-
and rear-projection applications, through significant improvements in the
technologies of the CRT. Several CRT products are now available which meet the
high standards for HDTV viewing quality. Liquid crystal technologies appear to
offer promising alternatives to CRTs, both in projection and in flat panel displays.
Table 2.1 shows various display types (Ref. 2.4), with their advantages and
disadvantages at their present stages of development. Intensive display research
continues in Japan, with a number of qualitative and quantitative goals for HDTV
products.
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HIGH DEFINITION
TELEVISION
97.5 %
HDTV
FILM THEATRE
PRODUCTION 0.14%
1.9%
PACKAGE PRINTING,
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
0.3% 0.11%
The total 1990-2000 HDTV figure of 14.5 trillion yen is as estimated by the Ministry of Posts and
Teleco_|ca_'_n_ _o-m-_e_ _._ _T_ ii _e_=_t t_ one hundred billion U.S. -dO-]l_,i-(at
]45 yen to the U.S. dollar).
Figure 2.2. Projected HDTV-Related Sales, 1990-2000
Source: MPT, HDTV Promotion CTTEE handout to JTEC HDTV panel, as translated by Niko.
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Table 2.1
DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES FOR HDTV
TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
DIRECT-VIEW CRT HIGHEST OVERALL QUALITY <41" DEPTH OF SET
SIZE LIMIT <41"
PROJECTION CRT
(FRONT AND REAR)
HIGHEST OVERALL QUALITY >40"
ONLT COST EFFECTIVE METHOD
FOR LARGE SIZE
DEPTH OF SET (REAR)
REFLECTION OF AMBIENT
ILLUMINATION (FRONT)
PROJECTION ACTIVE MATRIX
LIQbUD CRTBTAL DISPLAY
COST-EFFECTIVE FOR MEDIUM SIZE
HIGH OVERALL QUALITY
SINGLE PROJECTING LENS
EFFICIENT LIGHT SOURCE
DEPTH OF SET (REAR)
REFLECTION OF AMBIENT
ILLUMINATION (FRONT)
DIRECT-VIEW ACTIVE MATRIX FLAT PANEL
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY HIGH QUALITY COLOR
SMALL SIZE (< 14")
HIGH COST
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE FLAT PANEL SMALL SIZE
HIGH COST
COLOR NOT DEVELOPED YET
GAS DISCHARGE
(PLASMA PANEL)
FLAT PANEL HIGH COST
(LOW) LUMINOUS
EFFICIENCY & BRIGHTNESS
LED FLAT PANEL
OIL FILM PROJECTION
(G.E. LIGHT VALVE AND
EIDOPHOR)
VERY LARGE SIZE (>80")
HIGH QUALITY
SEVERE COST PROBLEM
BLUE COLOR NOT YET
DEVELOPED
HIGH COST
LOW LUMINOUS EFFICIENCY
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ERGONOMIC GOALS FOR HDTV' D_
The primary objective in the HDTV concept is to enhance the visual experience.
The Japanese firms engaged in HDTV development intend to achieve this
objective in three ways (Ref. 2.5):
1. Increase image size to make the subjects more life-like in size, thus
improving realism of presence
2. Increase the peripheral image to enhance the illusion of actually being
in the scene
3. Increase the resolution to satisfy human visual acuity in the same room
lighting as is used with NTSC
In order to realize these goals, the I--IDTV set must be able to disp|ay_
substantially more v_ual information; : _cI _ _m_t_;be bo_ : larger : arid
proportionately wider than NTSC sets in use today. The wider-aspect image
of HDTV (16:9, or 1.78:1) was chosen to approximate the publicly successful
1.85:1 aspect ratio which is the motion picture industry standard (Ref. 2.6). The
aspect ratio of NTSC is 4:3 (or 1.33:1).
HDTV" has approximately five times the picture elements, or pixeis, of NTSC-
broadcast television (see Table 2.2) (Ref. 2.7)' Since the resolving power of
th_ _ewer_ the same regardiess of the type of size of image, the HD_
display can be optimally enlarged to 2.6 times (in diagonal) that of an NTSC
television (see Figure 2.3). HDTV thereby retains about the same visual angle
between pixels--one minute of arc between pixels for standard viewing distance-
-but with a mdch-I_-g_r image size and wider field of view. Thus, if one is
comfortable with a 19-inch NTSC set at a given viewing distance, a comparable
HD_S-et _viewed fr0ii_--the same distance will be s0 _.ches in diagonal.
CRT TECHNOLOGIES FOR HDTV
It is CRT high definition television products which are currently ready, and
being marketed, for consumer and industrial use. To achieve the I-IDTV viewing
objectives with CRT technology, Japanese researchers have realized
improvements in the projection lens, phosphors, electron guns, and screen
technology of the CRT. Sizes for CRT displays can be grouped into three
ranges: direct-view CRTs below 41 inches; rear-projection cabinets from 40 to
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Table 2.2
A COMPARISON BETWEEN HDTV AND NTSC 'IV
1125
1035
TOTAL RASTER TIME
ACTUAL RASTER LINES
HORIZONTAL PIXELS
DIGITAL BASEBAND 1920
ANALOG BASEBAND 1020
INTERI_CE RATIO 2:1
FIELD FREQUENCY 60 I'-Iz
LINE FREQUENCY 33.75 KHz
VIDEO SIGNAL BANDWIDTH 30 MHz
AUDIO SIGNAL MODULATION PCM
NTSC 'IV
525
483
720
448
2:1
60 Hz
15.75 KHz
4.2 MHz
FM
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107 inches, and front- or rear-projecting modules for screens above 100 inches for
large theaters (see Figure 2.4). (Note that liquid crystal projection systems are
also being developed for displays above 40 inches. Sharp demonstrated a liquid
crystal HDTV projector at the Japanese Electronics Show in Osaka in October
1989).
Direct-View CRTs
The Japanese CRT industry has pushed the screen size of direct-view CRTs
(essentially the same system as used in standard televisions sets today) to 41
inches in diagonal. This display type now offers the highest HDTV image quality
in sets 41 inches or under. However, besides being smaller than the optimal size
for HDTV, this approach has the distinct disadvantage that the apparatus is so
heavy and bulky that it is not practical to manufacture, distribute, or install in a
typical living room.
Projecting
Projecting CRTs for large-screen cabinets and theater use offer promise for larger
and brighter screens than direct-view CRTs, with narrower set depth and lower
cost. The image quality and light efficiency of projecting CRT displays has
improved dramatically in recent years. Although no major scientific breakthroughs
have been incorporated into the latest projecting CRT displays, they do represent
important engineering design advancements over previous approaches.
The evolution of projecting CRTs for large-screen televisions started (prior to
HDTV application) with the single projecting shadow mask CRT and a high-gain
custom-curved screen, followed by the Klass tube with built-in Schmidt optics, and
finally, the three-tube approach for color without shadow mask and with refractive
optics. These improvements were needed primarily to increase image brightness.
Increasing image brightness without necessitating the use of cooling fans has been
one of the major research tasks for projecting CRTs. Innovations for improving
light output include the following:
1. Using new mixes in phosphors for a 15% light output
improvement (90% P-53 and 10% P-l)
2. Optically coupling the phosphor luminance into the faceplate
with a thin film interference coating
3. Making a concave faceplate as part of the projection lens
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The common metric in computing the ergonornic geometry is the vertical resolution of the human observer. It
is assumed that the contrast ratio and brightness of the two systems is constant and at a level where the human
observer can Just resolve images at one minute of arc corresponding to the pitch of the raster lines. If the
observer sits closer to the screen than suggested, he will see raster artifacts. If he sits farther born the screen
than suggested, he will not see all of the detail provided in the image.
Figure 2.3. Ergonornic Comparison of HDTV and NTSC TV
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4. Optically coupling the faceplate to the projection lens with a wetting fluid
5. Using the fluid between the faceplate and projection lens as a cooling
means
6. Using a 10-element fast projection lens (F/I.0 to F/1.4) with fluid coupling
to minimize internal reflections
7. Using a plastic aspherical lens to achieve a wide-exit projection angle
and to reduce cost
These sophisticated tube design concepts can be used in a rear-projecting
cabinet, or in either front or rear projection for large screens over 50 inches. The
40-60-inch cabinet displays will use three tubes; projectors for larger screens will
use three-tube modules in parallel, the number of modules depending on the size
of the screen. A narrow deflection angle of 70 ° and electromagnetic focus are
needed for the required high resolution.
Figure 2.5 shows the basic design of the CRT projection system. While this
system does represent major improvements in HDTV display technology, there are
still problems with the three-lens set, with less than optimal image brightness, with
set depth (in rear cabinets), with throw distance requirements, and with reflected
ambient illumination washing out the image in front projection systems.
Tim _ Baseline HDTV Display
The HDTV display type which is currently the most practicable and offers the
highest performance in mid-sized HDTV' cabinets is a 40-60-inch rear-projection
console using three separate CRTs (for red, green, and blue), each approximately
7 inches in diagonal. It is similar to that available today for large-screen NTSC
television.
One such model is the 40-inch Hitachi C42-Pxl (see Figure 2.6) (Ref. 2.8). As
compared with a 40-inch direct-view CRT, the Hitachi C42-Pxl has a 25% savings
in depth, a 50% savings in weight, a screen which is more than ten times as bright,
and greater luminous efficiency (Ref. 2.8). This improved efficiency comes about
by the optimization of the CRTs and a screen gain of five, at the-cost of a slight
loss in resolution and viewing angle. The screen plays a unique role by causing
light which would be lost on the floor and ceiling to be directed at the viewing
audience, and ambient room lighting to be absorbed rather than reflected back at
the audience. This model sells for about $3,000--a price comparable to that which
U.S. consumers paid for color televisions in the 1950s.
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ACTIVF_MATRIX LIOUID CRYSTAL PROJECTORS
Because of the remaining problems in CRT projectors, a number of Japanese
electronics firms are pursuing the development of liquid crystal projectors as an
alternative to CRTs. Seiko-Epson, which manufactures the NTSC TV projectors
formerly marketed in the United States under the Kodak name, has developed such
a projector.
In this projector, the HDTV image is created on three active-matrix polysilicon thin
film transfer (TFT)-liquid crystal light valves 2-3 inches in diagonal (one each for
the colors red, green, and blue) and projected onto a screen using a halogen
lamp and only one projection lens, as shown in Figure 2.7.
The active-matrix liquid crystal projector offers several advantages over the CRT
projector systems: single projecting lens, highly efficient light source, smaller
assembly size, and lower cost. The LCD projector technology is not sufficiently
developed to know yet whether the signal-to-light scattering noise (optical signal-
to-noise throughput) or the luminous efficiency of the LCD projector will be better
than those of the CRT projector; if so, this technology could well replace the CRT
projector for both rear and front projection.
Matsushita, Sharp, and other Japanese firms are also developing active-matrix
liquid crystal projectors in HDTV displays. MPT is encouraging LCD technology
through a consortium about half the size, and in parallel to, the consortium
organized by MITI for "Giant Electronics" that was tasked with developing large
flat panel displays.
NEW SCREEN TECHNOLOGY FOR PROIECTION DISPLAYS
Front Vemus Rear Projection
The projection CRTs and LCDs may be used in either front- or rear-projection
applications; other issues determine the relative merits of the two types of
projection. Front projectors use space more economically than rear projectors.
The audience area is used for throw distance, and the screen is effectively a flat
screen. However, the screen reflects the ambient light, which reduces the image
contrast and dilutes the color purity. Also, the blocking of the image projection
due to audience movement is an irritation.
The rear projector throw distance is established in an area behind the screen,
which can be minimized with folding mirrors and wide-angle lenses. The rear-
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Figure 2.6. Example of a CRT Rear-Projection TV
Source: Handouts to the JTEC HDTV panel by Hitachi ........
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projected image is never blocked by the audience. The major advantage in rear
projection, however, is realized through the transparency of the rear-projection
screen. The ambient illumination is not reflected, but rather transmitted through
the rear projection screen and trapped behind the screen.
The bar-Projection Screen ......
Hitachi and other firms have developed an innovative screen type for use with
HDTV rear projectors. This screen is itself a complex optical system (See Figure
2.8), comprised of two plastic sheets. A Fresnel lens comprising the entire i'_ar
sheet collimates the diverging image rays in order to avoid a bright area near the
center of the screen. A lenticular lens formed from columns of vertical cylindrical
microlenses are molded onto both the view side and the projector side of the front
sheet. The lenses on the projection side spread the image horizontally to fit the
viewing angle of the audience; the lenses on the view side of the screen color-
correct the lenticular micro lenses on the rear surface. Diffuser particles in the
lenticular lens transparent material scatter light appropriately for a wide vertical
viewing angle. Black stripes are placed on the screen front, over the cylindrical
micro lens junctions, to prevent the scattering at the junc_ons from reaching the
audience and to further minimize reflections of ambient light. The Fresnel grooves
and lenticular _cro lenses are made on a submill[me_pitch.
The new rear projector screens are a great advancement, since the room lighting
can now be quite high without washing out the image on the screen. The concept
is-independent of the type of rear projector, and W0_d work equally well with
CRT and LCD systems. _ _
FLAT PANEL DIS_
Although flat panel display technology is less mature than the CRT display
technologies described above, the Japanese are investing a great deal of money
in flat panel R&D. Flat panel displays are expected to be the HDTV display
standard of the future but have a long way to go to achieve the technical
capability.
Flat panel displays are thin in cross-section, with a flat front surface, rather than
the curved fr6nt_sLu'face of a CRT. -i They are also direct-w_w, as opposed to
projection, displays.
Goals for Flat Panel Research
The primary reason for developing flat panel displays for HDTV is to reduce set
volume, so that they can be shipped, used and stored, and mounted more easily
than the bulky CRTs. This has long been a promoted objective of the displays
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The rear projection screen is an optical element made up of two large plastic sheets. The Presnet lens
comprising the rear sheet is used to eliminate the hot spot by causing the diverging image to be collimated in
the direction of the audience. The lenticular tens controls the horizontal viewing angle. The embedded diffusers
control the vertical viewing angle. The black stripes prevent scattering at the apex of the microlenses making
up the lenticular tens from reaching the audience and prevent the reflection of ambient lighting. Color correction
is provided b;y micro-lenses on the front of the screen.
Figure 2.8. Rear-Projection HDTV Screen
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industry, dating back to the 1960s quest by former RCA to develop a TV that could
be hung on the wall like a picture.
The issue of HD_ set volume is an important one, particularly in Japan. Land in
Tokyo may sell for up to $20,000 a square foot, and apartments there can rent for
$20 a square foot per month. If the re_-Projecting CRT display occupies six
square feet, rental cost for the space alone may be $120 a month. Typical
Japanese homes and apartments are very small; consumers naturally voice alarm
when the size of an I--IDTV projecting CRT display is described.
A second reason for developing fiat panel displays is to dispense with the need
for projection systems which are cosily, delicate, and need to be properly aligned
in order to achieve their potential for picture and color quality. Flat panel displays
are direct-view systems. That is, the image is created electronically directly on
the viewing surface, without the need for lens systems for projection.
Flat Panel Display Types
While there are several different types of technologies which may be possible for
flat panel displays (see Table 2.1), only two types are being pursued seriously in
Japan for application to HDTV. These are the gas discharge or plasma panel
display, and the active-matrix LCD types. The JTEC panelists saw examples of
both types: NHK's gas discharge display, and Toshiba's active-matrix LCDs.
NHK has developed a 20-inch gas discharge flat plasma panel display (see Figure
2.9), which lags considerably behind projecting CRTs in resolution, brightness, and
luminous efficiency, as shown in the following comparison:
PROJECTING _
CRTs FLAT PANEL GAS DISCHARGE
Size (inches) 40-300
Resolution HDTV
Brightness (ftL) 100
Luminous Efficiency
('lumens/watt)
7
20
NTSC
17
0.13
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NHK has developed a 33-inch gas discharge flat plasma panel display, and NI-'IK
researchers expect to have developed a 50-inch gas discharge breadboard with
HDTV resolution within about three years.
IBM/Toshiba and Sharp have both made 14-inch active-matrix liquid crystal flat
panel color displays at NTSC resolution with a luminous efficiency of about two
lumens per watt. A new family of manufacturing machines must be made before
the LCD flat panel can be made any larger.
Despite ongoing efforts, no company has yet approached the size, color, and
resolution needed for HD'I'V in a flat panel display. Although the flat panel design
types described above can be used for computer monitors and NTSC television,
significant advances are needed not only in size and resolution, but also in
brightness and luminous efficiency, before either type can be applied to high
definition television.
Joint R&D for Flat Panel Displays
NHK, MPT, and MITI have identified the lack of a large flat panel display for
HDTV and other 'New Media"as a critical technology issue. To solve this
deficiency MITI announced the creation of the 'tGiant Electronic Concept" (GEC)
or 'Giant Technology Project" consortium in the Fall of 1989 to promote the
development of a one-meter square active-matrix color LCD breadboard by 1995.
This aggressive goal has since been modified to promoting research on crucial
elements necessary before such a display can be attempted.
At present, the Japanese flat panel display industry is concentrating on NTSC TV
and personal computer display applications. Several companies have announced
significant facility investments totalling in excess of $2 billion to build color active
matrix LCDs. Sharp alone has announced the commitment of $700 million for new
facilities. Considering the NHK and Giant Electronics timetables, it seems
reasonable to expect that HDTV flat panel displays of good quality will be
available after 1995 and before 2000.
CURRENT APPLICATIONS OF HDTV DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY
The first scheduled HDTV direct-satellite broadcast was made in Japan on June 3,
1989. The subject matter was a live fashion show from New York, showing the
international potentials of this medium. The signal was relayed to the U.S. by an
NHK satellite. The project was considered by NI-'IK to be an HDTV promotion and
was viewed at approximately 90 demonstration sites throughout Japan. MITI and
MPT are encouraging the implementation of about 150 demonstration sites in
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0.131 M/WATT
Researchers at NHK have been developing fiat panel display technologies for HDTV. The most mature fiat panel
technology is shown here. Over the next three years, NHK plans to develop a 50-inch HDTV version extending
this technology in both size and resolution. Major problems still exist with all fiat panel technologies in
brightness, luminous efficiency, and size.
Figure 2.9. NHK's Gas Discharge Flat Panel Display
Source: Courtesy of NHK
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Japanese department stores and public centers.
2.10.
Such a site is shown in Figure
The HDTV at this site is manufactured by Toshiba, and the complete system is
outlined in Figure 2.11. Toshiba has offered this system for sale at $1.1 million
with an eight month delivery. This system is very versatile as it can receive inputs
from satellite broadcast, tape, or laser disk, all under computer control. NHK sees
that the value in the demonstration sites is to educate and to promote interest in
HDTV. The department stores envision using the HDTV's to create customer
interest in the store and its products.
HI)TV theaters are also being demonstrated in Japan. Hitachi has developed a
one-inch wide video tape HDTV system, which it demonstrated at Yokohama EXPO
'89. In order for each of the two 25-foot diagonal exhibition screens to show a
very bright image, four sets of three-CRT unit projectors (12 CRTs) were used for
each screen (see Figure 2.12).
Computer Monitors Using High Definition Displays
The application resolution of HDTV displays is comparable to current computer
monitors, so that the two applications are converging. The high-resolution
computer graphics monitors are at an actual resolution of 1024 horizontal lines by
1280 vertical lines and higher. The resolution of 1125/60 HDTV is at 1035
horizontal lines. The computer state of the art is such that the computer is now
being used for generating, merging, and editing HDTV as well as NTSC images.
Educational and Museum Use of HDTV Base_band
HI)'rv technology has been applied in an art gallery at Gifu, pictured in Figure
2.13. Visitors select the art to be viewed from the laser CD library of art, and then
view it on HDTV direct-view CRTs.
In many respects, this type of art museum is better than a museum with actual an.
The full gamut of an artist's works are shown in _e sequence of the actual
painting. The sequence is narrated by an expert with comments on the artist's life
and the maturity of his skills. Closeups are shown of key sections of each painting
to make specific points about brush strokes, techniques, etc. This could not be
done with NTSC 'IV, because the resolution of NTSC is not capable of showing
a masterpiece in sufficient resolution for the normal viewing distances used in
museums or as suggested by the artist.
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The system shown in the Hankyu Department Store (Figure 2.11) was developed by Toshiba. The system is
capable of displaying HDTVvla direct satellite broadcast, laser disc images, or high-quality baseband VTR source.
Figure 2. l 1. Toshiba HDTV System
Source: Derived h.om Toshiba product literature.
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THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, GIFU
An example of direct-view CRTs is provided at the Museum of Fine Arts in Gilu, Japan. Still images of fine
_-om around the world are recorded on digital laser compact discs. The image is then shown in _ quality
in a museum environment.
Figure 2.13. Hi-V'_sion Gallery, Gifu
Source: Museum of Fine Arts (Gi_, Japan) brochure.
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Hardcopy Color
Hitachi has developed a hard color printer which can restructure A4 size
hardcopies from electronic HDTV images (either on television or computer
monitor). The printed image is of HDTV resolution, as shown in Figure 2.14, with
six pixels/mm, 64 shades of color, and 1024 x 1500 pixels. The HDTV image is
loaded into a computer memory, processed or annotated as desired, and then
printed using a dye-diffusion thermal transfer process as shown in Figure 2.15. A
colored inked sheet as wide as the print, like wide typewriter ribbons, with each
color dye primary in sequential areas, carries the dye to the paper in three passes
--one for each primary color. At each pass, the dye is thermally transferred and
diffused into special paper. Each primary color image could be transferred to
separate paper or mattes, making color separation sets for a color printing industry
press.
When the HDTV print of Figure 2.14 is viewed at a normal viewing distance, it
looks as good as a photographic print. However, when viewed closely, or with
a low-power magnifying glass, the pixel structure can be seen, as would be _ :_
expected fi:{)m the_n'nage pixel resolution desc_ed above. In aspect, _With
all electronic printing, the resolution is less than that of a photograph_. _ _ _ :-_:!i
The most impressive improvement in mass imaging pro_ducts since the _
development of color television is coming into focus in Japan. The significance of
HDTV is not so much due to its improvement in resolution over Current TV, but
because it will combine vario_ electro_cs, communications, and infonuatiom_!__ _ _i:-
indu§tries through an electrordc m_dium with a common fo_ standard whe_-e_-_ _--:_-:_,_
computers C_ _be_us_ exte_v-e_y _ _ _ _ _te m_e-_____ _ !_-_-_
The-end produc__HIFh_a_._-_e distribution fle}_ibility of television, the image quality-_: --_--
of motion pictures, and nearly the hardcopyquality of phof_gYa_p_h_.. _0-_ .... _ _!T __ i
Up to _ _e, the technical limitation has primarily been in the display. The five
problems have been to (1) generate the resolution in one continuous image plane;
(2) make the image plane large to create realism; (3) change images to show
realtime dynamics; (4) create the image in color; and (5) combine all these
features at a consumer market cost with acceptable weight, power, and volume
characteristics. Many display technologies can meet several of these requirements
--for example ac plasma panels can be made large with high resolution, but not
simultaneously in color or with acceptable cost.
Some people feel that HDTV requires a large flat panel, direct-view display.
Clearly, Japanese industry agrees, since it is pressing forward despite the fact that
such a device is simply not available at this time. It may be possible by the year
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2000. American industry still does not even have an NTSC TV flat panel display
to hang on the wall, but it is close.
The HDTV display has come about from improvements in CRT basic technology,
use of high-performance projection lenses optimally coupled to the CRT, and
improvements in the projection screen, particularly the rear projection screens.
The classical industrial electronic projectors, such as Eidophor and GE light valves
using an oil film and Schlerian optics, are definitely challenged in the marketplace
by the new Japanese CRT projectors.
The second contender for consumer HDTV displays is the LCD light valve using
three active-matrix liquid crystal cells. It remains to be seen if this technology can
be competitive with the CRT projectors. The CRT will always have a significant
volume associated with the tube itself, and the displays industry will always try to
improve upon this aspect with a flat panel technology.
After having visited the major Japanese companies, it has become vividly clear that
the realization of HDTV will no longer be delayed due to the lack of a display
technology. The CRT projector displays can meet the five requirements listed
above.
60 Evolution of Displays in Japan
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Color hardcopy of HDTV images has been developed and is fully capable of replicating the high-resolution
electronic hrtage.
Figure 2.14. Hitachi A4 Print
Source: Hitachi printed this for the panel
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CHAPTER 3
DEFINmON STANDARDS AND F..oun MENT
DEVST.OPME IN
Birney D. Dayton
INTRODUCTION
The development of high definition television in Japan has raised the awareness
of many Americans about the rate at which Japan's technology is advancing.
Manufacturing competitiveness issues have garnered the most attention, but the
ultimate effect on the U.S. position in program production may be extremely
important as well. The United States currently has a dominant position in
program production in the world market. The effort to introduce HDTV as a
program distribution method has met with some resistance from the program
production community. Producers of 35-ram feature films are the logical source
of early HDTV programming. However, many of them feel that HDTV is close
enough to '_ault quality" that they will have nothing left to sell if an HDTV
duplication capability is available to the consumer.
A similar situation existed after the first attempts by Japanese manufacturers to
introduce rotary digital audio tape (RDAT) machines into the U.S. market. A
number of music distributors were fearful that the capability of the RDAT to
exactly duplicate the data on a compact disc (CD) would impact the market for
CDs through illegal copying. CBS Records was the loudest protester. Shortly
thereafter, Sony Corporation purchased CBS Records. Whether silencing the
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opposition to RDAT was one of the objectives of the purchase is not clear. The
fact remains that RDAT has now been accepted into the U.S. with the addition
of a copy protection scheme that is unlikely to prove any more robust than the
many far more sophisticated schemes that were tried and broken in the
personal computer market. The successful deployment of HDTV video cassette
recorders (VCRs) depends on the availability of premium program material,
such as the movie library of a major Hollywood studio. Sony's recent purchase
of Columbia Pictures will provide such a library. Japan Victor Company (JVC)
has recently invested $100 million into the production of new movies. Such
acquisitions and investments will give Japanese VCR manufacturers access to
film libraries with which to promote new equipment standards.
Behind the copyright issues relative to RDAT and HDTV is a deeper and
broader issue. At the present rate of technological progress, digital techniques
will dominate virtually al! fo_ of human comm_cation by the end of this
century. Some examples include encyclopedias, dictionaries, and other
reference works that are already available on CD-ROM (compact disk read only
memory). In addition, works of art, including films, paintings, music, and even
three-dimensional objects such as sculptures, can be digitized. Once digitized,
a creation can be exactly reproduced as many times as desired. Computer
software was the first type of intellectual property to be affected, but it will not
be the last. The subsequent RDAT controversy demonstrates that it will be
almost impossible to stop the march of technology.
We need to examine the fundamental nature of the copyright process and find
new ways to compensate writers, artists, and other creators if we are to avoid a
crisis. A key point is that Japan is the world leader in the manufacture and
distribution of low-cost (mass marketable) digital communications equipment
such as CDs, RDATs, and recordable optical disks. In the next decade, Japan
will deliver digital HDTV on tape (probably optical), and the enormous data
storage capability that implies, as well as high-resolution color laser printers
and other means of reproduction. The potential for conflict between Japanese
manufacturers and the creative community worldwide is quite high. This issue
will be aggravated further by ongoing developments in data compression as
represented by Intel's work in digital video interactive (DVI) ('Ref. 3.1) _d
General Instrument's recent proposal to the FCC for digital HDTV (Ref. 3.2). At
the compression factors proposed, two hours of theater quality HDTV could be
recorded on an 8-mm videotape cartridge with little or no change in recording
density from Japan's current machines.
While visiting with manufacturers in Japan, JTEC panelists heard one statement
many times: "We can build to any standard very soon after we know what it
is." Depending on the manufacturer and the product in question, '%'ery soon"
was identified to be between one and two years. The key here is that the
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pioneering work of Japanese companies in HDTV development and subsequent
early standardization has not channeled their thinking so narrowly as to inhibit
their participation in different systems abroad. On the contrary, they have built
a technology base that will allow them to respond very quickly to real
equipment requirements that develop after standardization occurs in the U.S. or
any other country.
In the meantime, many 1125/60 products have been developed or are under
development in Japan. These products are already starting to show up in the
U.S. industrial and military markets where standardization is less important than
in the broadcast market. These early sales help to amortize the investment
made by Japanese manufacturers and to move them down the learning curve
towards low-cost HDTV consumer products.
HDTV AND EDTV STANDAI_S DEVELOPMENT
Although the development of standards in Japan and in the U.S. is a similar
process, there are many differences. Japanese companies have been
participating in the U.S. process, directly or through proxies. This is possible
largely because many Japanese speak English, and the diverse nature of
American culture makes it very easy to find proxies either for hire or who
simply see an opportunity for themselves in assisting a Japanese position. On
the other hand, relatively few American engineers or executives speak Japanese.
The result is that American companies are often distant from the standards
process in Japan.
Another difference is the strong export orientation of Japanese companies. If
they can influence our standards to their advantage, they will. Many American
companies, on the other hand, have shown little interest in designing to the
Japanese market (e.g., General Motors, which tried to sell left-hand drive cars
in Japan). Those who have tried have often encountered obstacles: Zenith tried
to sell TV sets in Japan and met organized resistance in the distribution channel
(Ref. 3.3). Some, however, have been successful and have been active
participants in the Japanese standards process. Motorola dominates cellular
radio, even in Japan, and IBM is very successful in computers.
From the outside looking in, the standards process in Japan appears to be a
very dynamic process. A rapid cycle of standardization, manufacture,
improvement, adaptation, and restandardization is evident. An example of this
process can be seen in the evolution of the VHS tape format from VHS to VHS
HI-FI to VHS HQ to SVHS. A similar evolution has occurred in the BETA format
as well as 8-mm video (now HI-8 is available) and RDAT (DATA-DAT for
computer data storage is the latest adaptation).
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Japanese companies have a much lower resistance to the NIH (not invented
here) factor than is prevalent in their U.S. counterparts. This difference is likely
due to Japan's "export or die" philosophy of business. Japanese companies will
adopt standards from elsewhere, if they fit, and improve and adapt them to suit
changing needs. Some examples can be seen in cassette audio (originally
developed by Philips). The initial purpose of the cassette was voice recording
and low-end entert_ent. _th the addition ofbe_er tape and the l!cens_g
of Dolby noise reduction (another case of low NIH resistance) the once humble
Philips cassette has completely replaced reel-to-reel audio tape in the
consumer market. Compact Disc (developed by Philips) and Laser Disc
(developed by Magnavox) are some other examples of borrowed standards that
the Japanese manufacturers have improved and adapted.
In contrast, the standards generation process in the United States is often very
sluggish. We tend to Set up due process committees that debate for years
before coming to a conclusion. When a conclusion is finally reached, the
resulting standard is cast in stone, if it has not already been preempted by a
de-facto standard from one manufacturer (U.S. or foreign). In recent years,
more and more of our television equipment standards (particularly consumer
equipment) have been determined by mass import after standardization in
Japan. Ex_p]es _ciude BetaC_-and M2 producti0n video recordei's _nd all
consumer VCRs, including their interfaces such _ the "S connector" on 'IV sets
for SVH$ recorders and the optic_=_git_ ' interface between c_ and !_ATs.
These items were developed, standardized, and built in volume in Japan before
being exported. After export began, designs were adapted to suit U.S. market
needs.
Several underlying reasons for Japan's relatively more aggressive approach to
standardization can be identified. The emphasis on exports is certainly one:
with clear standards for equipment, a commodity-oriented manufacturer (as
most Japanese companies are) is in a better position to compete (Ref. 3.4).
Another factor is Japan's long-term view, coupled with its low cost of capital.
Japanese companies are willing to make the investments necessary to keep up
with a dynamic standards environment. With our relatively high capital cost
(_d= 0ften_=|ess adap_tive plan_s), U.S. marTufac_ers _ _e more sensitive to
standards Changes _Ln Jap_ese companies_ _A _ey--_act0r in Japan's' St_d_ards
approach both domestically and abroad is strong govemment participation.
MITI, MPT, and NHK have all played prominent roles in the standardization of
HDTV" in Japan and in the effort to promote the Japanese standard on a
worldwide basis.
Numerous st_dards for different I-IDTV (1125/60) equipment have been
developed or are under development in Japan. The most significant point about
the work Japanese companies have done to develop 1125/60 equipment is that
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the technology developed is readily transferable to other standards. Whatever
standard is chosen for terrestrial broadcast of advanced television in the U.S.,
Japan's manufacturers will be well positioned to lead the way in production
equipment as well as consumer equipment.
To avoid confusion, throughout this chapter, a "standard" is defined as
compatible equipment made by more than one manufacturer. There are a
number of different categories of HDTV standards. Some are well defined, and
others are still in development. However, throughout the standards definition
and development process, one position stands out clearly: in Japan, HDTV
(defined as 1125/60) is always presumed to be incompatible with terrestrial
broadcast. This incompatibility has caused a reaction from the independent
broadcasters and resulted in the development of extended definition television
(EDTV) approaches. The following paragraphs will attempt to quantify the
present state of HDTV (and EDTV) standards development in Japan.
Production Standards
_deo Interface. Standards currently exist in Japan for HDTV (1125/60) video
interfaces in both the analog and digital domains. The development of these
specifications has proceeded in conjunction with the work of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) in the United States. The
analog interface is more completely specified than the digital interface, but
equipment from multiple manufacturers exists in both cases. The 1125/60
standard defines an interlace scanned system. Interlace scan was developed in
the 1930s to minimize flicker and visibility of the scanning raster in an analog
system while keeping bandwidth down. In today's world of digital processing
and frame memories, interlace scanning is not an efficient solution to bandwidth
reduction, and in the limit inhibits several kinds of signal processing, including
standards conversion and bandwidth reduction (Ref. 3.5).
NHK, supported by several Japanese manufacturers, has expended tremendous
effort to gain acceptance of 1125/60 as a common world production standard.
That effort has been substantially thwarted by the European Eureka 95 project
and its 1250/50 HDTV proposal. In the absence of a common world standard,
conversions between HDTV standards will be necessary, as well as down
conversion to existing systems. The 1125/60 system will suffer substantial quality
loss in conversion due to its interlaced scanning and the tradeoffs necessary for
the system to have an analog interface.
Tape Recording Formats. At this point, two different types of studio tape
recorders have been built for the 1125/60 system. The first is a 1-inch helical
scan analog machine. The second is a 1-inch helical scan digital machine
which records data at 1.2 gigabits/sec (Gb/s). Sony has been the leading
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supplier of both machines, but while in Japan, the JTEC team also saw
machines of both types from Hitachi. At this point, the tape formats for both
types of recorder are standardized in Japan. A second generation of digital
HDTV production recorder based (most likely) on a 19-mm cassette tape
transport is under development, but has not been shown (Ref. 3.6).
The 1.2 Gb/s recorder is the highest rate commercially available data recorder
in the world by a factor of five. The applications for such a machine outside
the HDTV arena are numerous. Full motion medical imaging and synthetic
aperture radar are only two of the obvious applications for such a recording
capability. When the cassette version becomes available, this high-rate
recording capability will surely find application outside of HDTV and may well
act as a wedge to open new markets for the Japanese companies which have
developed it. This demonstrates HDTV as a technology driver, since its
requirements have caused the development of a general purpose capability that
is unique in the world.
DBS Standards. The 1125/60 system has been proposed for direct broadcast
satellite application for many years. Early experiments with full-bandwidth
transmission led NHK to the development of the MUSE _tiple _Sub-nyquist
sampling Encoding) system of video compression in order to conserve satellite
bandwidth. This technique is used in NHK's current daily satellite broadcasts of
HDTV programming. It is notable that the assumption of terres_'ial
incompatibility associated with HDTV has created a perceived need fo_r-a
satellite industry in Japan. The first DBS satellite in Japan was purchased fi-om
a U.S. vendor, ancl two of three transponders failed shortly after depl6_yr_enf. _
As a consequence, Japan has developed a complete satellite manufacturing and
launching capability that is likely to compete aggressively in the world satellite
market. This is a good example of how Japan's government and industry
working together have used the HDTV banner to create a drive for the
development of technology that is truly far afield from the basics of electronic
imaging and display.
Industn'al Standards.
Taoe Recorders/Players. Two types of cassette-based HDTV tape machines
have been standardized in Japan for the industrial market. Both use 1/2-inch
cassettes that have also been standardized. One is a baseband analog
recorder that works on principles similar to the 1-inch analog production
recorder mentioned above. This unit can record and playback 65 minutes of
1125/60 material on one cassettel and is currently man_ac_e-d by _most of the
companies visited by the JTEC panel. Matsushita, Sony, and Hitachi have been
advertising this type of machine for about two years. The second type of tape
machine that has been standardized is the MUSE VCR. This machine was
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developed by NHK and can record and play material encoded in the MUSE
format. Since the MUSE encoder is much more complex than the decoder, this
machine will not easily grow into a recorder of camera video. However, the
baseband recorder described above could evolve into a camcorder in time.
Optical Disk Players/Recorders. Standardized optical disk players using the
MUSE signal format are being made by many Japanese manufacturers. Several
are making baseband optical players for industrial use. So far, an optical HDTV
disk recorder has not been shown.
Other Likely HD.TV Standards. Work is currently underway in Japan to develop
a digital HDTV recorder using digital image compression techniques. This
work may well dovetail with similar work at Nippon Telephone and Telegraph
(NTT) to compress digital HDTV for fiber-optic transmission. While in Japan,
members of the JTEC team were shown a compressor at NTT that yielded very
high quality HDTV pictures at 100 Mb/s. Additional work is underway at NTT
to develop an even higher performance compression algorithm.
The technology already exists in Japan to build a 100 Mb/s VCR (Ref. 3.7), so
the standardization of a compression algorithm could cause a linking between
VCRs and fiber. In addition, a digital compressor may well be cheaper and
easier to implement than the complex scheme that is used in the baseband
VCR mentioned above. A digital compression recorder may well tum out to be
the basis for the most economical high-quality HDTV camcorder. The signal
processing requirement for such a machine is very large (1-5 billion
instructions/sec), but is all digital and minimizes the need for costly analog-to-
digital and digital-to-analog conversions. Work in this area may have
considerable spillover into other fields, since it has links to supercomputers,
medical imaging, and radar. The development of digital video compression
techniques for over-the-air transmission and satellite broadcasting in the U.S.
(mentioned in the introduction to this chapter) certainly will not be lost on
Japanese VCR manufacturers, and they may well be first to apply the principles
in a deliverable product. This could be a digital HDTV version of a VHS
recorder or an 8-mm recorder.
EDTV Standards
While in Japan, the JTEC team also observed EDTV equipment operating at
525/59.94 progressive scan rates and producing both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio
pictures. This type of equipment was seen in several locations, with the most
advanced demonstration being at Hitachi Central Research Labs. It is not clear
how far along the standards are for progressive scan 525/59.94 production
interfaces, but the Broadcast Television Association (BTA) is clearly sponsoring
work in this area. The JTEC team observed wide-aspect, progressive-scan
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cameras in operation, but saw no recorders. This will be an area to watch,
since it represents the conflict between NHK's universal pursuit of 1125/60 and
the cost considerations of the independent broadcasters in Japan. The
terrestrial broadcasters in Japan have even less opportunity to engage in HDTV
broadcasting than U.S. broadcasters, since there is virtually no unused spectrum
in Japan. Japanese broadcasters do not have the "simulcast option" or the
"augmentation Channel option" available to them,-ancl must make do with a
single-channel, receiver-compatible solution for advanced television (ATV).
Sony displayed a sign in its booth at the National Association of Broadcasters
1990 convention in Atlanta promoting an 8:4:4 (525 progressive) recording
system, but no literature was available. At one point, BTA indicated it would
submit a proposal to the FCC Advisory Committee for an EDTV system, but
later backed out (presumably in the interest of harmony with NHK).
BTA has developed an EDTV-1 standard for terrestrial broadcasters in Japan
which includes compatible improvements to an NTSC broadcast and a ghost
canceler training signal to assist EDTV receivers in ghost suppression. Many
Japanese broadcasters are already on the air _th this standard, and sets are
becoming available with ghost cancellation, noise reduction, and de-interlacing.
These sets will all contain at least enough RAM for a video frame store. Work
is also continuing on EDTV-2, which is intended to have a wide-aspect-ratio
while remaining compatible with existing NTSC receivers. BTA showed a
demonstration EDTV-2 system in the Advanced TV" area at NAB 1990, and it
made very clean pictures, but without the sharpness usually associated with
HDTV. ....... _:× _ _ _
EDTV-1 can be _plemented at the _Production end with conventional
equipment, but EDTV-2 will require-wide-aspect ratio 16:g progresslve--s-_-ah
sources for proper implementation. Cost considerations will encourage the
development of a wide aspect ratio, progressive scan EDTV production system.
Programs may be down-converted from 1125/60, but a wide-aspect-rati6;
progressive-scan 525/59.94 production system would operate at less than half
the bandwidth and cost.
lqI-IX'sProposals for U.$. Broadcasters
NHK has submitted four different ATV proposals to the FCC Advisory
Committee for consideration. These are MUSE-E, Narrow MUSE, Compatible
MUSE-6, and Compatible MUSE-9. Three of the proposals, Compatible MUSE:-
6, Compatible MUSE-9, and MUSE-E, have recently been dropped by NHK for
consideration by the Advisory ....... but Narrow MUSE is still in
submission. This leaves NHK with only a simulcast proposal before the
Advisory Committee.
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MANUFAGTu'mNG AND HDTV IN _KN
A Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) brochure describes HDTV
as "the cornerstone of the information age." This statement and many other
similar ones indicate a dedication to the concept of HDTV in Japan. The
purpose of this dedication seems to be to focus the Japanese electronics
industry on a problem that, when solved, may well have advanced the state of
the electronics manufacturing art in Japan a generation beyond the rest of the
world. The effect has already been dramatic.
Comlx_nentm
HDTV and Semiconductors. When the goal to make HDTV generally available
was set, the technology of the day was not capable of the required
performance at any price, and certainly not at consumer prices. The process
technology that has been developed as a direct consequence of the HDTV goal
is truly impressive. The current MUSE receiver electronics fits on a single
circuit board containing 100 integrated circuits with about an equal number of
custom and standard integrated circuits. The last generation required half a
rack of electronics, and the next generation is expected to be a few chips. A
MUSE receiver produces an output of over 50 million pixels per second from a
subsampled input signal. The process requires on the order of a billion
operations per second and several megabytes of very fast memory.
When the MUSE concept was proposed, the notion of such a complex
computer as part of a consumer product was dismissed by most technologists
in the U.S. In the few intervening years, Japan's integrated circuit capability has
advanced dramatically to where in many areas it leads the world. To achieve
the HDTV receiver goal at consumer prices, at least one more order of
magnitude improvement in processing power per dollar and per watt will be
required. At the present pace, that will happen in the next two to three years.
The effect on the computer industry of such a processing capability will be to
put Japan in a much more advantageous position in the computer market.
Displays. Japan is a dominant supplier of high resolution graphics displays.
However, displays are still one of the weakest points in any HDTV deployment
strategy. A wide viewing angle is necessary for full appreciation of an HDTV
image. Given consumer vie_g habits and typical living room and access door
sizes, large-scale deployment of HDTV is dependent on low-cost flat panel
displays. During the JTEC visit to Japan, many projection systems were
demonstrated, as well as some large (and heavy) direct-view CRTs. High-
performance flat panel displays were notably absent. One of the more
promising technologies was shown at Matsushita's 70th anniversary technology
demonstration in the spring of 1989. There, Matsushita demonstrated a flat
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panel CRT technology that allowed several lines (6 at that time) to be
addressed simultaneously. This approach provided full color, high brightness,
high resolution, and high efficiency simultaneously in a display no more than a
few inches thick. If such a d_splay_:c_be _built successfully in l_ge: sizes' it
may well be an answer to the HDTV display problem. Even if displays of this
type cannot be successfully manufactured in sizes larger than 25 inches, the
spinoff effect in compUter workstations will be substantial. _ is one more
example of how Japan's focus on HDTV as a technology driver has produced a
manufacturing capability that will result in leadership in other fields.
At the NAB 1990 Convention, Toshiba demonstrated two significant new devices,
a CCD HDTV camera and a very bright display tube. The camera made very
quiet pictures and was specified with 10 dB better signal-to-noise ratio than in
tube cameras. Conversations with Toshiba officials indicate yields are still poor,
but Work on 2'megapixel-CCDs is clearly moving _ead. The display was a
35-inch shadow mask CRT with very high brightness and an improved green
phosphor that highlighted for the first time the improved color gamut agreed
upon by S_TE _clBTA. The green phosphor was still short of the standard,
but much improved. According to Toshiba representatives, this display was
designed for mass production for consumer sets. Certainly it demonstrated
adequate brightness for living room applications, and is as big a CRT as can fit
in most Japanese homes. _ _ : ::_ _ _ _ :_:_: ;_ _:_:_i_:_:_:
Mechanical Subassemblies. The effort to develop HDTV recorders has already
increased Japan's lead in magnetic tape recording, and will likely continue to
do so. Products already on the market include 1.2 Gb/s digital tape recorders,
and 1/2-inch analog tape recorders with nearly 30 MHz of total video
bandwidth. Much of the head, tape, and servo technology reded for these
high-performance machines has already surfaced in the 'High-8" VCRs
introduced to the market in japan over a :ye_ ago, and now being :offered in
the U.S. for professional use (Ref. 3.8). In the future, many more linked
products can be expected in both consumer and industrial markets.
End-UN Products
In addition to component and subassembly development, the HDTV effort in
Japan has produced a daunting array of finished products. As the effort
continues, more and different products will be announced. The following
paragraphs list some of the currently available HDTV products from Japanese
manufacturers, and some that can be expected in the next year or two.
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Studio ttDTV Equipment
Available Now
High Sensiti_ty Carner_ (tube pickup). Sony sells cameras with in-
house manufactured saticon tubes. Ikegami also sells saticon
cameras, but also offers a HARP-tube camera. The HARP tube is a
high-sensitivity avalanche target tube designed by NI--IK to improve
low-light-level performance.
Analog Tape Recorders. Sony's first HDTV recorder was a 1-inch
analog recorder, but is no longer available. Hitachi has also offers a
similar machine. These four-track machines deliver 20 MHz of
luminance bandwidth, t_e expanded and alternately recorded on
two tracks. Two 10-MHz bandwidth chrominance channels are
recorded on two more tracks.
Digital Tape Recorders (reel-to-reel). Sony's current offering is a
1-inch machine that records 1.2 Gb/s of digital video data with a
rotating head, and concurrently records 8 channels of studio digital
audio with a stationary head stack along the edge of the tape. This
approach allows straightforward independent editing of audio and
video.
Production Switchers (analog). Sony offers a small analog switcher.
Digital Video Efl'ects. NEC made a DVE for the Tsukuba 1985
exposition, but has not offered it for sale in the U.S. Toshiba offered
a digital effects unit for sale at the 1990 NAB show.
Painting Systems. At least one HDTV digital paint system is available
from Japan. It is worth noting that the first digital HDTV paint system
available was made by Quantel Ltd. in England. This unit was first
shown at the 1985 Montreux exposition in Montreux, Switzerland. It
has been in production since.
Monitors. A number of Japanese companies make direct-view
cathode-ray tube monitors, including Sony, Ikegami, Toshiba, and
Matsushita. The 40-inch Sony Trinitron has the highest resolution,
and the 36-inch unit shown by Toshiba at NAB 1990 has by far the
highest brightness.
Projectors. As with direct-view monitors, most manufacturers in Japan
make HDTV projectors. They vary from 50 inches to over 200
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inches, and have gotten progressively better each year.
the current models are comparable in brightness to
projection, at least as shown in many theaters today.
Several of
35-mm film
Expected Soon
GGD Cameras, Several manufacturers are developing CCD cameras,
including Sony, Toshiba, and Hitachi. Toshiba showed a prototype at
NAB 1990 that had a visibly better signal-to-noise ratio than tube
cameras.
Distribution Equipment. Some distribution equipment is likely
available in Japan, but Japanese manufacturers have offered very few
products in the U.S. Some U.S. routing s_tcher manufacturers have
offered wide:band touters and distribution amplifiers, but the list of
available equipment is still short. _
Cassette Digital Tape Recorders. An HDTV digital c_sette tape
recorder will likely be offered by some Japanese manufacturer in the
next couple of years. Officials at Sony indicated that it is working on
such a machine, but did not disclose the format. The 19-ram
cassette currently used in the 525 line D-1 and D-2 recorders is a
candidate with a new tape formulation.
Digital Production Switchers. Toshiba showed a prototype at NAB
1990.
Transmi_ion Equipment
Available Now
Fiber-Optic Digital Transmission Equipment.
fiber link at NAB 1989.
Sony showed a 1.2 Gb/s
Expected soon
GATV Equipment. Several companies including Matsushita and
Sumitomo have begun offering broadband fiber products for the
standard te|evision cable market as cable companies try to
modernize their plants to get ready for HDTV.
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Industrial Products
Available now
VCRs. Several companies offer a l/2-inch analog cassette recorder
that was initially designed by NHK. The machine records 65 minutes
of HDTV, and has 20 MHz of luminance bandwidth and 7 Mhz of
color bandwidth. The color bandwidth is allocated to the color
difference signals, R-Y, and B-Y on an alternate line basis, so the
machine has reduced vertical color resolution, but this is not
noticeable to the untrained eye.
Optical Disk Players (MUSE and wideband). Sony offers a wideband
disk player, and several manufacturers offer MUSE players.
Monitors. The same monitors that are available for studio application
are also available for industrial use, but are typically very expensive
and not very bright. The first exception may be the unit
demonstrated by Toshiba at NAB 1990. It was very bright, and when
asked, Toshiba officials said it was targeted for mass production.
Projectors. Like direct-view monitors, HDTV projectors are quite
expensive, and the studio systems are available for industrial use.
Unlike direct-view monitors, projectors can make a very big picture
and even at $50,000 to $200,000 and more, these units are finding
homes in CAD display systems, military war boards, and other places
where many people need to view the same picture simultaneously.
As HDTV develops, large-screen projectors will likely be a key driver
in the industrial and military markets.
Grapl-u'c Art ('Painting) Systems. Again, the same systems are
available as for studio, but here, the development was the other way
around. The graphic arts industry's requirements drove the
development of products that were later convened to studio
production tools. This trend is likely to continue, since very high
quality is needed in the magazine advertising business, and many of
the same source matching problems as are encountered in film-to-
video intercutting must be overcome daily.
Available soon
Cameras (and Gamcorders). As industrial applications mature and a
larger volume market develops, lower cost cameras and even HDTV
camcorders will surely be available from Japanese manufacturers.
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Consumer Products
Available soon
MUSE Receivers (rear projection). _en the JTEC team visited
Japan, most manufacturers were planning to offer MUSE receivers in
support of NHK's satellite broadcasting schedule. I(is not clear
when these receivers will be truly priced as a consumer product.
MUSE VCRs (for precompressed signals only). We saw several
VCRs identified as MUSE units. It was not clear whether they were
intended to be playback-only uni_ts for MUSE prerecorded tapes, or
whether they would be capable of recording MUSE broadcasts.
What was clear was that they would not record uncompressed
camera video, and therefore would not serve as part of a
camera/recorder package. Since little or no work has been done on
reducing the cost of the MUSE encoder, these recorders are likely
not on the critical path to a camcorder solution.
Optical Dist:Players. We wele s-hown several MUSE _k players
designed for prerecorded MUSE material. With the relatively few
hours of programming planned by NHK for its satellite, the disk
player is a logical low-cost solution to added programming for beta
sites like Hi-Vision Cities.
Available in 2-4 years
Cameras. For HDTV to compete successfully with 525 line television
in the japanese consumer market, the capability of S-VHS and HI-8 to
take pictures as well as show them must be available in HDTV'.
Therefore, consumer cameras will be available. The effort to
produce these will drive the costs of high'performance lens systems
for small formats the way the 35-mm consumer camera boom did for
that format.
Baseband VCRs. Since the MUSE encoder has little likelihood of
becoming portable, a recorder that can take in camera signals will
be necessary to complete the system.
Camcorders. These will be a logical evolution of the above two
items, and may come first, depending on the manufacturers' focus.
Fiat Screen Receivers. Considerable money and effort is being
invested in flat screen technology in Japan. This is understandable,
_=
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since a fiat screen capable of HDTV resolution has numerous
industrial applications as well as being the perfect companion to the
next generation workstation. The time frame here is not clear, but
given the commitment, ultimate success is likely.
CONNECTIONS
HDTV development has, as has been noted earlier, many links to other
applications, and as such serves as a driver for the entire electronics industry
in Japan. Figure 3.1 shows some of the links, and there are many more. The
major effects on electronic device technology will be to drive cost down and
data throughput up. HDTV sets will require so much more digital processing
than current sets that they will be more like a Cray Supercomputer with a big
screen than what we have come to know as a TV. Consumer use patterns will
likely not change easily to accept the idea of an entertainment screen that
doubles as a computer. However, computers are currently going through a
metamorphosis. Today, they largely communicate back to their users in letters
and numbers with the occasional still graphic thrown in. Only the fastest
workstations and supercomputers are able to create fully-rendered moving
images. And even then, the computing is usually done ahead of time, and a
short moving sequence is stored on a very large fast disk. The manufacturers
of HDTV sets will have in hand the basic technological tools to produce a
computer that will be able to generate fully-rendered high-resolution moving
images in realtime. Such a generation of computers will make today's
workstations as archaic as these workstations make the slide rule.
Applications range from video games that let Johnny fly his X-wing fighter at
high speed through a fully-rendered and essentially infinite three-dimensional
fractal universe, to pocket-sized communicators that will easily translate in
realtime any human language to any other, to manufacturing systems that can
retool themselves and communicate with their managers in moving pictures and
human language.
Such notions may seem like fantasy today, but these and hundreds more not
even imagined today will be real in a few short years. The key issues are cost,
throughput, displays, and programming. The aggressive development of HDTV
will put Japan in a leadership position in three of these areas. To assume that
we in the U.S. will just naturally maintain our lead in programming when the
machine to be programmed spent its infancy learning Kanji is optimistic.
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CHAPTER 4
JAPANESE HI( I DErmrnON TELEVISIONSYSTEMS
W'dliam F. Schreiber
INTRODUCTION
The existence of high definition television as a standards issue is entirely due to
the development of a system and equipment in Japan, and to Japanese efforts to
have their system adopted worldwide. It is therefore of interest to see just what
has been developed in Japan, and to try to discern, from published papers,
statements, and actions, Japanese intentions for the use of their system both in
Japan and elsewhere.
HISTOET OF THE _AP_ DEVELOPMENTS
With typical foresight and willingness to invest money in order to secure
markets many years in the future, the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK)
began development of HDTV in 1970. The program was orchestrated by NHK,
which did the system development and preliminary development of equipment,
while the commercial apparatus--cameras, displays, recorders, and ancillary
products--were developed by the major domestic electronics corporations,
including Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Sony, NEC, Toshiba, and Ikegami. From the first,
the plan was to implement HDTV in Japan as an entirely new service, delivered
to viewers by direct-broadcast satellites ('DBS), and intended to supplement,
rather than replace, the existing over-the-air (terrestrial) system, which would
continue to employ NTSC, the color standard used in the United States, Japan,
and most countries that use the 60-Hz power line frequency.
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Scanning standards of 1125 lines, 60 fields/sec, 2:1 interlace, and 5:3 aspect
ratio (later changed to 16:9) were chosen with the stated intention of making
the picture quality comparable to that of 35-ram motion pictures (Ref. 4.1).
These numbers may be contrasted with NTSC's 525 lines, 59.94 fps, 2:1
interlace, and 4:3 aspect ratio; and the 625/50/2:1/4:3 PAL and SECAM systems
used in the 50-Hz countries.
Demonstrations outside of Japan with this system, now called the "studio"
system, began in i981. (In this chapter, quotation marks are used around
"studio" to emphasize that the system was not intended for this service, and, in
the opinion of the author, is not suitable for use as a studio system, particularly
as it uses interlaced sc_g.) Experiments were carried out to show
terrestrial transmission at 38 GHz and analog transmission in optical fiber.
Successful FM Satellite transmissions were carried out in 1978. Because the
system had a base bandwidth about five times that of NTSC, standard satellite
transponder channels of 24 or 27 MHz bandwidth were inadequate, so that a
special transponder of more than 100 MI-Iz bandwidth was required. ('With FM,
satellite channels are normally four to five times the base bandwidth.)
Evidently, it was deemed impractical to use such wide transponder channels.
Therefore, a tr_rnission system, MUSE, was developed so tha t a compressed
version of the s gnal could be  _ ans. .ed in a no @ sate!litechannel.
system was announced in 1984. MUSE has been demonstrated many limes by
DBS, and was also demonstrated in terrestrial UHF service in Washington, DC,
in January 1987, using two adjacent channels, for a total of_ I2 MI-'Iz RF
bandwidth. A MUSE DBS system was operating one hour per day in Japan at
the end of 198_).
The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) and the Association of
Maximum Service Telecasters (MST) had earlier urged NHK to develop systems
that were compatible with (i.e., could be received by) NTSC receivers and that
would be suitable for the 6-MHz channel-allocation scheme used in the U.S.
Several such systems, called the "MUSE Family," were demonstrated by
computer simulation at the NAB convention in April 1988 and in hardware at
NAB in April 1989 .......
System and equipment developments were paralleled by efforts to have the
"studio" system adopted as an international standard for program production
and international exchange, but th_ has not yet been accomplished, primarily
because of opposition by European interests. Intense controversy exists in both
Europe and the U.S. at the present time over this issue.
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THE NHK WIDEBAND "STUDIO" SYSTEM
A definitive description of the original 1125-line system was given by NHK in a
detailed technical report issued in 1982 CRef. 4.2). It was stated that the system
parameters were chosen to give a more psychologically satisfying viewing
experience in which the viewing angle would be large enough to give some
sense of depth (30 degrees) and the resolution high enough so that, at this
viewing distance (about three times the picture height or 3H), the image would
not be noticeably blurry. A wider screen (5:3 rather than NTSC's 4:3) was felt
to be very important for an improved sense of realism (Ref. 4.3).
Actually, as in any system design, the final parameters were the result of
compromises between ideal values and affordable values. Widening the screen
and increasing the viewing angle as well as the resolution leads to wider video
bandwidths. When the bandwidth is increased, camera sensitivity and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) go down, costs go up, and fewer programs can be
accommodated within an overall spectrum allocation.
Generally speaking, the NHK choices were reasonable. There are two
questionable decisions, however. One is to use interlace and the other is to
use vestigial-sideband transmission (VSB) for AM transmission. ! The use of
interlace is justified only on the basis that HDTV is to be a straight-through
system without any storage. As a result, the cameras, channel signal, and
display are all synchronous, just as in the NTSC monochrome standard adopted
in 1941. Even in 1970, many would have argued that progressive scan would
give much better results and would simplify transcoding between various
standards. Twenty years later, it appears that all new TV systems will use
frame stores, so that the argument for interlace is now even weaker (Refi 4.4).
Since the "studio" system was originally designed for FM satellite transmission,
it is possible that the decision to use VSB for over-the-air AM broadcasting in
the system proposal made to the FCC simply did not receive enough attention
at the time. At present, it appears to be a simple error. Double-sideband
quadrature modulation, as is used for the color information in NTSC, is much
more effective. With it, MUSE would require an RF bandwidth of just over 8
MHz, whereas with VSB, there is considerable doubt as to whether the claim
that it will fit within 9 MHz is actually justified.
1 NHK believes that the 1125/60/2:1 interlace system is practical from the point of view of picture quality and
implementation of equipment. Also, VSB-AM is only one of many modulation techniques that could be used.
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THE MUSE COMPRESSION/TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The "studio" system required a bandwidth of 32.5 MHz--20 for lurrdnance, and 7
and 5.5 for the two chrominance signals .2 To fit into one normal FM
transponder channel there_m requires a bandwidth reduction of about 4:1.
MUSE accomplishes this by two methods (Refi 4_"). Halving the d]agon_
resolution by means of transmitting only every other signal sample, interleaved
line to line so as to give a 45 degree sampling pattern, provides a factor of
two. Another factor of two is gained by reducing the frame rate to 15 fps by
sending alternate samples on alternate frames (Ref. 4.6).
At the receiver, a. clever motion-adaptive interpolation method completely
eliminates the sampling structure due to the effective 4:1 interlace and also
eliminates much of the blurring of moving objects that would be expected with
nonadaptive interpolation. The basic scheme is to interpolate temporally in the
stat_on_ _image _eas and Spati-alTy in the mo_g _areas_. -'_rds-te chr_que woul_
reduce the resoiution of moving objects by a factor of two. The blurring would
be most noticeable when the cameras were panned. The original system used
one motion vector for panning, the receiver performing motion-compensated
interpolation. MUSE pictures have been getting better and better, however, and
it is possible that a more sophisticated motion compensation is now being used.
MUSE pictures look very good. Although there is some 10ss of shyness with
motion, the reduction in picture quality is much less than _ght be e_ected
with a 4:1 reduction in the transmission rate of image samples. It may well be
that limited camera-tube resolution is masking some of the loss in resolution.
The lack of interline flicker due to interlace (interline flicker is often noticeable
in NTSC) gives strong evidence for this speculation. If this assumption is true,
then the difference between the "studio" system and MUSE will eventually
become more evident with the development of better camera tubes. Figure 4.1
shows the resolution of both the "studio" system and MUSE. _
SYSTEMS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR U.S. BROADCAST USE
Since the original development work was intended for DBS use, and not to
replace NTSC and PAL in terrestrial broadcasting, no attention seems to have
been given in Japan to conforming to terrestrial channel widths used in the U.S_
2 NHK gives 34 MHz for the "home use " system - 20 for luminance, 7 for the luminance, and 7 for the two
chrominance signals.
3 NI--IK states "From our experience, the picture quality of MUSE system increases when we use a higher
performance HDTV camera."
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and Japan. Likewise, the overwhelming preference of U.S. broadcasters for a
compatible system seems not to have been made evident to NHK until the
specific request of NAB and MST to develop such systems CRef. 4.7). As a
result, the Japanese are not ahead of the world in all aspects of HDTV system
design. The compatibility issue is dying away in the U.S. Nevertheless, the
Japanese are actually several years behind in one aspect of primary importance,
at least in the U.S. Specifically, they appear not to have yet started thinking
seriously about systems designed to work well in today's over-the-air channels. 4
In response to the American request, NHK proposed the so-called MUSE
Family, which now includes Narrow MUSE, a 6-MHz version of MUSE that is
not compatible with NTSC, plus several compatible systems (Ref. 4.8). These
compatible systems are not really MUSE systems at all, as they do not use
subsampling. They hide enhancement information in various parts of the NTSC
signal and also transmit it in a second channel in one case. Table 4.1 and
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show some aspects of the MUSE Family.
Narrow MUSE
Narrow MUSE is a version of MUSE in which the transmitted signal is 750 lines,
2:1 interlace, 60 fps, with a bandwidth of 6 MHz. The 750-line signal is derived
from an 1125 source and reconverted to 1125 lines in the receiver for display.
A receiver capable of handling Narrow MUSE and MUSE (now called MUSE-E)
would cost little more than the normal MUSE receiver. The main difference in
performance between Narrow MUSE and MUSE should be a reduction in
diagonal resolution and some loss of vertical resolution. As actually exhibited
at the 1989 NAB Convention, the motion compensation did not seem to be as
effective, but no doubt this deficiency can be removed.
N'rsc "MUSE"-8
All compatible systems, such as this one, which uses a single 6-MHz channel,
must accommodate the difference in aspect ratio between NTSC and HDTV.
This may well be one of the most difficult problems. Certainly it has been the
subject of a great deal of shallow thinking. At the NAB Convention, NHK
showed two different methods of accomplishing this. In the
"top-and-bottom-mask" or 'bad' method, 25% of the theoretical picture height is
left empty of picture material on NTSC receivers, so that the remaining image
area is 16:9. The 16:9 HDTV receiver screen, of course, is filled. Thus the
4 According to NHK, terrestrial transmission of HDTV having equivalent picture quality with MUSE is very
dimcult when only 6 MHz RF bandwidth is used. SHF terrestrial broadcasting of HDTV using wider RF bandwidth
than 6 MHz may be appropriate.
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Figure 4.1. Resolution of the N/-IK Wldeband System and MUSE
Born systems have about 1070 active lines, so that resolution on an interlaced display is aboui 750
lines/picture height. The exact l_orlzontal resolution of the wideband system is governed by camere resolution
and bandwidth assigned to each component. At bandwidths of 20, 7, and 5 MHz, this comes out to 1007, 353,
and 252 for L, C1, and C2, respectively. The use of a diagonal filter and 4x subsampilng _or bandwidth
compression in MUSE lowers the diagonal resolution as shown. The moving-area horizontal resolution is also
halved to give the results indicated in the diagram. The static luminance resolution is further Umited by the
camera and display, but the other resolutions are set by the system parameters.
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Hgum 4.2. The MUSE Family
NHK has proposed a family of systems that fit within the US 6-MI-Iz channel and/or are compatible with NTSC
receivers. All these systems are derived from the wideband system by filtering and subsampling. MUSE-T is
a higher resolution version of standard MUSE, now sometimes called MUSE-E. Narrow MUSE is a 6-MHz
version that achieves its compression by reducing the number of scan lines, and thus, the vertical resolution.
It is otherwise quite similar to MUSE and can be processed almost entirely in standard MUSE coders and
decoders. The NTSC--compatible systems are not MUSE at all, but utilize a variety of methods to add
information to a standard NTSC siGnaL NTSC MUSE-6 uses a single channel, while NTSC MUSE-9 uses an
additional 3-MHz augmentation channel NHK rates the quality of NTSC MUb"E-_ _as sllghtly below Narrow
MUSE.
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Figure 4.3. Resolution of the MUSE Family
These NHK figures show its assessment of the moving and static resolution of the MUSE Family. Note that
Narrow MUSE is much like MUSE-E except for the lower vertical resolution. The odd shapes of the
resolution outlines for the NTSC-compatible systems are due to hiding various pieces of enhancement
information in various places in the NTSC signaL
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image content and shape shown on the old and new receivers are the same.
This is the method proposed for the MIT-RC system and is much like the
'"letter-box" format used in Europe for wide-screen movies shown on 'IV. It has
the advantage that the bar area at the top and bottom of the screen, otherwise
empty, can be used for enhancement information.
NHK's "side-panel" method, like that of the Sarnoff system (ACTV), transmits
information for the extra picture area by hiding it within the NTSC signal. The
extra area encompassed within the side panels is not seen on the NTSC
receiver. It therefore must be devoid of significant picture information, greatly
reducing the visual impact of the wider screen. NHK advocates the bar method
rather than the side-panel method, partly for this reason and partly because the
seams be_en the side panels and central section are often made visible by
channel impairments.
Several other methods are used by NHK to hide information within the NTSC
signal, in addition to placing it in the top and bottom bars. Some information is
hidden in the vertical and horizontal blanking intervals. For the stationary areas
of the picture only, high-frequency enhancement information is transmitted at a
lower frame rate by multiplexing it with the upper half o[the spectrum of the
NTSC luminance and chrominance signals. This is an indirect way of using the
"Fukinuki hole" CRef. 4.9), that portion of 3-dimensional frequency space
diametrically opposite to that occupied by the color subcarrier and its
harmonics.
NTSC "MUSE"-9
This system is much like the previous one, but in addition uses an auxiliary
3-MHz channel for augmentation information. In the version shown, this extra
capacity was used for digital audio and for increasing the vertical and
horizontal resolution in moving areas, which are of quite low resolution in the
6-MHz version.
An interesting point is that NHK itself ranks the various systems, in rising order
of quality as: NTSC MUSE-6, NTSC MUSE-9, Narrow MUSE, and MUSE-E.
Thus Narrow MUSE, with a 6-_ bandwi-dth, is better than NTSC MUSE-9,
which requires 9 MHz. This shows quite clearly the penalty that is paid for
building NTSC compatibility into any new television system.
As exhibited, the 9-MHz compatible system had significantly better resolution
than the 6-MHz compatible system. However, both NTSC-compatible systems
showed such serious defects in moving areas that it is hard to understand why
they were exposed to public view.
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IMPROVED NTSC SYSTEMS
In Japan, under the leadership of the Broadcast Technology Association (BTA),
a good deal of effort has been devoted to the development and introduction of
improved versions of NTSC. This may partly be due to the fact that NHEs
plans call for independent broadcasters to play a rather small role in HDTV,
and BTA clearly does not want NTSC broadcasting to be turned into a
second-class service. 8
Improvements are classified into two groups: getting rid of NTSC artifacts and
transmission impairments, primarily at the receiver; and raising the resolution
and/or the aspect ratio by modifications of the encoder as well as the receiver.
Ghost cancellation, which is responsible for much of the image degradation
under typical transmission conditions, gets high priority in these efforts. It
requires adding a pilot pulse to the transmitter and an adaptive filter to the
receiver. All these improvements are to be implemented without substantially
degrading the quality of images on today's receivers.
The first stage, called EDTV-1, is already on the market, and the second stage,
called EDTV-2, is expected in 3 to 5 years. It remains to be seen how the
audience will react to expensive receivers that provide marginally improved
reception of programs that are already viewable on existing receivers.
ST_tNDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES
Since the middle 1970s, the Japanese, aided by some Americans and Canadians,
have made a determined effort to get the l125-1ine "studio" system adopted as
an international standard for program production (studio use) and international
exchange. This effort has been carried out in the International Consultative
Committee on Radio (CCIR), the Advanced Television Systems Committee
(ATSC), the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE), and
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). While it is to be expected
that Japanese interests should try to use standardization to advance their
economic goals (many countries do so), it is more surprising that they have
gotten so much help in this country? This is especially remarkable since the
NHK system was intended neither for studio nor for exchange purposes. It
was intended for a 1970s-type satellite transmission service that did not employ
s According to _ several commercial broadcasters are very enthusiastic about HDTV instead of EDTV.
e NHK states, "The biggest benefit of the adoption of the single worldwide standard for HDTV is that the
unified standard encourages international program exchange. High quality frame number conversion is very difficult
even if progressive scanning is used." NHK has encouraged a single standard for broadcasters and users.
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modem components such as frame stores or modem signal processing ideas. 7
Interlace makes the 1125/60 signal into one normal satellite transponder
channel. In terrestrial transmission service, it is likely to be even more
vulnerable to channel impairments than NTSC?
The idea that studio and exchange systems should be standardized before
transmission systems are agreed upon is highly questionable from a purely
technical point of view? It seems logical that television systems should be
designed around the transmission format, by far the most difficult format to
devise, since it requires high spectrum efficiency and effective suppression of
channel impairments. Since the world is not even close to agreeing on I--IDTV
transmission formats, it would seem that arguing about studio formats, a much
simpler technical problem, is somewhat premature.
Transmission systems can only be designed effect_veiy by:_S_g a ce_ain
level of mceiver=proceSs_-g--p-ower.: _ere _S _ails_orig"trade:o-_ between
spectrum efficiency and rece_rver complexity. Indeed, if I'dgh-_ty charmel
capacity were free, we could use receivers with only minimal processing power.
With today's technology, it is possible to put a very large amount of" processing
power into receivers with only marginal effect on cost, since chips are cheap
and displays are expensive. Thus it is now possible to conceive of very
sophisticated Systems that offer many advantages over _s widebsnd and
MUSE systems. _
It was easy to get early agreement on the desirability o_ a Single World
production and distribution standard. Such agreements-in-principle cost nothing
to make. The difficulty in choosing a uniform standard becomes evident only
when the costs due to using someone else's standard are calculated. The
7 According to NHK, the ]125/60 system has been adopted after due consideration of studio equipment and
international program exchange. From the beginning NHK R&D was intended to use digital signal processing and
frame memories.
8 NI-IK believes that any field number conversion is dimcult, not only in the interlace system but also in the
progressive scanning system.
g According to NHK, transmission and emission of HDTV signals will be on various channels such as terrestrial
VHF, UHF, SHF, satellite, cable and fiber. For these channels different coding and modulation scheme will be used.
If each transmission or emission system uses its own studio or production standard, then there would be many
different systems even in one country. In addition, HDTV will be used also for many industrial fields; so single
standard is highly preferable.
to NHK believes, it is quite clear that a standard should be set soon to start real service. Technology is
always changing. If we wait for technology which may be developed in the future, we can not start any real service.
And, if a standard is adopted for the U.S. terrestrial ATV, technolo_es needed in the system may be obsolete quickly
when real service starts.
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Europeans probably never had the slightest intention of accepting 1125/60, but
centuries of diplomatic experience seems to have taught them never to reject a
proposal outright. Instead, they demurred over the quality of transcoding to
PAL, which would be universally required for many years to come. When the
resourceful NHK engineers solved that problem, Europe finally "just said no" in
1986 and set up the well- funded project Eureka to develop an HDTV system
for Europe."
The U.S. State Department, on the other hand, persisted in backing the
Japanese system as an international standard for production and exchange until
May 1989. By that time, even the ATSC, under a new chairman, had reversed
its previous support. Eventually the State Department changed its position,
perhaps because of intense pressure from Congress, whose members see
HDTV primarily as a trade and competitiveness issue.
While American standardization activities are not the subject of this report, it
should be pointed out, in order to put Japanese activities in context, that the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has decided that the first order of
business in the U.S. is to establish an HDTV standard for terrestrial
broadcasting. It did this with full knowledge that transmission defects must be
overcome and with apparent confidence that the desired quality can be
achieved in 6 MHz. Since MUSE cannot meet these requirements, it is largely
irrelevant in the U.S? 2
._I_'ESE INTENTIONS
When the JTEC HDTV panel visited Japan in June 1989, the members were told
everywhere that the l125-1ine system was developed primarily for the
information society of the future. Its application to the next generation of 'IV
broadcasting systems was downplayed. It is true that some of the early
Japanese technical papers did mention this distant vision. However, the
developments themselves have been directed primarily at an improved system
of broadcast television, rather than toward the informational, educational, and
transactional services that Americans are most likely to associate with the new
world of broadband communications that presumably will arrive with the
universal deployment of optical fiber networks. Interactive services are hardly
11 The view of NHK is that since EBU is a program user in Europe, it understands the importance of the
international program exchange, and at first it was inclined to adopt the 1125/60 system. However, the manufacturers
prevented EBU from adopting the system.
12 According to NHK, the Narrow-MUSE system was proposed to meet the tentative decision by the FCC for
the ATV broadcast system with 6 MHz bandwidth for terrestrial broadcast.
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ever mentioned in Japanese technical papers, and the MUSE receiver designed
by NHK appears to have no special provisions for interconnection to any
alternative distribution systems other than DBS and normal terrestrial
broadcasting. 13 The Japanese-owned TV comp_a_'es _ the U.S. have disdained
the proposal for an open-architecture receiver (OAR) (Ref. 4.10), the sine qua
non of an information society based on high-resolution systems." The
Electronic Industries Association, dominated by foreign-owned TV
manufacturers, passionately denounced the OAR concept in a letter to Chairman
Patrick of the FCC (Re[ 4.11). The EIA went so far as to say that open
architecture, now universally used in personal computers, is dangerous to the
user!
NHK and its American supisorters continue to cha/nplon the NHK §ystem as a
production/interchange standard--presently under the guise of "common image
format"-- with a tenacity inconsistent with an orientation toward a distant vision.
It seems much more like an attempt to control the next generation of TV
throughout the world on the basis of the work on 1125, much of which is now
out of date, and which has been firmly and decisively rejected by the
Europeans.IS
The NHK system is not universally popular even in Japan, especially among the
independent broadcasters. These companies, not engaged in the export trade,
are primarily interested in protecting their own interests, and they have decided
that improving NTSC is much more important (Ref. 4.12). 's
There is a good deal of talk in Japan of using the "studio" system in other fields,
such as education, medicine, printing, and film-making. To the extent that
television is now used in industry, education, and the military, a high-definition
system that was not much more expensive than NTSC would no doubt prove
useful. Computer graphics is already using HDTV. Printing, which is now
highly computerized, and in which computer-based page make-up systems are
very common, has much more to teach TV than vice versa.
13 NI-IK believes that a MUSE receiver must be designed to receive NTSC and EDTV signals also with high
picture quality using digital signal processing and frame memories in the receiver. Some manufacturers have already
produced such receivers, A MUSE receiver is also used for a display of the B-ISDN HDTV transmission.
,4 N'I-IKbelieves that the market will detenTtine whether an open architecture is appropriate for 'IV receivers.
15 N/-IK believes that the standard of the ] 125/60 system is a very effective basis for future systems.
,6 According to N't-IK, many programs are being produced in Japan using the 1125/60 HDTV system by
commercial broadcasters as described in a CCIR document (Doc. IW'P 11/9-23, 26).
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Film-making is a more complicated situation. NTSC does not have high-enough
resolution for cinematography, although it is sometimes used for special effects.
The 1125-line system does have almost enough resolution, but it still is deficient
in dynamic range and camera sensitivity, portability, and power consumption.
Although it has been claimed that electronic cinematography is much cheaper
than normal methods, this has not been borne out in practice. Much of the
supposed savings of HDTV film production is already available in current
systems that transfer film to videotape for making editing decisions. _7 The
actual production of the film master negative is still done photographically in
these systems.
It is worth noting that the Japanese have tried very hard to get the same
1125/60 system intended for DBS to be used for film production. They have so
far refused to make a 24-fps progressively scanned system, which would give
much better results and would require only minor modifications to equipmentJ 8
From the technological point of view, this is unexplainable. One can only
assume that this is being done primarily to gain additional support for 1125/60,
since the film-making market is very small compared to the TV market.
.A..M]_:UC_I' C,,01_:_rn'lvJ:_']_ IS,SU'E
Some American commentators on HDTV view it primarily as an economic issue
in these terms: "HDTV is not primarily about beautiful pictures; it is mostly
about jobs and money." These sentiments are especially strong in Congress,
which is very sensitive to economic issues. From this point of view, the likely
dominance of HDTV by the Japanese (and to a lesser extent, the Europeans) is
seen as the latest example of the decline of American competitiveness, with
near-term trade and federal budget deficits, and with a long-term threat to the
American standard of living. Some groups, such as the American Electronics
Association, have pointed out both the threat and the opportunity presented by
HDTV. If we do not participate, we risk damage to the computer and
semiconductor industries; and if we do, we may use this experience to begin to
turn around the erosion of American technological leadership.
It does appear to be true, as clearly expressed in a recent MIT report on the
decline of U.S. manufacturing, that a combination of circumstances has led
17 According to NHK, the HDTV system is used not only for editing decisions, but the editing itselL There are
already some movies taken, edited and produced using HDTV systems.
le NHX states that any special system with 24 frames seems to be used only for film. From the point of view
of economy of equipment and multi-usage of programs, it is highly desirable to use a standard both for film and
television.
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many American companies to take a very short-term view of what constitutes
business success (Ref. 4_i3). (Some go so far as to see this as endemic to the
whole country, affecting our national willingness to make adequate investments
in infrastructure and education.) This has resulted in insufficient funding of the
development of new products and processes. Naturally, our ability to compete
in the long run absolutely requires adequate investment in the future. When we
give up products and markets to foreign companies more willing than we are to
forego some of today's profits for the sake of future strength, we put at risk all
related products and markets, and we gravely erode our future prosperity.
Coupled with our willingness to see our own shortcomings, there is a common
perception that some of Japan's industrial success is due to playing by a
different set of rules. For example, many American observers believe that it
was widespread dumping, unopposed by the U.S. government, that drove most
American TV receiver manufacturers out of business. Japanese attempts to get
their HDTV system adopted in the United States_ even though it was deveioped
for an entirely dit_'erent-a-pplication and is unsuitable for the Amerlcan TV
broadcasting environment, seem like more of the same to many U.S. observers.
In view of the technological situation as well as political and economic factors,
there is substantial support for doing something so that HDTV does not repeat
recent history in related technologies. However, there is little agreement on
what that something shou]c[_be, There _objecti0i't in many qu_ar;t_e_ to the
pmmuigation-Sy :government oFah_"ind_trial p0[ic-y," e_--_o-ugh_e 'total|ty of
government action clearly has a major impact on management decisions. Some
objections to gove_ent acU'on are based simply 0r[a reluctance in
Washington to spend money in view of budget problems. However, there are
many low-cost steps that might be taken in policy and regulation that would be
helpful to American efforts in the field. This does require agreement that it is
appropriate for the government to get involved. It is possible that innovative
proposals that do not involve large government expenditures may be
acceptable.
In the absence of government action, improvement in the performance of U.S.
industry must come primarily from within industry itself. Many commentators
believe that, government action aside, some self-reform is both long overdue
and possible. The most serious complaint about American business
management is its excessively short time horizon. Obviously, if a technology
takes ten years to produce profits, one must be willing to forego return on
investment for that period, or else give up any hope of competing in the
relevant markets in the long term. Increasingly, however, product-line
managers are given bottom-line responsibility but are expected to pay for
long-term research from their own budgets. This kind of business practice is a
recipe for long-term failure. A manager, particularly if he feels he may have
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moved on before research expenditures bear fi'uit, has little incentive to act in
the long-term interests of the company.
A related attitude, often heard from management/consultants and turn-around
artists, is the philosophy of "dogs, stars, and cash cows." The idea is that it is
very hard to make a profit in some industries and product lines (consumer
electronics is a good example of a dog), while other fields are much more
profitable (medical electronics is a star). Some product lines ("cash cows") are
relatively mature and make acceptable profits without much continuing
development or even attention. The plan then, is to dump the "dogs," go for
the "stars," and stay with the "cash cows" as long as they continue to pay off,
dropping them as soon as profits begin to falter.
What this philosophy ignores, in addition to the long-term health of the
enterprise, is the interrelatedness of markets and technologies. Consumer
electronics is a good case in point. Technologically, this field is driving the
entire electronics industry, which is well on its way to becoming the largest of
all industries. One cannot be selective about the various aspects of electronics.
It is impossible to remain an important player in any aspect of electronics
without being in all of it, and particularly in consumer electronics. It is
extremely difficult to remain an important player without being in the chip
business as well. All electronic products are converging to a similar
technology, and all electronic markets are similarly related.
CONCLUSIONS
There is much to admire in the Japanese approach to HDTV. They are
particularly to be commended for their long-term views of industrial
development and their legendary expertise in low-cost, high-quality
manufacturing. If there is any one Japanese practice we should copy, their
long-term view is the most important. They have also developed some
excellent HDTV components, such as cameras, displays, recorders, and
production equipment. However, the system design is suitable only for the
original application, which is DBS. ts Even there, the failure to use frame stores
and the consequent employment of interlace are serious drawbacks. The
sophisticated MUSE-E system gives very good pictures in a single normal
transponder channel. However, it is far from optimum for cable or terrestrial
broadcasting, which are of primary importance in the U.S. To the extent that it
relies on interlaced signals produced by the "studio" system, it will never reach
its best performance.
IS According to NH_ the development of the 112S/60 system was not intended only for DBS.
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In spite of much recent talk in Japan about the "information society," the
1125/60 system is ill-adapted to serve for any purpose at all if the broadband
networks that will form the basis of that society are actually created in the U.S.
and Europe3 ° The United States should learn from _the Jap_ese experience in
HDTV development, both successful and unsuccessful, and, in devising our own
system, come up with something more suitable to our own needs.
= :
90 _ believes that the 1125/60 system can be adapted to any purpose. The 1125/60 system is used for the
picture information system using ATM B-ISDN, which is now under development by NTT and other common carriers
in Japan. Many kinds of applications of the 112B/60 I-IDTV system have been reported in CCIR documents. (CCIR
Do<:. _ II/9-008-0_ _ _ _ _ _ .... . ---
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1. This is not a very well defined quality, since movie quality is highly
variable and steadily improving. It should be noted that 35-mm amateur slides
have more than twice the area of a frame of movie film. The 1125-line system,
as so far demonstrated, does not have nearly the resolution of amateur slides.
2. T. Fujio et al., "High-Definition Television," NHK Technical Monograph 32
(June 1982).
3. When widescreen movies were introduced in the 1950s, 2.35:1 was the
favored aspect ratio, not only to enhance the viewing experience, but also to be
as different from television as possible. At the present time, 1.85:1 is the most
common film aspect ratio, partly because aspect ratios much wider make
cropping for 4:3 television much more damaging to the artistic effect. Note that
actual practice varies a great deal. Typical TV viewing angles are much
smaller than typical movie viewing angles.
4. Some workers do believe that a progressive-scan HDTV camera is beyond
the state of the art at present, but many others would disagree.
5. Y. Ninomiya et al. "A Single-Channel HDTV Broadcast System - the MUSE,"
NHK Lab. Note 304:1-12 (September 1984).
6. MUSE receivers must use frame stores to derive a 30-frame, 60-field
display from the transmitted 15-frame 60-field signal. This removes the principal
obstacle to using progressive scan in the studio system, making the use of
interlace even more questionable.
7. In my opinion, the insistence on receiver compatibility by American and
European broadcasters, although conforming to their perceived short-term
interests, is probably not in their long-term interests. Compatible systems cannot
possibly provide the high channel efficiency or resistance to analog channel
impairments that are now possible in completely new systems, since the
deficiencies of NTSC and PAL in this regard are inherent in their design. If
broadcast 'IV cannot compete in picture quality provided by alternative media,
then as these media become able to provide programming of equal
attractiveness to that provided by over-the-air broadcasters, the latter will lose
audience share and eventually go out of business.
8. T. Nishizawa et al., "HDTV and ADTV Transmission Systems: MUSE and its
Family," NAB, Las Vegas, April 11, 1988.
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9. T. Fukinuld and H. Hirano, "Extended Definition TV Fully Compatible with
Existing Standards," IEEE Trans. on Communications 32, 8:948-953 (August
1984).
10. W. F. Schreiber, "The Open-Architecture Television Receiver," ATRP
Technical Report 88R (MIT, 12 June 1988).
11. EIA Letter to Chairman Patrick, August 2, 1988. Of record in FCC MM
Docket 87-286.
12. An interesting sidelight on the lack of unanimity in Japan is that the BTA
originally Submitted its EDTV" system to the FCC as a proposed American
standard. In this role, it would have competed with the proposals of Faroudja
and the Sarnoff Laboratory, as well as the compatible proposals of NHK. The
BTA proposal has now been withdrawn, apparently because of pressure from
. . . .
13. M.L. Dertouzos et al., Made in America Cambridge:MIT Press, 1989).
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C'HAPTER 8
As ECONOMXCEV_UA_ON Or JAPAN'S
PUBLICPo,.,_ hcm_ces n_ SUPPORT
OF I_aI-I D_._oN S_S_MS
Robert B. Cohen
INTRODUCTION
Japan has established an elaborate system of initiatives to support the
development of consumer high definition television (HDTV) or what the
Japanese call Hi-Vision and high definition systems CrtDS), which include high
definition imaging systems that are used in computer-aided design and
manufacturing, printing and publishing, and the medical, educational, and
entertainment industries.
Several features of Japanese policies should be underscored for the readers of
this study. First, Japanese government programs are promoting much more
than just HDTV. The industrial applications of this technology--what I have
called high definition imaging systems, or HDS--receive greater attention than
basic research into HDTV. The significant emphasis that has been placed on
HDS in Japanese government policies is often overlooked. However, these
industrial applications are likely to have a crucial role in shaping the future
development of Japan's electronics industry, particularly the next generation of
computer and communications systems. Second, Japanese government
programs are leading the efforts to develop the infrastructure needed to deploy
HDTV technology later in the decade. Without them, Japan's private sector
would find it virtually impossible to achieve a meaningful level of commercial
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success with HDTV-related products in the 1990s. Third, the more interesting
Japanese HDTV initiatives are being administered by a new entity, the Key (or
Basic) Technology Research Promotion Center, otherwise known as the Key
Technology Center or KTC. This is a pUbliC Corporation that establishes
consortia administered by representatives of some of the leading technology
firms and that addresses significant technology development issues such as that
of large flat panel displays. But the Center, unlike Japan's _tries, receives
its funding from "off-budget" sources, such as dividends on Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone (NTT) and Japan Tobacco stock (See Figure 5,1).
Japan's government agencies and the Japan Broadcasting Corporation, Nippon
ttoso Kyokai (NHK), are playing a leading role in the development and
commercialization of HDS and HDTV. According to executives at NHK, work
on HDTV began in 1964 and "NHK has spent approximately 20 billion yen [$148
million at 135 yen to the dollar] for the research and development of HDTV"
from the fiscal year of 1964 to 1989" (Ref. 5.1). This continent to HDTV
increased substantially in recent years; according to NHK, "... for the fiscal year
of 1989, the R&D budget is approximately 3.6 billion yen [$27 million]" and the
HDTV programming budget is "...approximately 3.4 billion yen [$25.2 million]"
(Ref. 5.2). During the years since 1964, at least $600 million have been spent
by the Japanese government and industry to develop HDS and HDTV. Between
1985--when government programs to stimulate HDTV development for
commercial and industrial use were first begun--and 1997, a wide range of
Japanese government programs will provide $1.7 billion for HDTV and HDS,
according to discussions the JTEC group had with government and
broadcasting representatives and statistics published by the m_ government
agencies involved in stim_atirlg_TV de ve!_o_p_ment_ __ese _ inc!ude_lpans
from==enti_es such as the Japan Development Bank (JDB), investments in
consortia by the Key Technology Center, and grants _see Table 5,3). A
substantial part of these funds will be coming from the following sources: the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications (MPT), the Key Technology Center (jointly administered by
MITI and MPT), JDB, and NHK.
While the sequencing of the state and private sector roles in pr0mo_g the
growth of HDTV appears confusing to the outs|de observer, it should be Clear
that NHK has played a pioneering role in the development of a wide range of
technologies and that most government agencies that were earlier concerned
with R&D have now shifted their efforts to focus on support for the commercial
success of HDTV. NHK has continued to act as the coordinator of much of this
R&D, most recently acting as the coordinator of research for the decoding
chipsets that were needed to make it possible for cheaper satellite receivers to
be provided in more advanced TV sets. Thus, contrary to some impressions
that NHK has stepped back from its leadership of HDTV technology
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development, it appears to retain a key role in technology development, even
as more commercial firms are getting involved in the production of HDTV
monitors, HDTV VCRs, and other related equipment.
Commercial firms in Japan have certainly built upon the two decades of
research from NHK Laboratories. In addition, they are utilizing the results of a
series of more recent research findings on flat panel displays and other projects
from MITI and the Key Technology Center. The commercialization of this
research is likely to accelerate as the decade progresses. On the other hand,
many of the government programs have focused on de_loping the
infrastructure needed to assure the commercial success of HDTV later in the
decade. For the most part, this has changed the-emphasis in _ go_ent
efforts, moving them from R&D to a direct involvement with assuring the
commercial success of products that are most likely to have a major market
share only during the last years of this century. Consequently, recent
government programs have concentrated upon the satellite broadcasting system
for HDTV, more advanced research for better screens for advanced TVs,
research on the merging of computers with television, and promoting the
early-stage demand for Hi-Vision applications through such projects as the
model cities and communities programs and the new media communities and
Teletopia projects. Where a government role in research rem_, _ atMITI, it
is tO undertake very advanced r_sbm-ch projects and not-the more practical
development work that is more likely to be done by commercial firms. On the
other hand, MPT's role is almost exclusively focuse_--o_ developing the
infrastructure and commercial demand needed to spur the success of HDTV in
the consumer marketplace later in the 1990s.
While both MITI and MPT are important players in the promotion of HDTV, the
rivalrywhich existsbetween them should be emphasized. This rivalryhas been
intense and has resulted in a duplication of effortsby both MITI and MPT in
several areas. Each has a regional model program that will select several
cities to be designated as special centers for the development of HDTV
programming and demonstration locations for public viewing. Each has
established a council to promote HDTV. Each has a new media communities
(or "Teletopia") program, kMany cUsputes have already arisen because each
agency has sought funding for exactly the same concepts that the other has
tried to develop. This has led the Mkdstry of Finance to delay funding for
certain programs until it is clear that they will not duplicate the aims of others.
The rivalry has resulted in more discord over the direction of government
programs and at times makes it difficult to discern the real direction of
government efforts to support the commercial success of HDTV'.
Another dimension that should be clarified before the policies to promote HDTV
are discussed in greater depth is the role of a number of public corporations
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which are permitted to undertake special functions in the economy. The Key
Technology Center mentioned above is one of the best examples of this type of
corporation. It can invest in consortia of private firms and play an active role in
such consortia, holding stock in entities such as the Giant Electronics
Corporation, just as any other private corporation would. However, these
public corporations are very different from MITI and MPT, since they do not
receive their budget from the government, but rather from "off-budget" sources,
and can remain financially independent of many restrictions that would be
placed upon them if they were government entities.
The Japanese call the entire range of HDTV and its related technologies
Hi-Vision (sometimes translated Hi- or High-Image), a term which is best
reflected in the definition of HDS given above. The terms Hi-Vision and HDS
reflect the Japanese view that high definition developments are much more than
just HDTV. The major Japanese electronics firms have developed applications
of HDS in CAD/CAM, electronic publishing, medicine, security systems, image
databases, video on-board traffic controls for autos, and for fashion/fabric
catalogs. In addition to these near-future uses, technologists in Japan, as part
of an extensive evaluation of future technologies, have identified a number of
enhancements of HDS/HDTV technology that are likely to be developed but
which face major economic barriers in their commercialization--an indication
that some government support may be needed for their early development.
These applications are described in a recent report by Japan's Science and
Technology Agency (Ref. 5.3).
The impression of the JTEC panel after viewing corporate and government
efforts during its visit to Japan was that the Japanese government and most of
Japan's largest electronics firms have attached extraordinary significance to HDS
and HDTV. For Japanese government and corporate leaders, HDS and HDTV
represent a significant economic transformation. They are moving the world's
industrial structure into an information systems age, characterized by products
and systems that integrate voice, data, and video communications. The
developing HDS industry is not merely a market for improved television. HDS
will create "a series of technologies--for high resolution display, image
processing and storage, multi-media services, and the transmission and
production of such information--...that will find application not only in 'TVs' but
[also] across the electronics and computing industries" (Ref. 5.4). Thus, these
new technologies need to be understood as part of a move to multi-function,
multi-media processing technologies, since imaging or video equipment,
computers, and communications equipment will become increasingly interlinked
in a single economic market. HDTV" is likely to be the central mass-market
video product in this transformation.
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The economic impact of HDTV products should be considered in light of the
integrated information systems of the future. HDTV will serve as the culmination
of an evolutionary movement to true digital broadcasting. But in serving as the
first form of more advanced television, HDTV provides the means for Japanese
firms td Strengthen their control over Si_cant economies of Scope in the
electronics industry. For instance, having an edge in HDTV technologies will
open the door for japanese companies to translate scale advantages into
technology advantages, with dramatic improvements in their ability to compete
in a number of high technology markets. This would be due to several
dimensions in the economies of Scope as they concern HDTV. The _e_ions
include: (1) the interoperable nature of components developed for HDTV,
permi_g I-IDTV displays to be used on Japanese computersi (2) technology
merging that _ facilitatedthrough the use of HDTV technologies in integrated
systems that merge the functions of several existing products, such as TV" sets
and computers; (3) employing HDTV systems as technology platforms for the
development of peripheral devices, such as printers, copying machines,
cameras, and VTRs; (4) developing the underlying technologies involved in
HDTV to advance related technologies such as electronic packaging and new
algorithms for digital processing; and (5) using successor technologies to
develop broader applications of HDTV such as tr_c Control monitoring, p]ant
monito_g, aUtOmotive on-b0_d navigation systems, and long-distance me_dical
diagnosis (Ref. 5.5).
The D_erent __ Taken by Japanese Government Progrmm
Why are government programs an important part of Japan's efforts in lIDS and
HD_ From a_ntu'nber of meetings that we attended, it was clear to the JTEC
group that if Japan's firms achieve a leading international position in I-IDS and
HDTV, they expect to have a large number of competitive opportunities in new
industrial and consumer electronics, computing, and communications products
linked to HDTV technology. Indeed, one top executive of the Sony Corporation
noted that HDTV "is the most important project to us Over many years"
(Ref'. 5.6). As leaders of several Japanese corporations said to the JTEC group,
leadership in HDTV would enable Japanese _ to challenge the dominant
position of the leading U.S. computer and communications equipment firms
(Ref. 5.7).
By the late 19905, profits from sales of high definition products are expected to
enable Japan's electronics industry to support large scale production of the
most sophisticated memory chips and electronics devices that are an integral
part of high definition televisions and VCRs, as well as many other types of
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electronics equipment. This might pose another significant challenge to the
U.S. electronics and semiconductor industries, particularly if U.S. firms are
unable to develop a more substantial base in consumer electronics.
Japan's government policies for HDTV recognize the need to reduce the risks
faced by Japanese corporations that are pioneers in developing Hi-Vision
systems for industrial and commercial use (Ref. 5.8). Since the initial demand
for industrial applications is likely to be limited, leasing companies have been
established to facilitate the use of Hi-Vision equipment by industrial firms. In
addition, programs to assist smaller firms with high definition systems provide
instruction in how to use Hi-Vision systems in industrial settings. Some
government programs subsidize the development of video programming that is
needed for Hi-Vision equipment to be useful in manufacturing settings.
The government programs are well funded and offer some unusual incentives to
participating companies. Besides relying on the traditional operating and
capital budgets of the government of Japan, government support for HDS/HDTV
R&D and programs comes from a special capital budget. This budget supplies
funds from dividends from government-held shares of NTT, Japanese tobacco
taxes, government financial institutions, the Japan Development Bank (JDB), and
other special accounts.
While two major agencies have been especially prominent in promoting HDTV,
a new body that has been established jointly by MITI and MPT, the Key
Technology Center, is taking on an increasingly important role in this area.
While the Key Technology Center has focused primarily on telecommunications
and new media efforts that are only indirectly linked to HDTV, its public statis
has made it an attractive institution for promoting high definition television and
imaging, with its reliance on industry-oriented consortia as the vehicle for
devising technology advances as the chief advantage. The Key Technology
Center's best known efforts since 1986 have been to organize the SORTECH
consortium to promote the development of higher-density semiconductors of 16
megabit and above density using Synchrotron orbital radiation, and to establish
a series of regional demonstration schemes for advanced communications
(Ref. 5.9). But the Key Technology Center's significant role in HDTV has not
been so well known.
The Information Network System and Teletopia initiatives that are discussed in
greater detail below will construct fiber-optic networks that will provide the
infrastructure for a possible future shift to terrestrial HDTV broadcasting and
more immediate industrial use of land-based HDS systems. This infrastructure
will facilitate greater use of HDS by industry and consumers because broader
bandwidth is needed before new terrestrial uses become commonplace. The
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availability of broader bandwidth at low cost would be likely to result in a large
increase in demand for high definition systems.
The most important programs that have been announced are the following:
The Hi-Vision Cities Proaram, a $111 million effort by MPT
that will establish public HDTV systems in 18 cities 'over
the next few years. Much of the funding is likely to come
from JDB lending to "third sector" entities.
The Hi-Vision Communities Proqram, a parallel $111 million
effort under the aegis of MITI. This initiative will include
10 to 20 communities in early efforts to bring HDTV" to the
public; important tax benefits will offer incentives for
private companies to participate in the program. Much of
the funding is likely to come from JDB lending to "third
sector" entities.
An HDTV satellite initiative that plans to launch two HDTV
direct broadcast satellites in 1990-91 as part of a 78.4
billion yen ($581 million) effort by NHK, Japan Satellite
Broadcasting, and the National Space Development Agency
(NASDA).
An HDTV satellite procurement corporation that will be
established by MPT and is to raise 100 billion yen ($741
million) in capital by 1991-92 to develop and launch a
more sophisticated HDTV satellite in 1997.
The Giant Electronics Technoloqy Corporation, sponsored
by the Key Technology Center, which will develop the
technologies needed for large flat panel displays. Initially
proposed by MITI as a massive seven-year, 10 billion yen
($74 million) effort, this has now been scaled back to 2.8
billion yen ($20.7 million).
The Types of Advs.nced Television
In Japan, _e upgrading of advsnced tele_ion will include at:least two stageSi
the move to extended definition television, or EDTV, which is also called
"Clear-V'mion" by the Japanese, and a later shift to HDTV, whi'c_h _ called
'_-Ii-Vision." EDTV" will '_prove picture quality by modifying existing (NTSC)
system standards" without chmuging the number of scanning lines (see Table
5.1). Thus, EDTV will be compatible with the present generation of sets that
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Table 5.1
A COMPARISON OF NTSC, EDTV, AND HDTV
Imp___roving definition for tomorrow's television broadcasting
Terrestrial broadcasting
VHF, UHF
Satellite broadcasting
t 1960 1989
NTSC color television
1984 NTSC direct satellite
broadcasting
EDTV (1st generation)
Higher definition through
improvements in both trans-
mission and reception (in-
cluding improvedcamera
systems, progressive scan-
ning receivers and ghost
image cancellation)
EDTV (2nd generation)
Higher definition, wider
screens, higher quahty sound
and other improvemenls
with r-espect to the first
generation EDTV
1990 HDTV
Vastly improved definition through a new system offer
ing twice as many scanning lines, wider screens and
more dynamic sound
Source: MPT Broadcuting Bureau, J_h, anced Television (ATV): The Promise and the Challenge (Tokyo: Simul
International, Inc., 1989):7.
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use NTSC system color broadcasting. HDTV, as planned in Japan, will not be
compatible with these NTSC sets. In the first generation of EDTV', transmission
and reception will be upgraded by using digital controls to overcome ghosts
and enhance picture quality. In the second generation of EDTV, the main
changes will be: (1) additional memory chips in sets to eliminate flicker and
color crossing; and (2) receivers with a format visibly different from today's sets
(see Figure 5.2), having the dimensions of a more rectangular movie picture
(compared to the squarish format of today's sets and first generation EDTV)
and higher fidelity sound reproduction. Ultimately, EDTV images will have
about twice as many pixels, or picture elements, as existing NTSC television
receivers (Ref. 5.10).
HDTV will be far superior to other systems. The wide HDTV screen, with
dimensions sirrdlar to the second generation of EDTV, Hi Contain twice as
many scanning lines as NTSC systems (1125 vs. 525), "...as well as twice the
number of horizontal pixels and a 30 percent wider screen." HDTV will,
therefore, have "roughly five times as many pixels as its NTSC counterpart"
(Ref. 5.11). This will give HDTV four advantages over other systems: (1)
images will be much Sharper; (2) viewers will be able to sit twice as close; (3)
so_cl q_iality will be the same as that in compact disks; and (4) the image will
be usefuI_or studio recor_g,_ f0r _gh-quality prin_gl and for cinematography.
However, special prob|ems had tobe overcome to broadcast HDTV in Japan.
Since so much additional information had to be transmitted, satellite
broadcasting was selected. MUSE/NTSC converters with custom LSIs have
already been developed by some manufacturers to make it possible to receive
HDTV broadcasts on existing sets. In addition, a compression system had to
be designed to divide HDTV signals into four parts so that the volume of
transmitted information could be reduced to a more manageable size. This
system, called MUSE, or "multiple sub-Nyquist sampling encoding" system
permits broadcasting over a single 27-MHz Channel from a satellite _ef. 5.12).
Japanese E__o_ of a Subst_ial M_kst for
The sizable potential commercial market for industrial HDS and HDTV has led
MITI, MPT, and NHK to play a role in the development of Hi-Vision. The two
government entities envision great benefits for the Japanese economy as a
result of the new demand that Hi-Vision will create for Japanese electronics
products (including semiconductors and displays) and the development of
Hi-Vision as a group of products that will almost erase the gap between
computing and communications, opening additional market opportunities. For
NHK, the nation's leading broadcaster, the motivation to promote the
development of Hi-Vision stems from the aim of creating more attractive
programs in high definition that will enable it to retain older viewers and attract
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Figure 5.2. Changes in the Characteristics of Television
Source: MPT Broadcasting Bureau, Advanced Television (ATV): The Pron_e and the Challenge (Tokyo: Shnul
International, Inc.. ]98g):]3.
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_=
newer ones, keeping it in the leadership of Japanese TV and maintaining its
political support for the monthly fee that it charges users ('Ref. 5.13).
Official Japanese figures predict phenomenal growth in sales of HDTVs, as well
as in industrial use of high defimtion systems, and in the development of related
software. According to estimates from MPT, the total consumer broadcast
market, including sales of HDTVs, is expected tO grow from about 250 billion
yen in 1990 to 850 billion yen in 1995 and 3.4 trillion yen in 2000 (see Figure
5.3). Figure 5.3 also shows that MPT considers that the production of television
sets will account for 97.5 percent of the total spending on HD'rV. The
information in Figure 5.3 does not provide as broad a picture of the
development of the entire high definition systems industry in Japan as is
attempted by MITI, which includes industrial sales and more detailed and
substantial figures for software production in its own estimates.
Estimates from MITI (see Table 5.2) find the overall demand for industrial and
consumer use of HDTV rising from $7.9 billion in 1995 to $39.2 billion in 2000.
In addition,-_MITI% _gures Show indi_strial s_tes O_--Hi-V,sion incre_ing kom i3-2
billion yen ($.98 billion at 155 yen to the dollar) in 1995 to 933 billion yen ($6.91
billion) in 2000. "Software" production and use--the way Japanese agencies
describe made-for-TV films, films to be shown in cinemas and possibly
rebroadcast on TV, and TV programming-is expected to grow from 218 billion
yen ($1.61 billion) in 1995 to 1.326 trillion yen ($9.82 billion) in 2000. By 2000,
MITI expects industrial use will account for 17.6 percent of I-IDS sales, and
software producti0n _d useful account for 25_i=Percertt of_S _s_es. The
MPT projections in Table 5.2 indicate that about $24.7 billion in broadcasting
sales will be attained in 2000, somewhat more than the MITI total of $22.4
billion (for consumer use). However, the MPT figures don't envisage a great
rise in software production that is depicted in the MITI numbers. However, the
MPT figures do exclude much of the hardware estimates incorporated into the
MITI figures, since MPT is less concerned about HDTV sets and other products
than it is with broadcasting. MPT figures do not incUcate that movie production
and video packages will grow rapidly, as can be ascertained by an examination
of Figure 5.3.
JAPANESE _ _ IN SUPPORT OF HDTV
The Size of Funding for HDTV Projects
Between 1985 and 1995, nearly 240 billion yen ($1.7 billion) will be spent on
programs directly related to the development of HDTV (see Table 5.3). This
effort will provide strong support for the commercial introduction of I-'IDTV,
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Figure 8.3. MPT's Forecast _or the Growth of HDTV
Source: MPT, HDTV Promotion Committee, provided to NSF rI'EC members during meeting with MPT Staff in
Tokyo, June 2, 1989.
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Table 5.2
MITI _ _T HDTV _T FORECASTS
MITI FORECAST BILLION YEN BILLION DOLLARS"
L _
Image Device Manufacturing 1995 2000 1995 2000
Consumer Use 715 3030 5.30 22.44
Industrial Use 132 933 .98 6.91
Image Software Production 39 427 .29 3.16
Image Software Use 179 899 1.33 6.66
TOTAL 1065 5289 7.89 39.17
MPT FORECAST 2000 2000 2000 2000
FLOW STOCK FLOW STOCK
Z
Broadcasting 3333.3 14184.7 24.69 105.07
Movie Production 50.5 281.6 .37 2.09
Video Packages 14.2 42.7 .11 .32
Theater 2.4 20.9 .02 .15
Printing and Publishing 1.6 15.7 .01 .12
TOTAL 3402.0 14545.7 25.2 107.75
"exchange rate 135 yen = $1.00
SOURCE: Originally published in Mark Eaton, "Japanese High Definition Systems: Research. Development,
Deployment," MCC |ntemational Liaison Orate, Austin, Texas, August 22, 1989.
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Table 5.3
CURRENT JAPANESE PROGRAMS FOR HDTV:
TOTAL SPENDING FOR 1985-1997
(in billions of yen)
Years for Budget
Program
KEY TECHNOLOGY CENTER IN-v'ESTMENT PROGRAMS 1985-1993 8.60
Giant Technology Corporation
HDTEC - Advanced Image Technology
Research Laboratory
Graphics Communications Technologies, Ltd.
KEY TECHNOLOGY CENTER LOAN PROGRAMS 1985-1993 1.21
MITI PROGRAMS 1989-1992 20.30
Hi-V'mion Promotion Center
Hi-V'mion Commun/ties
_Hi-V'mion Communications (leasing)
MPT PROGRAMS 1989-1995 24.70
Hi-Vision City Program
Telecommunications Satellite Corporation
of Japan (transponder leasing)
2Japan Hi-V'mion: Lease Hi-V'mion Equipment
SATELLITE CONSTRUCTION AND
LAUNCHING FOR HDTV
HDTV Satellites
HDTV Satellite Corporation
TOTAL FOR ALL PROGRAMS
1989-1991 78.40
1991-1997 100.00
233.21
'At 135 yen to the dollar, this is equal to $1.73 billion
_According to MITI, these programs are not related to the
Government of Japan.
MITI's
Budget
Es_.nates 3
2.8
3.4
N/A
0.9
0.03
0.05
Sources: J.G. Parker and E.J. Vardaman. Iapanese Developments in Hiuh DeEniffon Television, TechSearch
International, Inc., September 1989 and additional Japanese citations on MPT programs in: Dempe Shimbun,
July 25, 1989, p. 1; Nikkei Sanayo, December 11, 1989, p. 7; and N/k/atn K_, January 17, 1990, p. 7 and
March 5, 1990, p. 9, translated and summarized by TechSearch InternationaL
_Generally MITI believes that the amounts being invested directly in HDTV is much less
than estimated by Dr. Cohen. The last column gives some of their estimates.
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given that the main R&D needed to create commercial HDTV and related
technologies has been completed through work at private corporations and
NHK (see Table 5.4). This government involvement with HDTV comes at a time
when substantial funds are being used to create a digital communications
infrastructure; at least another $10 billion is being spent annually on an
advanced communications network that could support greater industrial and
commercial use of HDTV in the future, primarily through funding for the
Information Network System and the Teletopia program (see Table 5.10).
These expenditures are likely to make it-easier for japanese corporations to
succeed in introducing HDTV. According to several observers of the Japanese
industrial scene that were interviewed by members of the JTEC group, many
Japanese corporations are hoping that these policies will help them capture a
dominant share of the world market in both HDTV and equipment that will use
high definition imaging, such as computers and communications equipment
(Ref. 5.14).
Japanese government policies have been designed to establish the most
favorable environment possible for the rapid commercial introduction of I-IDTV'. :::
If these policies to support advanced R&D and the early commercialization of
Hi-V'mion are successful, Japanese corporations will, in all likelihood, lead all
others in HDTV. Government support is critical because commercial and
industrial sales of HDTV are expected to be small from 1990 to 1997 or later.
by increasethelikelihoodthat  maj r cgmm r ial
success for japanese corporations. NHK has coordinated the work of a
consortium of semiconductor manufacturers for the creation of a highly
simplified decoder system to demonstrate the feasibility of using MUSE LSIs for
HDTV broadcasts (Ref'. 5.15). Advanced memory chips and specially designed
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) are needed to dramatically lower
the costs of HDTVs so they cafiBe sold to consumers in large numbers _5y_the -_
mid-1990s, especially to consumers who have opened special bank accounts to
save for Hi-Vision sets (Ref. 5.16).
MITF! _ for
MITI has had a special interest in high definition systems (HDS) Because of
their application to a broad range of electronics industries. MITI's interest
derives from its previous role as the supporter of new technology innovations in
electronics, especially in the development of more sophisticated semiconductor
technologies through its creation of the VLSI Project and the Synchrotron
Orbital Radiation, or Sortech, Project (Ref. 5.17). MITI also developed
semiconductor sets needed for satellite broadcasting in its ElectrotechnicaF
Laboratories, laser and optical recording technologies through support from its
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Table 5.4
PREVIOUSJAPANESEPROGRAMSFORHDTV:
TOTAL SPENDING1964-19891
NHK HDTV R&D
Private Corporations
2MITIVisual Control
SystemsProject 1981-85
20 Billion Yen
60 Billion Yen
15.7Billion Yen
$148Million
$444Million
$116Million
Total 95.7Billion Yen $708Million
_ExchangeRate: U.S.Dollar equals 135Yen
2According to MITI, this project does not include the
development of HDTV.
Sources: _ Letter to author from NHK, June 14, 1989.
Private Corporations: Mark Eaton, "Japanese High Definition Systems: Research, Development, Deployment,"
Microe[ectronics and Computer Corporation, MCC International Liaison O_ice, Austin, Texas, August 22, 1999.
A figure of "more than $/70 million" is given for private corporations' spending on HDTV in Nikkei Electronics,
October 3, 1988, p. 114, cited in Parker and Vardaman, Japaneee Development_ in High De_nition Telel,i$ion,
volume on HDTV Developments by Industry, TechSearch International, Inc., Austin, Texas, September 1989, p.
5. However, this figure, and other higher estimates do not appear to be justified.
M]TI: Conversations with /vIITl Officials in Tokyo, June 2, 1999.
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Optoelectronics Project, and will deveiop new chip packaging technologies
through its proposed Electron Devices Project. The MITI Electrotechnical
Laboratories has provided MITI with an important link to private businesses
through its key position in innovative technology projects. For instance, in the
VLSI Project, these laboratories developed designs for the 128K and 256K
semiconductors that served as the basis for commercial products developed by
Japanese corporations (Ref. 5.18).
MITI's efforts in Hi-V'mion build upon an earlier initiative called the Visual
Control Systems Project. This was a 15.7 billion yen project that was
conducted between 1981 and 1985 to measure image information on a 1000-by-
1000 pixel monitor (Ref. 5.19).
In meetings with JTEC panelists, MITI staff members described the effort by
MITI to create an artificial demand for HDTV in order to create a '_irtuous
cycle" (Ref. 5.20). Their plan is to target the final HDTV product, the 'IV
monitor, in the hopes that once the price falls to one or two million yen ($7,407
to $14,815 at i35 yen to the dollar), demand from businesses Would increase _
rapidly. Theater hope is that Once the pr/ce can be lowered t0 300,000 to
500,000 yen ($2,222 to $3,704), demand from consumers will follow. The
average price for color TVs in Japan in the summer of 1989 was 300,000 yen.
Overall, the strategy that MITI plans to follow in promoting the development of
HDS is to stimulate industrial market purchases first and then promote
consumer applications (Ref. 5.21).
MITI has taken a role in several facets of the development of Hi-Vision by
organizing three initiatives to stimulate indus_ u_tion of I-'IDTV and tO
promote technoio_c_innovations that improve the chances that commercial
HDTV will be wi_'un the reach of consumers late in the 1990s. These initiatives,
whose budgets are summarized in Table 5.5, include the _-V'mion Promotion
Center, the High Vision Communities program, and the Hi-Vision
Communications (leasing) joint venture.
Hi-V/sion Promotfon Center (also known as I_'-F'lsion Center [HVG]). MITI has
been the force behind the establ_hment of the Hi-Vision Promotion Center.
HVC was founded in November 1987 by 11 private companies under MITI's
guidance. These companies then asked MITI to help convert HVC to a public
corporation, a change that took place in July 1988. In early 1980, HVC had 51
corporate sponsors and a budget of 763 million yen ($5.65 million) (Ref. 5,24).
With a similar budget through 1992, its total budget is projected to be 3.05
billion yen ($22.6 million).
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TABLE 5.5
MITI PROGRAMS FOR HDTV
MITI PROGRAMS
Years for Companies Total Budget
Program Involved (Yen Billions)
_Hi-Vision Promotion
Center
1988-92 51 3.05
_rIi-Vision Communities
(Largely via JDB
lending)
1989-92 10-20 cities 15.0
_Hi-V'mion Communications
(leasing)
1989-94 69 2.25 est.
TOTAL MITI PROGRAMS 20.3
At 150 yen to the dollar, this is equal to $135.3 million
_MITI has stated that HV'C is funded only by the private sector. The annual
budget is about 0.3 billion yen. In addition they give the t_ne frame to be
1988-90.
_MITI asserts that the funding of each program is coming from the cities, not
from JDB. There has been no funding to the program from JDB. Annual
budget is about 15 million yen. They also give the time frame of 1989-90 with
19 cities in 1990,
SAccording to MITI, these programs are not related to the government
of Japan.
SOURCE: Interviews with Mr. Akiyama of the Hi-Vision Promotion Center, Tokyo, June I, 1989, and with Mr.
Saeki and Mr. Motoshima of MITI, Tokyo, June 2, 1989; J.G. Parker and E.J. Vardaman, Ia_ese
_)eve|opments in High Definition Television, TechSearch International, Inc., September 1989, report on NHE
and government policies, pp. 11, 22, 27, and 30; and DemDa. Atlcj,.lst G, 1989, p.l, as cited in Parker and
Vardaman, report on N'HK and government policies, p. 26.
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HVC will assist smaller firms that want to get involved in HDS, improve the
software needed to use HDS in factory automation, and conduct a survey for
MITI to identify the most promising targets for promoting the use of HDS/HDTV.
It is also developing the "...guidelines for digital interface, film-to-video
conversion" machines that will make it possible to show movies in HDTV
broadcasts (Ref. 5.25). An area that will draw much of the expertise of HVC is
the promotion of what the Japanese refer to as "software," or program
development.
HVC's initial efforts were limited, focused only on non-profit efforts. It started in
1988 by helping to fund six small projects, with the Center providing 17 million
yen and private companies contributing 500 million yen (Ref. 5.26). In FY 1988,
I-1VC had an annual budget of 700 million yen, or about 5 million dollars.
According to its director, it may play a greater role in financing HDS-related
projects once the priorities are set between parallel government initiatives, and
once the roles of MITI and MPT are more clearly defined. The I-'IVC is likely
to provide funds for several of the new "third-sector corporations," entities that
are joint ventures of private corporations and prefectures, cities, or other public
entities, which are to promote the early use of Hi-Vision. It is expected that
m_y of theSe joint ventures Will have loan funds av_able to _ance up to 40
percent of each project, with the Japan Development Bank acting as one source
of the loans. In the summer of 1989, the center was conducting a survey for
MITI to determine where funds should be spent to help smaller scale firms to
get into HDS. The head of the center said that in the next phase of the
initiative, it might be possible for firms such as construction companies to get
funds from MITI in order to construct HDTV-related facilities (Ref. 5.27).
Two working committees set the direction for the HVC's efforts. The
Development Support Committee tracks developments in HDTV equipment,
establishes the framework for later specification development by manufacturers
of industrial equipment, and provides evaluations of such equipment. This
committee also follows trends in Hi-Vision applications and develops forecasts
for Hi-Vision uses in museums, medical, cinematic, and computer graphics
applications. HVC's Industrial SuppOrt Committee offers financial assistance to
software development efforts, tests Hi-Vision equipment, and supports the use of
Hi-Vision at special events. HVC participated in the design of the Hi-Vision
system for Expo '90 and is now supporting the Japan-China Hi-Vision Project's
technical cooperation (Ref. 5.28).
MITI, via HVC, is expected to grant funds to the following types of businesses
and organizations to develop Hi-Vision applications: Hi-Vision theatre, or
movie-theatre-like places to show HDTV movies to the public; museums, where
collections of paintings can be shown to viewers, as at the Gifu Museum;
medical clinics, hospitals, and environmental health centers; schools and
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universities; large hotels; construction companies; cultural centers; sports
centers; chambers of commerce; rehabilitation centers; and airports (Ref. 5.29).
The Hi-Vision Communities Project. MITI has also been the sponsor of the
Hi-Vision Communities Project, which is to promote the growth of small- and
medium-sized businesses that are creating products and services for HDS. Ten
to twenty cities would serve as examples of how to broaden the use of
Hi-Vision in industrial, educational, and recreational uses. In MITI's budget for
the program, there are four parts of the program: (1) research on the
development of model systems of Hi-Vision use in local areas; (2) promoting the
growth of information-oriented cities; (3) financial assistance for small- and
medium-sized companies that participate in the Hi-Vision Communities effort;
and (4) tax incentives for the construction and management of model city
Hi-Vision systems. To participate in the program, local small- and
medium-sized businesses would create products and services for HDS, such as
HDTV, high definition cable television, Hi-Vision software/TV programming, and
information industry applications of Hi-Vision through enhanced graphics and
printing capabilities, among others.
Financing is planned to come from the Japan Development Bank, through
lending to "third sector" entities; half of the funds will be for hardware
development and half for software firms. Funding is expected to be about 4 or
5 billion yen in the first year (about $29.6 million to $37.0 million), with the total
budget from JDB expected to be 15 billion yen ($111 million) (Ref. 5.22).
The lVIITI program was developed after a nearly identical initiative, the Hi-Vision
Cities program, was proposed by the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
(MPT). MITI's 1989 budget proposal requested that funds be allocated to
support certain firms: those which would rent Hi-Vision equipment, such as
cameras and display screens; those which would produce and collect movies
and other "software" material to be shown on HDS; and those which would
install equipment in public viewing places and theaters in the Hi-Vision
communities (Ref. 5.23).
There are a series of special financing arrangements that have been formulated
by MITI to support the Hi-Vision Communities effort. These loan, tax, and
support programs (see Fig. 5.4) include very generous loan provisions, such as
no-interest loans that are part of the special financing offered by the Japan
Development Bank and the Hokkaido Tohoku Development Fund. These loans
are offered to "third sector entities," that is, joint ventures by private
corporations and public entities that are expected to take the lead in
developing HDTV facilities in public areas and theaters. The loans have a
grace period of three years and repayment periods of up to 15 years and are
made possible by special funds established through the Japanese Ministry of
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Finance. In addition, recipients of financial support are also
and distribution services that are to be provided by HVC.
eligible for data
(l) Loans
i) Special financing and non-interest loans bum _apan Development Bank, and Hokl_du Tohok'u
DeveLopment Fund
a. Special Financing
• EUbigle applicants: One who _ associated with development of HLV',Jicn-retated
producm and so.,rare; One who is associated with Hi-vision promo_on business
• Object: H.i-V'mion related-products
• Financing rate: less than 40%
• Interest: Special interest _.0S% as of April, '89); A fixed rate
• Periods: Grace pertod of up to 3 years; period of repayment: within 15 years
bo No-interest Loans
• ELigible appUcants: "3rd secto_ e_ty" which undertakes facRity construction
business
• Objects: Pr.i-vision-retated products
• Loan ratio: metropolitan ms, 25%: others, 50%
• Periods: Grace period or up to 3 years: period of repayment, less than 15 years
ti) Special financing fo[ small and medium-sized businesses ;:
a. Small and _edi_m-sized=Businesses Public Loan Corpomtio.
¢ _'_ls app_cants: _e who unfler_ake8 busmeas in a re,gional area using Hi-'V',,,lot_
• Purposes eLiqibte for loan: funds for purchasing Hi-_'-mion-related products;
ini_ation of business, research and development, and a fund for developing new markets
• Limitation: 100 m_on yen (5,567 thousand)
• Interest: Fhlt 3 years: 3.5 _ the 4th year and after 5.35% (as of April, 'eg)
• Periods: FacUlty Capital: less than 1_ years (deferment of up to 3 years)
Worl_tg Capital: within l0 years (deferment of up to 3 years)
b. Loan [or Promoting Fronuer Businesses
• Eligible applicants: Small and medJum-s_ed businesses, cerUfied by prefectural
office, which conmbute re_onal economics by using Hi-Vision.related products
• Limitation: Minimum, 20 million yen ($]33.3 thousand); more i/the pedectural office
decides
• Interest: About 4.2%
• Periods: Facility Enancing: S-10 years (deferment: 6-18 months)
Woddnq Capital: 3-5 years (deferment 3-18 months)
(2) Tax
• ExpendRure of money on a Hi-V_sion Community promotion corpora_on can be _,rsn as
S lOSS
(3) Support _'om Hi-V'mion Promotion Support Center "'(HVC)
• Distr_u_oo of reports prepared by H'VC and public infon"nation penocUcal_
• Services such as HLVision mforma_on database service
• $1.00 = lSO yen
"" speLling not con_"med
Figure 5.4. Financial Support System, Hi-V'-,ion Communities Concept
Source: MITI Hi-Vision AppXication Guide, Hi-Vision Community Concept (July 31, 1989):13.
MCC.]LO
Translation:
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The program includes special financing for small- and medium-sized businesses
through the Small Business Public Loan Corporation which will offer deferments
of three years on loans for working capital and facility financing, with the first
three years of interest at the reduced rate of 3.5% (see Fig. 5.4). Frontier
businesses, which are certified by prefectural offices as having the potential to
have an important impact on regional economies, will be offered interest rates
of 4.2% and have repayment deferred up to 18 months.
The Hi-Wsion Communications Corporation. The Hi-Vision Communications
Corporation has been established as a leasing company under the Hi-Vision
Communities Program. It will start with a budget of 2.25 billion yen ($16.7
million) that comes largely from private companies. Mitsubishi Trading and
Dentsu are among the 69 corporations that are sponsors of the leasing
corporation (Ref. 5.30). The Hi-Vision Communications Corporation will be
similar to the government subsidized computer leasing consortium, the Japan
Electronic Computer Corporation (JECC), that was established to reduce the
costs faced by Japanese corporations that use computers for industrial
production (Ref. 5.31).
However, the Hi-Vision Communications Corporation will not only reduce the
cost of leasing equipment, but also consult on how to set up HDS for business
uses and provide software that may be needed by smaller firms. Thus, it will
be able to act as a "bridge," developing software that is needed by a restaurant,
for example, or buying software from a software manufacturer and leasing both
the software and the related hardware (i.e., displays, VTRs) to companies that
want to use it (Ref. 5.32).
MPT's Prognm_ for HDTV
MPT plays a multi-faceted role in Japanese communications that has become
more complex as MPT has taken on a role of promoting the commercial
success of new communications technologies in the 1980s. From its beginnings
as the Ministry of Communications which controlled mail, the telegraph,
maritime shipping, and lighthouses, MPT, while no longer key to R&D
innovations as it was in the !970s, has reinforced its position as a very potent
political force for several reasons: (1) it operates the special post offices that
account for a large share of Liberal Democratic votes; (2) it manages the
world's largest financial institution, the Japanese Postal Savings System; and (3)
it supervises Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT), International
Telegraph and Telephone (]_IDD), new entries into broadcasting, and NHK, the
Japanese Broadcasting Corporation (Ref. 5.33).
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In spite of its role supporting the commercial success of telecorrurtunications
innovations, MPT has traditionally played a back-seat role to MITI, which many
Japanese regard as an "ultra-first-class bureaucracy, staffed with some of the
finest minds and best managerial talent in the country" (Ref. 5.34). While MITI
has attained a status that places it in the same class as the highly prestigious
Ministry of Finance, MPT has lagged behind, incapable of gaining the status
won by MITI for having been instrumental in promoting Japan's =postwar growth
and stag claim to ieadei'ship Of japan's development of "high-technology
industries of the future" (Ref. 5.35).
In recent years, however, MPT has gained ground on its rival because it is now
the leader "in Japan's telecommunications industry for the advanced information
society" (Ref. 5.36). This mandate has provided it with an important
technology-related area that can be called its own and which opens the door
for activities in many industries through skills that MPT will be able to provide
through communications. Its Administrative Vice Minister, Yu_ai Okuyama, has
said that MPT ';regards I-IDTV as an essen_al pzu_-of the in_ructure of _e
advanced information society. We are promoting a 'Hi-vision City' concept to
ensure its smooth development and implementation" (Ref. 5.37).
Institutionally, this new mandate for MPT Was reco_ed in the creation of a
new telecommunications bureau within MPT that is responsible for the
"promotion of the telecommunications industry and supervision of NTT, KDD,
and new entries into the business" (Ref. 5.38). Three factors are cited by Japan
scholar Chalmers Johnson as the reasons for the _-uprovement in MPT's status:
(1) the corruption in organizations such as KDD and NTT that appeared to be
excessively independent of government controls in the late 1970s; (2) the
inability of NTT to play a responsive role in sensitive trade negotiations with the
U.S.; and (3) the desire to reduce government indebtedfiess-that resulted from
its management of the railway system, the phone system, and other entities by
privatizing the Japan National Railways and NTT (Ref. 5.39) ....
MPT's technology development priorities were reorganized into six categories
in 1989: (1)-_Ievelopment of Japan's adv_cecl infom'tation infrastructure; (2)
introduction of more advanced telecommunications services to regional cities,
including promotion of the Teletopia Program; 3) promotion of Hi-Vision Cities
and the development of the next generation of television and broadcasting
services; (4) advancing international communications; (5) "promotion of joint
research and development in leading technologies;" and (6) development of
satellite communications (Ref. 5.40). MPT has taken the lead in promoting the
ulilLzation of satellite transponders by broadcasters, and research to improve
HDTV technology (Ref. 5.41). The main programs being supported by MPT are
summarized in Table 5.6.
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I-fi'-lrlsion Cities Project. The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
organized the Hi-Vision Cities initiative in February 1987 to promote acceptance
of HDTV in Japan by providing funds for software development. The program
designates cities that are eligible to receive government funds (largely from
JDB) and tax relief for HDTV projects that they initiate, such as public theaters
for showing HDTV (Ref. 5.42). Hi-Vision Cities is MPT's most visible program
for HDTV, drawing upon 15 billion yen ($111 million), mostly in JDB loans to
"third sector" entities, to equip 14 cities with HDTV systems; four other cities
have been designated as future candidates (Ref. 5.43).
The Hi-Vision Cities program is like the Teletopia Program that MPT supports
to promote the development of communications infrastructures in regional cities.
Those cities chosen to participate in the program were selected by MPT's
Hi-Vision Concept Committee on the basis of how well they fit one of nine
model-city concepts (Refi 5.44). The concepts were established by a local
fact-finding survey completed by March 1988 that identified Hi-Vision
applications in cities. Of the 21 cities that applied to be model cities, most
were interested in using Hi-Vision to redevelop their city centers and promote
"city-style" industry, since they were losing jobs to larger cities. Nagoya, one of
Japan's largest cities that was selected to be a model city, hoped to begin
using "third sector" (i.e., joint public-private) facilities by the end of 1989 to
establish a video zoo and medical applications of HDTV (Refi 5.45).
The Hi-Vision Cities program is an effort to help cities and smaller firms in
Japan's medium-sized cities adopt Hi-Vision technology. The initiative includes,
but is not limited to, whetting the interest of the general public in HDTV'. Its
primary aim is to promote the use of high definition systems for
"telecommunication, movies, printing, and education" (Re£ 5.46). Hi-Vision will
be used for upgrading the communications infrastructure of Japan since it has
three major advantages: (1) it provides better visual images than those available
from current technology; (2) it provides greater compatibility among different
types of communications media, thus facilitating the integration and
reorganization of visual information; and (3) it provides high-quality still pictures
for the development of image databases ('Refi 5.47).
The planning body for MPT's Hi-Vision Cities program is its Planning Council,
which includes a number of prominent figures from the electronics and
communications industries, among them the president of Toshiba, the chairman
and the former chairman of NHK, the president of NEC, the president of NTT,
and the president and former president of Japan Satellite Broadcasting, Inc.
The midterm and final reports of the Hi-Vision Cities Planning Council
established selection criteria for model cities and were used to make the initial
selection of cities in late 1989. The selection process was delayed, because in
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Table 5.6
MPT'S PROGRAMS FOR HDTV
Years for Companies Total Budget
Program Involved (Yen Billions)
_High Vision City Program
(largely thr6ug-H JDB
lending to "third-
sector'' entities)
1989-92 10 cities 15.0
Telecommunications
Satellite Corporation
of japan : ........
(transponder leasing)
1991-1995 7.5
3Japan Hi-Vision: Leasing 1989- 40
Hi-Vision Equipment
TOTAL OF MPT PROGRAMS
_At 150 yen to the dollar, this is equal to $164.7 million
2.25
24.7 Billion Yen _ - - :
2MITI states a very low figure for the annual budget for this program--about 24
million yen. They also give the time period as 1989-90 with 24 cities involved
in 1990. - ........ : .......
;:77
aMITI states that this program is not funded by the Government of Japan
SOURCE: ].G. Parker and E.J. Vardaman, Japanese Developments in High Definition Television, TechSe_ch
International, Inc., September 1989, report on _ and government programs, pp. I1, 39; additional
Japanese citations on MPT programs in: Dempa Shimbun, July 25, 1989, p.1; Nikkei Sanavo. December 11,
1989, p.7; and Nikkan Koayo, January 1'/,1990, p.'/, and March 5, 1990, p.9, translated and sunurtarized by
TechSearch International; and Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (lvICC), Letter to
Senator John Glenn from Barry Whalen and Mark Eaton, July 31, 1989.
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early 1989, competition between the Hi-Vision Cities program of MPT and the
similar Hi-Vision Communities initiative proposed by MITI caused the Ministry of
Finance to stall funding for both efforts until the goals of each effort were more
fully differentiated (Ref. 5.48).
The final report of the Hi-Vision Cities P1_an_ning Council did recommend that for
the present, ten cities should be selected as model cities. Since HDTVs and
high definition VCRs are so expensive, the council's report emphasized the
need for financial and tax incentives to reduce the cost of purchasing this
equipment and building the facilities to house them. The report proposes
initiatives for hardware leasing and technological development in local
communities, as well as initiatives for improvements in software (program
material that can be used in Hi-Vision displays) (Ref. 5.49). Support for
software distribution systems is to be given top priority (Ref. 5.50).
The Planning Council's emphasis on software development is not surprising,
since the Japanese movie and TV program industry has not been very
competitive with its international rivals. Improving the quality of this
software--movies and sophisticated graphics and TV programs--is viewed as
central to the success of the Hi-Vision Cities concept. It is planned that
programming developed for HDTV will combine search, storage, and
processing functions in a single image library, utilize combinations of media to
take advantage of HDTV's capabilities and enhance the benefits of live
broadcasting (Ref. 5.51).
Among the other technologies targeted for development by the Hi-vision Cities
Program in order to promote the wider use of HDTV are wide screen displays,
outdoor displays, cable transmission, and optical fiber transmission (see Table
5.7). The plan for model Hi-Vision cities includes financial assistance to
develop these capabilities at reduced cost. Plans for the selected cities would
also be linked to other regional development efforts tied to telecommunications
(Ref. 5.52).
MPT will finance the model cities projects through the Japan Development Bank
and the Hokkaido Tohoku Development Bank, using direct investments,
low-interest and no-interest loans, and tax incentives. Since the liabilities
incurred by special funds that were established to finance Hi-Vision Cities were
declared exempt from taxation as a result of the 1989 tax revision for
telecommunications projects, four more model cities were to be selected by the
end of 1989 (Ref. 5.53).
Japan I-Ii-F'mion, a Leasing Gorporatfon. Also, MPT established an HDTV
equipment leasing company in April 1989, called Japan Hi-Vision with 40
companies. All of the funding for Japan Hi-Vision comes from the private
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sector, and the membership inclUdes NHK, private broadcasters, manufacturers,
and banks CRef. 5.54). Japan Hi-Vision's budget is expected tO be 2.25 billion
yen ($!6.6 million). Its starting capital is 635 million yen ($4.7 million at 135
yen to the dollar), but its total authorized capital is 2 billion yen ($14.8 million)
(Ref. 5.55). According to reports cited from the Japanese press, the leasing
company will start with a slightly higher capital of 1.8 billion yen that comes
largely from private companies. Mitsubishi Trading and Dentsu are among the
now 68 C0rporations that are sponsors Of the leasing corporation ('Ref. 5.56).
The main goal of the Japan Hi-Vision corporation is to stimulate the
development of programs for HDTV broadcasts. It will: (1) rent HDTV
equipment and facilities to produce programs that can be broadcast; (2) rent
the broadcast facilities and equipment for HDTV; (3) rent HDTV broadcast
receiving systemisable(4)_ansmit _ vide0s_mg co_unications _sateilites;
(5) plan, produce, sell, manage, and rent (or lease) HDTV video programs; (6)
act as a broadcasting intermediary by providing communications or broadcast
satellite transponders for broadcasts; and (7) offer HDTV broadcasting
consulting services (Ref. 5.57).
The closest precedent for japan Hi-Vision is the japan Electronic Computing
Corporation (JECC), the leasing corporation that was established to assist
Japanese Corporations in adopting computers ('Re[ 5.58). However, While JECC
provided a way for companies to reduce the cost of computers through leasing
arrangements, the new leasing corporation will be far more involved with
consulting on how to set up HDS for business uses and with providing software
where it is needed by smaller firms. Thus, it will be able to act as a "bridge,"
developing software, buying software from a software manufacturer, and leasing
hardware (displays, VTRs) to companies (Ref. 5.59).
Telecommunications Satellite Corporation of Japan (TSC]). TSCJ was
established to operate the BS-2 satellites for NHK. To facilitate HDTV
broadcasting, NHK will lease a BS-3b transponder to broadcasters. This activity
will be supported by funding from MPT, which is "to invest 7.5 billion yen over
four years from the industrial investment special account" in TSCJ (Ref. 5.60).
The BS-3a broadcast satellite was to be launched in late 1990, and the BS°3b
satellite is to be launched in 1991. In February 1990, two BS-2X backup
satellites were lost when the launching rocket blew up. This loss may delay
Japan's programs in HDTV, but not substantially. The BS-3a and BS-3b satellites
are key to the success of the early efforts to stimulate consumer use of HDTV.
Without them, success in commercializing HDTV is questionable. In the 1990s,
MPT will establish a procurement company for the BS-4 satellite. Through its
ownership of satellites and leasing channels to broadcasters, MPT's
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EXAMPLES OF THE USES OF HI-VISION TECHNOLOGY
CONSIDERED FOR INCLUSION IN THE HI-VISION CITIES PROGRAM
Exam_ Location
Outdoor Theatre Drive Ins
Outdoor Theatre Side Walls
Billboard of Buildings
Advertising
Indoor Theatre Movies
Type of HDTV Years Available Expected Cost
400 Inch 1990-95 Y 2.5 billion
400 Inch 1990-95 Y 2.5 billion
400 Inch
Rear Projection
Indoor Department stores i00 Inch
Minitheatre Hotels Rear Projection
Indoor Restaurants i00 Inch
Minitheatre Coffee Shops Rear Projection
Street Parks, Lots i00 Inch
Bulletin Board Streets Rear Projection
Moveable On cars for
Bulletin Board advert_
i00 Inch
Rear Projection
Broadcasting Offices, Two 50 Inch
Confererc_ Factories
sys_m
m_d_ti_
Conference
_m
Universities, Two 50 Inch
Training courses
Satellite ODnsumer 40 Inch
Broadcasting Hcme Use _ Receiver
Ground Consumer 40 Inch
Broadcasting Hcme Use MUSE Receiver
High Vision
Database
Libraries 50 Inch
Art MUse_s
Hospitals/
Health Centers
University Research
Institutes
Gcve_vnme.nt Offices
Fire Stations
City Halls
Shcwrocms
Railroad Stations
1989 Y 250millionto
Y 500 million
end 1988 Y 80 million to
Y 240 million
end 1988 Y 80 millicn to
Y 240 million
1990-95 Y 30 million to
Y 7O million
1989 Y 40million to
Y 100million
1990 Y 13 million to
Y 220million
1990 Y 13 million to
Y 220million
1990 Y 3 million to
Y 20 million
1990 Y 3 million to
Y 20 million
1988 Y 80 million to
Y 140 million
Sources: MPT High Image City Council Draft Planning Report, "Toward an Amuent High Image [Vision] City
by High V'wion [Technology]," translated from the Japanese by the Congressional Research Service (1988).
The original table contained additional information about the systems that would be used in each instance and
the technical problems facing their use.
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procurement company (it has not been given a name) would stimulate the use
of direct satellite broadcasting by reducing its costs (Ref. 5.61).
IV_T and the I-1DTV Satellite Corporation. MPT, the National Space
Development Agency (NASDA), Japan Satellite Broadcasting Company (JSB),
and NHK are supporting the development and launching of three satellites that
are needed for the transmission of HDTV by direct broadcast satellites (DBS).
The BS-3 satellite is being developed with financial assistance from the
Japanese Ministry of Finance through a special account that has invested 2
billion yen in the HDTV Satellite Corporation: The-Corporation 0_ the rights
to use one of the three transponders and also leases the right to use this
transponder to major broadcasters. The HDTV" SateMte Corporatl_on collects
fees from users who lease the transponder. NASDA is paying 35 percent of the
cost of the leasing for the BS-3 satellite, with the remainder coming from fees
paid by NHK and JSB (Ref. 5.62).
The BS-3 satellite was developed by the Science _d Technology Agency.
Figures from the FY" 1986 budget (translated in 1990) show that the development
effort was supported by 1.425 billion yen, compared to 2.172 billion yen in FY
1985. The BS-3 satellite project has been overseen by the National Space
Development Agency (Ref. 5.63).
JSB is a satellite broadcasting company that was established in )984 and is the
sole provider of current foreign movies for pay 'IV progr_g=by DBS in
Japan. It is owned by 194 companies. Its major shareholders include all the
commercial _ networks and newspaper p_iishing companies. Its broadcasts
will start with a low-power, one-channel satellite, the BS-3a, to be la_unched in
August 1990. Broadcasts will expand, once a multichannel, high-power satellite
is launched in 1993. For the BS-3a satellite, JSB is providing 20 pe_rcent of the
cost of the satellite's launch and manufacturing, or 15.4 billion yen. The
remainder of the cost is covered in part by 26 billion yen from other private
broadcasters, manufacturers, and trading firms (Re£ 5.64).
The Key (or Basic) Technology Research Center
The Key (or Basic) Technology Research Center, known also as the Key
Technology Center CKTC) was established in 1985 by both MITI and MPT. The
legislation that provided for the establishment of this center was the Basic
Technology Research Facilitation Law of June 15, 1985. The Key Technology
Center was a compromise between competing efforts by MITI and MPT to
establish new agencies to promote and finance high technology industries. In
1984, MITI had proposed establishing "a new agency under its jurisdiction and
funded, in part, by the Japan Development Bank to promote and finance high
technology industries. About the same time, MPT, seeking a public agency to
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provide continuing support for NTT's joint R&D projects after NTT's
'privatization' advanced a proposal to fund such an organization through the use
of dividends paid on NTT shares still held by MPT. [The Ministry of
Finance]...proposed to fund the new entity by reviving the Industrial Investment
Special Account, an unconsolidated account which had been used as an
industrial promotion tool in the 1950s and 1960s" (Ref. 5.65). After extensive
wrangling between the agencies, the Japan Key Technology Center was
created.
The Key Technology Center has the power to make low-interest, high-risk loans
by assuring that 7.1 percent loans are available to companies "successful in ...
developing and marketing R&D projects" (Ref. 5.66). If these R&D
commercialization efforts fail, the loans do not have to be repaid. In addition,
the Center funds "joint companies," or consortia, that are established by a
number of companies to support cooperative, precompetitive research. One
focus of the Key Technology Center's efforts is to be the long-range projects
that are of particular interest to the public welfare, but which are unlikely to
show a profit in a short time frame. The Center was also created with the
intention that it would improve the cooperative research efforts of the 16
government labs managed by MITI, MPT, and private companies (Refi 5.67).
The Key Technology Center's mission is "to promote basic research in the key
technologies needed for the leap to the next-generation industries" (Ref. 5.68).
It funds riskier technology firms or consortia exploring the commercial potential
of new technologies, acting as an investment banker. It is different from
previous Japanese national research projects in that it receives its funds from
the Japan Development Bank, private industry, dividends from the sales of NTT
and Tobacco Corporation stock that are held by the government, and dues
paid by government banking institutions. By comparison, MITI's funds for
national research projects come directly from the national budget (Ref. 5.69).
The Key Technology Center is managed jointly by MITI, MPT, and the Ministry
of Finance. Dividends from government-owned stock in NTT and Japan
Tobacco, Inc. were allotted to a new industrial investment special account.
Funds from both this account and the Japan Development Bank are utilized by
the Center. In addition, loans and treasury investments from the Center are
used to underwrite an International Telecommunications Basic Technology
Laboratory and the Teletopia Promotion Foundation. In FY 1986, these treasury
investments and loans were more than doubled, increasing to 101.7 billion yen
over the amount for FY 1985 (Ref. 5.70).
In 1988 and 1989, three significant projects related to HDTV were funded as
R&D consortia by the Key Technology Center. This lends some support to the
notion that they are to develop "key technologies" that the government believes
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are crucial to Japan's future. The projects are the Giant Technology
Corporation for the development of 40-inch diagonal flat panel displays; the
High Definition Television Engineering Corporation (or Hi-Vision Technology
Laboratory), and the Graphics Communications Technology Corporation
(Ref. 5.71). The funding for these projects is summarized in Table 5.8. Funding
for the loans that KTC has made since 1985 are summarized in Table 5.9.
The Giant Electronics Technology Corporation (GTC). The most significant
initiative proposed to support the commercial development of HDTV has been
the Giant Electronics Concept (GEC) or Giant Technology Project announced
by MITI in the Fall of 1989 (Ref. 5.72). This proposal was never adopted.
However, in modified form and with far less funding than was originally
advocated, the Giant Electronics Technology Corporation (GTC) was launched
by the Key Technology Center. The original proposal for the GEC was for a
seven-year, 13 billion yen ($89.6 million) project; for the GTC, the funding level
has been changed to 2.8 billion yen ($20.7 million at 135 yen to the dollar), with
an initial capitalization of 390 million yen (Ref. 5.73). _..... _ _ _ _ _
The goal is the development of a one-meter square liquid crystal° flat panel
color display for 'IV, copier, and large-area image reading applications. The
technical developments required to achieve this goal include "large-area,
ultra-thin glass plates, liquid crystals with high-speed response, high-speed
polysilicon thin film transistors, large area color filters, and a technique for
uniformly inserting liquid crystal between glass plates" (Ref. 5.74). The Key
Technology Center was to pay 70 percent of the investment in (3TC (Ref. 5.75).
The GTC includes 17 companies, many of which were announced as
participants in the consortium proposed by MITI. They are divided into two
groups: core companies, which are the main participants and are more involved
in setting the goals of the consortium; and consortium members. The core
companies of the GTC include Dai Nippon Printing, Hitachi, Sharp, NEC, and
Toppan Printing. The members include the Key Technology Center, Asahi
Glass, Casio Computer, Chisso, Fujitsu, Hoechst Japan, Japan Synthetic Rubber,
Nippon Sheet Glass, Sanyo Electric, Seiko-Epson, Semiconductor Energy
Laboratory, Thomson Japan, and ULVAC Japan (Ref. 5.76).
This consortium is noteworthy for its inclusion of companies from a wide range
of industries, such as electronics, glass, printing and liquid crystal materials.
Under its new form, the GTC also appears to have a much broader mission
than was originally envisioned by MITI. The initial proposed mission of the
GEC was to develop various fundamental technologies that are needed to
achieve a commercial display that is one-meter square by 1996. While
Japanese firms have been steadily increasing the size of their flat panel
displays, the GEC was envisioned as a way to facilitate the technical
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Table 5.8
KEY TECHNOLOGY CENTER GRANT PROGRAMS FOR HDTV
(billions of Yen)
GRANT PROGRAMS
Years for Companies
Program Involved
Total
Budget
Giant Technology
Corporation 1988-1993 17
High Definition
Television Engineering
Corporation
Graphics Communications
Technologies, Ltd.
TOTAL
1988-1993 3
1986-1990
2.8
3.4
2.4
8.6"
"At 135 yen to the dollar, this is equal to $63.70 million
The totals given in this table are for the entire project, i.e. the contribution from the Key Technology Center,
which usually provides as much as 70 percent of the entire project costs, and the private industry contribution
of 30 percent. In several instances, the total project amounts have been estimated by assuming that the Key
Tech Center accounts for 70 percent of the total budget. This may result in underestimates for the figures for
the total budget for projects begun prior to 1988.
Sources: J.G. Parker and E.J. Vardaman, lapanese Dem_lopments in tIigh De_nition Television, TechSearch
International, Inc., September 1989:48-49; GTC Corporation, "Company Profile," provided by the Key
Technology Corporation to members of an omcial delegation, May 1990; and TechSearch International, Inc.
compilation from Key Technology Center Documents, April 1990.
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Table 5.9
KEY TECHNOLOGY CENTER LOAN PROGRAMS FOR HDTV
(millions of Yen)
Initial Year Budget
for Program First Year Total
LOAN PROGRAMS
HDTV-Related Technologies 1985 343 441
1985 255 485
Next-Generation Moving Image
Bandwidth Compression
High-Speed Digital Transmission
and Storage for HD 1986 37 53
Low-Voltage Driven
Electrol_escent D_play 1987 57
Color Filter for Large LCDs 1987
Image Communications Termin_ 1987
D!¢tal AnimaSon Store-and-Forward
Technology for Broadcasting
Ultra-High Speed Analog/Digital
Signal Processing Systems
27
26
1988 86
1988
Large Surface Projection Systems 1988
Heteroepitaxy on Large Surface
Glass Substrate
42
15
1988 11
TOTAL OF ALL LOANS 1985-1988
"At 135 yen to the dollar, this is equal to $8.99 million
1213"
Source: TechSearch International, Inc. compilation from Key Technology Center documents published in
Japanese, April 1990.
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breakthroughs needed to reach the proposed goal of a one-meter-square flat
panel display. However, the mission of the GTC is to carry out "research and
development on the basic technology of giant electronics" (Ref. 5.77).
In a 1990 company profile of the GTC, the technologies that are to be the focus
of the GTC's activities are identified as: (1) higher mobility polysilicon circuitry
developments; (2) large area polysflicon film fabrication technologies; and (3)
large area and higher resolution patterning technologies. These technologies
are to be developed to make it possible "to fabricate millions of thin film active
elements on the large area substrate," primarily glass (Ref. 5.78).
As noted in Figure 5.5, once these technologies were developed, it would be
possible to fabricate the large area circuitry elements needed for flat panel
displays. However, what differs from the original concept of the project are the
applications specified in Figure 5.5, which link the development of this range of
technologies to a much broader range of industries. These applications had
been suggested to the JTEC panel at various points in our visit to Japan, but no
single program had crystallized the final applications in as clear a manner as
they are now presented for the GTC.
High Defiru'tfon Television Engineering Corporat/on. The High Definition
Television Engineering Corporation (HDTEC), also known as the Hi-Vision
Technology Laboratory, Advanced Image Technology Research Laboratory, or
the High-Level Video Technology Research Center Inc. (Kodo Eizo Gijutsu
Kenkyujo), was established in April 1989 by KTC, NEC, Seiko-Epson, and
Meitec. The consortium is to develop liquid crystal display technologies and
the processing capabilities needed for these displays to be used by consumers,
as in computer displays and other applications. Initial plans earmarked
approximately $75 million for the consortium over four years (Ref. 5.79), but it is
now clear that the initial capitalization of the corporation is set at 3.4 billion yen
($25 million) (Ref. 5.80). Additional funding for the Center will come from NHK
and the Railway Integrated Technology Research Center (Ref. 5.81). It is
expected that the corporate participants in the consortium will invest much
larger amounts in the development of process equipment (Ref. 5.82).
The main research areas that HDTEC will pursue are: (1) the use of computer
graphics to create high-speed, high-efficiency HDTV images; (2) the
development of digital transmission technologies for optimizing the connection
of I"IDTV systems to broadband ISDN networks; (3) advances in liquid crystal
projection display technology; and (4) techniques to create and evaluate I-IDTV
liquid crystal projection displays (Ref. 5.83).
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Figure B.B. Applications of Technologies to be Developed by the Giant Electronics Project
Source: OTC Corporation, "Company Profile," provided by the Key Technology Corporation to members of an
omcial U.S. Department of Commerce delegation, May 1990.
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HDTEC was announced in 1989 as a Key Technology Center-sponsored
corporation. This joint venture will produce liquid crystal display
rear-projection television sets that have screen sizes of 50 inches or larger.
The corporation will have 70 percent of its startup costs of $2.8 million paid by
the Key Technology Center ('KTC) (Ref. 5.84). The remaining costs will be
covered by the private-sector members of the venture, Seikosha Epson, NEC,
and Meitec. Over a five year period, investment by the KTC and the private
members of the joint venture in the company is expected to total more than $26
million. Seiko, which has already developed these displays (see Chapter 4),
and NEC will develop and refine the LCD projection system, with NEC also
taking the responsibility for developing the interfaces necessary for tying the
HDTV into the integrated services digital network for future optical transmission
applications. This will permit HDTV to be transmitted digitally. Meitec is a
software firm that will be doing research on the computer graphics needed for
HDTV applications in HDTV broadcasting and commercials, as well as in high
definition industrial CAD/CAM systems. While NHK has no capital invested in
the company, it is to evaluate the results of the HDTV Engineering
Corporation's development efforts (Ref. 5.85).
The work of HDTEC is being carried out in four centers. The center at the
Seiko-Epson Laboratories in Nagano Prefecture is working on rear-projection
liquid crystal displays. The second center, located in Kawasaki, is led by NEC
Home Electronics and is focusing on transmission techniques, including
International Standard Digital Networks (ISDN) and broadband networks. Under
the leadership of Meitec and the former Japan National Research Laboratories,
the third center is focusing on software for HDTV graphics. At the fourth
center, the NI--IK Research Laboratories, NHK is evaluating the picture quality of
liquid crystal displays for HDTV. HDTV Engineering Corporation is doing
additional work on bandwidth compression, and is also addressing the question
of how to shorten the time needed to refresh HDTV screens, a problem
because of the five- to six-fold increase in the amount of information displayed
(Ref. 5.86).
The Graphics Gommunications Technology Gorporation. The KTC-sponsored
Graphics Communications Technology Corporation will develop a technology
that is primarily for use on computers, but which will provide one means for
computers and television to be merged. Its budget in its first year of operation
was $5 million, with the budget covering its four-year life set at $16 million (Refi
5.87). The consortium will develop programs that permit three-dimensional data
to be processed and programs for image processing to be used in
communications systems. It will also create subsystems for use in processing
images. The technology being developed by this consortium is likely to be
applied in '"IV telephone systems, factory automation, education, publishing,
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environmental sensing and measurement, CAD/CAM, and several Other _e_,,
(Ref. 5.88).
NHIL Japan Broadc_ling Corporation
The Japan Broadcasting Corporation, Nippon Hoso Kyolcai (NHK), has played an
important role in promoting the development of HDTV. NHK is similar in size
and scope to the British Broadcas_Ong Comply. :lt:-raises 97 percent Of its
revenues from subscriber fees and has an annual budget of $2.8 billion for
broadcasting, about a quarter of the total for the broadcasting industry in Jap_,
This includes about $20 miUion annually that is spent On _s l_oratories
(Ref. 5.89). .......... :_ !_....... _ _
NHK has played a pivotal role in developing technologies for HDTV, transferring
many important innovations to private firms at little or no cost to them. It has
also formed a number of consortia that have developed and perfected HDTV
technology that has proven invaluable to private firms. Estimates have placed
the value of NHK's R&D as high as $500 million (Ref. 5.90), although the figure
disclosed by NI-IK is 20 billion yen ($148 million at 135 yen to the dollar) over
the 1964-89 period, not including contributions made by private c0rporatio_
(Ref. 5.91). _..... _ ..... _ .............................
NHK financed the initial development of HDTV in Japan. NHK also pioneered
work on direct satellite broadcasting and the digitizing of signals. In 1978, NHK
launched an experimental medium-scale broadcast satellite that was used to
develop techniques for transmitting luminance, color, and FM audio signals (Ref.
5.92). NHK's research labs also developed the MUSE c0mpi-e_slori-s_tem that
was needed to make commercial broadcasting more feasible. Private
manufacturers, such as Toshiba, NEC, and Matsushita, joined the NHK efforts
about Six or seven ye_ ago. The Japanese government _has estimated:'_at
these firms have spent as much as $400 million on the development of HDTV
products (Ref. 5.93):
NHK's most important work has been done through "development teams" that
are based upon the model established by NTT, that is, a family of companies
receive the specifications for a new product, jointly develop the new product,
and then manufacture it. For instance, in the development of NHK's MUSE
decoder chip set, Toshiba, NEC, and Matsushita were part of the initial
NHK-led effort and were then joined by Hitachi and Sharp (Ref. 5.94).
NHK has had several reasons to be interested in HDTV development. First,
HDTV" is likely to attract more viewers once it becomes more affordable for
consumers, providing a basis for more funding for NHK's own activities.
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Second, the move to HDTV is likely to result in better movies, making NHK's
film programs more attractive to its subscribers.
According to NHK representatives, HDTV might enable NHK to gain some
advantages over its rival broadcasters in the 1990s. Although NHK is the
leading broadcaster today, it foresees substantial new competition with other
broadcasters once satellite broadcasting comes into its own. In the spring of
1991, Japan Satellite Broadcasting (JSB) will begin regular satellite broadcasting
on one of three channels of the new BS-3a satellite that were launched late in
1990. JSB's 24-hour schedule and offering of the latest films, music events,
sports, and entertainment will offer a challenge to NHK (Ref. 5.95).
According to estimates that the JTEC panel was given during a visit to NHK's
laboratories, 2.1 million households will be able to receive direct satellite
broadcasts by the end of 1989; 50,000 households are being added to this
number every month. No satellite receivers for HDTV broadcasts were on the
market in 1989; however, the BS-3 satellite that was be launched in 1990 will
have opened the way for the use of HDTV receivers (Ref. 5.96).
The real change in broadcasting competition is likely to occur once a wide
range of viewers can receive HDTV. Although the costs for HDTV receiving
equipment is currently 3 million to 5 million yen ($22,222 to $37,037 at 135 yen
to the dollar), it is expected to reach 1 million yen when production volume
rises to about 10,000 sets per month, according to an NHK spokesman cited by
the Financial Times (Ref. 5.97). During the visit by the JTEC panel, the staff of
the NI-IK laboratories stated that NHK's goal was to have a MUSE receiver for
HDTV available in Japan that would cost twice as much as a regular 'IV
receiver (500,000 yen compared to 250,000 yen, or $3,704 vs. $1,852 (Ref. 5.98).
Although experimental broadcasts are still being offered for only one hour a
day, from 2:00 - 3:00 p.m., and two back-up BS-2X satellites for HDTV
broadcasts were lost due to an explosion of an Ariane launch vehicle in
February 1990, there is still an expectation that NHK will start regular HDTV
broadcasts in three to five years. NHK was to operate two of the three
transponders of the BS-3a satellite and extend daily broadcast hours in 1990,
but it may be forced to continue limited one-hour broadcasts for the next year
due to the loss of the satellites. NHK is now dealing with the shortage of
programming material for HDTV by reediting existing programs and
accumulating other "software" and the rights to broadcast specific programs in
anticipation of extended HDTV broadcasting ('Ref. 5.99).
NHK is also "involved in an advisory capacity in practically all private consortia
and public HDTV programs" (Ref. 5.100). It plays a more active role in
innovations in equipment that will be needed for the commercial use of HDTV
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than appears to be true from NHK's reputation primarily as a broadc_ter. NHK
has established five projects that are administered as consortia to develop
affordable HDTV receiver sets; one result Of" these consortia is that NHK offers
its technology and expertise to joint development efforts that can help '%_ring
down the price of HDTV receiver sets to 500,000 yen" (Ref. 5.101).
Satemts Construction and Launching for HDTV
An HDTV satellite initiative is being planned to launch two HDTV direct
broadcast satellites in 1990-91 as part of a 78_4_b_li0n - ye n ($581 millio_n ) effort.
NI--I'K and JSB Wgl_ Contribute 65 percent of_ the costs, while NASDA will provide
35 percent. JSB will use the satellites largely for commercial and pay NTSC
TV, shifting to HDTV broadcasts later. MPT will lease one channel on BS-3b
(Ref. 5.102). _ =
An SatelliteProcurementCorporation est l hea by is
to raise 100 billion yen ($741 million) in capital by 1991-92 to develop and
launch a more sophisticated HDTV satellite in 1997. About four HDTV channels
would be made available by this satellite. Not until this satellite is launched
will HDTV broadcasts be very substantial (Ref. 5.103).
Another indic_fi'-0h-of the sums spe-fit-for Sateiilte_broadcasts Comes from
published fi_6s __ove_g the _try of EdUcation_s_ but[get. T_'_t_'s
pr0gr_ to-f0-ster_d_pi-omote :new =me_iai_i_gdiy =ifi--support of_ was
doubled from 40 billion yen to 80 biliion_yen in _ i985.:=T_ =reflectecl
preparati_0h[s-f"_r_e _ era0f large-so-ale sateilii-es, implemented t_ough increases
in funds for basic research promotion at the national testing laboratories (Ref.
5.104). _diti0-fiai =suppori _f0r MPT's =effci_ :_ -ItI[D-TV ' ha_ _°come _0m=o_er
government entities and private sector contributions. The Broadcast
Technology Ass0ciati0n:('BTA)h_ offered _ding to: augment MPT pro_ams_
Much of BTA's support is channeled to MPT through a loan program for HDTV
development that is aided by the Long Term Development Bank and MITI (Ref.
5.105) :
PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
Communications Programs Related to HDTV
Table 5.10 lists a number of government and private communications initiatives
that are likely to be important to the commercial success of HDTV. These
include demonstration projects, such as Teletopia (the establishment of model
cities for telecommunications) and the development of an information network
system by Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT).
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A number of different institutions in the Japanese government are involved in
promoting communications initiatives in Japan, including MITI, MPT, the Japan
Development Bank, the Science and Technology Agency of the Ministry of
Education, and NTT.
The Information Network System. The Information Network System 0NS) was
initiated in 1983 by NTT. NTT's goal is to deploy the fiber-optic trunks, digital
switches, and enhanced services throughout Japan that are needed to establish
a new generation of digital communications services. INS will be financed
entirely by NTT and is expected to cost $80 billion to $120 billion over a 10 to
15 year period (Ref. 5.106).
INS has been described as "a set of services delivered by a comprehensive
value-added network with all protocol layers represented and all application
level functions implemented within the single network" (Ref. 5.107). INS will
replace an old tariff structure based on connect time and distance with a "pay-
by-the-bit" structure. The network will have one "fabric" that is based entirely
on digital technology for voice, data, and video. According to
telecommunications specialist Paul Green, "INS...will probably succeed modestly
well as a national communication fabric and as a truly integrated network, but
will succeed even better at giving the Japanese an edge in understanding and
developing products for future telecommunications-based applications" (Ref.
5.108).
NTT established an INS model system from September 1984 to March 1987 in
order to determine the relative popularity of services. This experimental
network provided a way to explore how NTT could make INS services as
accessible as possible. The functional capabilities of INS were analyzed and
the social implications and impact of INS were evaluated. The model system
was a 64 Kb/s network for digital phone and facsimile services, and a
broadband network for video and high-speed data transmission (Ref. 5.109).
Among the new services that are presently being examined in pilot projects are
"interactive visual communications networks..., integrated voice-data and
voice-video equipment, optical scan document terminals and fast mini-faxes, and
optical instrumentation and control systems for industrial and office applications"
(Ref. 5.110).
INS is relevant to HDTV commercialization since it would provide opportunities
to use the advanced imaging instrumentation and control systems more widely
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Table 5.10
JAPANESE COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING INITIATIVES
WITH CLEAR POTENTIAL TIES TO HDTV PROGRAMS
(Annual Spending, Billions of Dollars)
Information Network System
Teletopia
MITI's Global Factory Plan
(MITI-10 years)
New Communications Protocols
Interoperable Database
Systems
New Information Processing
Technology
Total spending
$ 8.57
2.0 estimated
.i0
?
19.92 Billion
Sources: William H. Davidson, "The Japanese Telecommunications Industry: Policy, Structure and
Performance,* in National Science Foundation, Japanese Technology Evaluation Program, "J'rECH Panel Report
on Telecommunications Technology in Japan," May 1986, p_-_--_;-_P-au| _--. Green, jr., 'Network,' in-National
Science Foundation, Japanese Technology Evaluation Program, "JTEC Panel Report on Telecommunications
Technology in Japan," May 1986, pp. 3-22 to 3-23 and 3-,37; William H. Davids0n, "Trends in
Telecommunications Networks: Regulatory Issues and the Outlook for the U.S. Information Economy," FCC
Docket #87.313, September g, 1988, Appendix I; WKUam H. Davidson, *Telecommunications Policy In Global
Perspective," FCC Docket #87-313, p. 22 as cited in Campbell, Supplemental Comments Submitted to the
Telecommunications & Finance Subcommittee of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, August 30,
1988, p. 4; "Main Electronics Projects in Government Budget for FY 1986," Nikkei Electronlcs , May 5, 1986, pp.
265-269; and Hisayuki Mitsusada, "Japan seeks U.S, Europe cooperation in plan to create computer-linked
factories,' |apan Economic _ournal, July 15, 1989, pp. 1, 4.
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in industrial and office settings by making large bandwidth networks available to
corporate customers. INS would also accelerate the broadcasting of HDTV
over fiber networks.
The Teletopia Program. The Teletopia concept, establishing model cities that
focus on new media, was initially planned as a $150 billion project over the
1986-2000 period to provide new infrastructure for cities that would enable
consumers and industry to use HDTV and other advanced communications
services. Tsukuba Science City served as the experimental base for studying
how cities would participate in the development of new media. In FY 1986
feasibility studies were begun on how to make the Teletopia concept
operational in other cities, aided by some of Japan's leading telecommunications
firms. The number of model cities was increased to 53 in Fi r 1986. In the
initial FY 1986 budget, treasury investments and loans to support the Teletopia
program were doubled to 101.7 billion yen, including the 80 billion yen budget
for fostering and promoting new media. However, the Teletopia effort is
presently blocked by political disputes between MPT and MITI. Although the
outcome is unclear, it is unlikely that more than $2 billion a year is being spent
on activities that are "Teletopia-like" (Ref. 5.111).
Once the present conflict is resolved, funding for a Teletopia program would be
likely to come from funds for "fostering and promotion of new media"
established through a special fund in the MPT budget, or from other funds for
the promotion of telecommunications infrastructure research. At the present
time, the best estimate of spending on Teletopia programs is that about $2.0
billion is being committed through loans from Japan Development Bank, with an
additional $150 million coming from Key Technology Center programs to
promote new media and communications infi'astructure (Ref. 5.112).
Industrial Programs Related to HDTV
MITI's Global Factory Plan. In July 1989, MITI announced a Global Factory
Plan to spur the international use of computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM)
techniques. The goal of this effort is to develop "an intelligent manufacturing
system (IMS) that would standardize factory operating systems around the
world so that different manufacturers' robots and computer information systems
could be integrated" (Ref. 5.113). This initiative is key to an understanding of
Japan's efforts to promote HDS. The Global Factory program will support the
development of fiber optic networks to link various plants within a single
company. Once such networks are in place, they will make it easier to use
HDS in factory environments (Ref. 5.114).
This program has not yet been approved because the Japanese government has
sought to make it an international cooperative project, but has not been able to
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gain U.S. support for it; however, the planned 10-year, 50-billion yen program
has the potential of spurring the installation of valuable, firm-level
computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems in
corporate design divisions and flexible manufacturing in corporate production
divisions. These divis|ons are exactly where Sony and other _ plan _to
market HDS for industry most aggressively over the next few years (Ref. 5.115).
Indeed, the volumes describing HDS products that the JTEC group had a
chance to see while we were in Japan emphasized these very areas of use.
Thus, the MITI effort would tie directly into the pr0ruotion of these systems for
sale to large manufacturing companies (Ref. 5.116).
IVIITI's Interoperable Database Systems. The Interoperable Database Systems
Project is conducting R&D "on technology for interoperable information systems
with such features as distributed databases and multi-media technology, to form
an infrastructure for the 'information-oriented society' (Ref. 5.117). Its emphasis
on multimedia technology is likely to include uses for HDTV in intelligent
manufacturing. This project was begun in 1985 by MITI's Agency of Industrial
Science and Technology (AIST) as a "Large-Scale Project," or National
Research and Development Program, an R&D project which is "of particular
importance and urgent need to the nation." (25 AIST projects have been given
this designation since 1966) (Ref. 5.118). This project is scheduled to be
completed in 1991.
MrlTs New Information Processing Technology Project
In April 1990, M/TI announced its New Information Processing Technology
Project, a major ne'w_initiaU_ve _at maybe classified as a "Large_Sc_le Projec-t."
While primarily f6r_ s.dvanced computing models that will-represent int_v_
thinking, this project does include goals such as better "man-machine
collaboration" for intelligent control of production (Ref. 5.119). At the present
time, there is no information about the size of the project.
THE ECONOMIC RATIONALE BEHIND JAPAN'S POLICIES FOR HDTV: THE
IMPORTANCE OF CREATING LINKAGES B_'A'w_N HDTV, ELECTRONICS,
COMPUTERS, AND COMMUNICATIONS
Japan's Use of Input/Output Techniques for Economic Forecasting and Analysis
Japanese policies for HDTV and for the electronics industry appear to be
derived from insights gained from the use of economic input/output techniques.
Although these techniques are not widely used, they are well recognized by
professional economists. They allow planners and policy makers to identify
some of the significant interdependencies that exist in an economy or in
specific groups of industries, such as the links between electronics, computers,
and communications equipment. These techniques were originally developed
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by Professor Leontief of New York University to utilize the simple economic fact
that all indusU'ies use inputs from other industries to create their final products;
thus, a large number of industries supply their outputs to other industries that
use these inputs to produce final goods or other intermediate goods. In
economic terms, input/output analysis emphasizes the linkages that are
established by the successful development of scale economies and spillover
effects (Ref. 5.120).
Two tables from 1VHTI F'ision for the Year 2000 (Tables 5.11 and 5.12) illustrate
how input/output analysis works. The input/output structure of the economy
changes over time; by estimating how industries that act as purchasers change
their requirements for goods produced by selling industries, it is possible to
estimate how the interdependencies among sectors will change.
Examining these changes and how they spread throughout the economy
enables Japan's government and industry to evaluate the "driving" technologies
for the future. It also permits both government and industry to shift valuable
resources to these sectors and away from declining sectors ("sunset
industries'_. Input/output techniques also describe the linkages that become
more or less important as one sector expands and others grow less rapidly or
contract.
In the case of the tables from the MITI Vision document, the total domestic
production of the electronics industry is expected to grow from 27.7 trillion yen
($205.2 billion at 135 yen to the dollar) to 228.9 trillion yen ($1.696 trillion)
between 1984 and 2000.
One important feature of this expansion is that the gross value added, or
production value added by manufacturing within the electronic sector, grows
dramatically from 1984 to 2000, from 8.7 trillion yen ($64.4 billion) to 50.5 trillion
yen ($374.1 billion), a nearly six-fold expansion. This growth is related to a
large increase in the consumption of electronics goods in domestic markets and
through foreign sales. This expansion can be seen in the column labeled "total
final consumption," which grows from 17.2 trillion yen ($127.4 billion) in 1984 to
148.7 trillion yen ($1.1 trillion) in 2000.
The first column of each table permits the reader to compare the purchases of
inputs from other industries with sales to the electronics industry itself. In 1984,
the electronics industry purchased 8 trillion yen, or about 29 percent of its
domestic production from itself, while in 2000, it is expected to purchase 41
trillion yen, or 18 percent of its total production from itself, according to
projections using input/output tables created for the year 2000. This result
indicates that the electronics sector is in the process of creating greater
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Table 5.11
1984 INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE
Unit: lOOMY
uyer
Electronic
Industry
Telecommuni-
cations
Information
Services
Other
Industry
Sub
TotaI
_ross
Added Value
Domestic
Production
Electronic
Industry
_0,274
2,005
1,653
106,2.97
190,319
,Te 1ecomaun i-
cations
6,3q5
730
187
3,921
ll,iS3
Information
Services
3,363
413
1,028
6,979
[1,783
Other
Industry
15,173
30,010
26,975
3,066,820
Sub Total Total Final
Consumptionl
105,155
34,1_8
29,_43
3,18_,017
3,139,078
2,925,412
171,918
15,q09
86,754!
277,073
38,37_
-- 49,557
18,256
30,039
3,353,163
3,068,796
6,065,200 6,_21,959
196
2,881,273
3,0C8,796
Domestic
Production
277,073
49,557
30,039
6,065,290
6,_21,959
NOTE: TotalFinalConsumption: (Consumption, Capitalformation,Inventory Increases, l_port-lmport)
Source: MITI Vwlon for the Year 2000 as cited in V.N. Cook and D.J. Sull/van, "Pempective on Japan,"
pre.entation for the Defense Science Board,/uBpen, Colorado, July 20, 1988.
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Table 5.12
2000 INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE
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Unit: lOOMY
Se|ier_ uyer
Electronic
Industry
Telecommuni-
cations
Information
Services
Other
Industry
Sub
Total
Gross
Added Value
Domestic
Production
Electronic
Industry
407,330
16,731
36.072
1,323,459
1,783,592
505,295
2,288,887
Telecommuni
cations
36,401
3,800
1,733
6,557
Information
Services
84,797
8,010
29,855
48,763
Other
Industry
273,740
47.858
I09,53i
4,609,568
Sub Total
802,258
76.3£9
lT7.191
5,988.3_7
7,044,205
i
Total Finall Domestic
Consumption!Production
1.486,619
108,993
48,491 171,425 5.040,697
6,974.112
209.042
136,901 214,808 6,117,I08
185,392 386,233 ll,lb-,r,805 14,018,317
6,874,112
2,288,887
185,392
386,233
11,157.805
14,018,317
Source:I_1'IV'wlon _r the Year 2000 as cited in V.N. Cook and D.J. Sullivan,'Perspective on Japan,"
presentation for the Defense Science Board, Aspen, Colorado, July 20, 1988.
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linkages to other sectors which will result in more numerous opportunities for
spillover effects in the Japanese economy. These spillover effects will enhance
the technology and production processes available to other industrial sectors.
These changes give us a thumbnail sketch of some of the linkages that are
created between industries whose growth is very dependent upon electronics
and information processing. They provide policy makers and industry with very
useful insights into the changes that are likely to occur in an advanced
economy over time. As a consequence, more informed decisions can be made
about investment and the support of basic research and commercial
development.
MITI has used such information to develop its plans to restructure the Japanese =
econon'iy anci to promote a shift in Japan's industrial base to more high-
value-added industries. In order to take advantage of such a restructuring, the
new activities would have to be developed by domestic firms which would help
the technological knowledge embodied in new products diffuse throughout
related [ndus_es and pe_t the economyto gain the most from learning about
new process and new product skills. If domestic firms were unable to provide
such 5ene_ts to other industries or had to purchase such leading technology
products from abroad, the reliance 0n foreign advanced tec_61o_ __Would not
contrfl_ute to the expansion of domestic production, nor would the largei"
economy gain from the dynamic externalities that come from new technology
industries that create greater amounts of added value--i.e., greater profits _ef.
5.121).
In addition, as the Japanese shift the base of their economy from markets for
mass-produced export goods to sophisticated electronics-based products and
services, they need to develop the infrastructure to support an
information-based economy. Massive investment in domestic infrastructure is
required in order :_ g_ the ='B_ B-ang,_-type o[economic_advanC_ that the
economist Paul Rosenstein-Rodan postulated were possible in certain unique
occasions in economic development. Such advances represent another type of
indivisib/lity that is not dealt with effectively by traditional economic analysis. It
would appear that HDTV and the substantial changes that it can bring about in
a number of related industries create a situation where massive reordering can
take place in an economy, bringing with it huge benefits in terms of growth and
consumption (Ref. 5.122).
The Outlook for Japan's Efforts to Dev_op HDS
It is possible to gain some idea of the direction that Japanese development of
I-IDS will take by examining a recent report by the Japanese Science and
Technology Agency, entitled Future Technology in Japan (Ref. 5.123). This
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study of future technologies queried 3,000 Japanese specialists in a number of
technology industries (including company research scientists, government
technology experts and academics) about scientific and technological
developments over the next 35 years. The report identifies which new
technologies can lead to innovative new products and how much government
support is believed necessary to develop successful commercial products.
Some selected results from the survey are presented in Table 5.13.
The main areas related to HDS development that are emphasized by this
"Delphi" study are flat panel display development, advanced communications
links, the creation of the electronic office, and advanced imaging technology.
In seven of the ten areas listed in Table 5.13, the respondents believed that the
area was of medium to high importance. Most of these new products will be
developed near the end of the next decade. In the case of three product
areas, use of HDTV with 1,125 scanning lines, the widespread use of broadband
communications for information retrieval, and enhanced communications links
between headquarters and branch offices, the respondents believed that there
would be economic constraints on commercialization. In the case of three
other areas--practical use of displays that read like paper, the development of a
three-dimensional TV visible without glasses, and the development of a
technology to distinguish complex two dimensional patterns--technology
constraints were considered to be the main limits to commercial development.
All of these technology-based products go beyond the high definition systems
that are available today. For the most part, they appear to indicate that in the
future, the development of software for more advanced HDS and of software to
link voice, video, and data communications will be a top priority in Japan.
CONCLUSIONS
Likely Growth Trends for HDTV and HDS
Japan's leading electronics corporations and the Japanese government appear
to believe that high definition systems will create a vast market for substantial
growth in new information systems (Ref. 5.124). They are investing substantial
amounts in R&D to commercialize HDS and HDTV. They also appear to
believe that government financing for the early stages of HDS development is
very important to assure that private funds are forthcoming for the first stages of
commercialization. Government funds also support the development of key
technologies needed for HDTV to be successful, such as flat panel displays,
digital recording technologies, and networking software. The presence of
government funds in Japan reduces the early-stage risks faced by the largest
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Table 5.13
FUTURE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT IN JAPAN THAT IS RELATED TO
HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEMS:
RESULTS OF DELPHI STUDY COVERING PERIOD 1987-2016
I_me of
Time of O_ Need fur ,
_ on R_fl/zaticn Gu_mmma_
Wid_ Use of
With 1,125 Sca_ Lires 86%
I%-_i_ Use of O_I_ _
with a Resolut/cn of the CEdar of i000
_ _ of Dis_ _t C_
ba 1_d lika Pr/nt on Paper 88%
_cti_ Useofo_ VideoD_
with a Baa_luti_ of at _ ....
size of at least 20 _ 90%
.............. :
1993-1.998 76% 7% 15%
1993-1998 43% 52%
L994-2_ 14% 77%
1994-2001
Dm_/o_ _ _u_Mmm_do_l TVd_t
Can be V_ withoat S;scial Glasses 59% 1995-20_5
Spesd and cn a Par With H_mns 94% 1997-2008 4% 94%
32% 62%
45% 48%
18% 74%
21%
24%
24%
2O%
39%
94% 1996-20C5 84% 8% 29%
f_r _=/mal of St/f1 _ M_cSm Vi_
fr_ EI_ _
_ _ to Zd_nm _
Fe_ and Brash _fSms
Widespr_ Use of Elec_ S_
far all Offi_ Activities, L-r.l_,tin_
9_ 1992-1998 7_ _ _%
Source: Science and Technology Agency, Future Technology in Japan: Forecast to the Tear 2018. (Tokyo:
Institute for Future Technology, September 1988). Published in English as a translation of the original, Nihon
no Gijutsu, 1987-2015.
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corporations and makes it possible for them to take a longer-range view of
technologies that may not appear to have clear commercial applications.
Government support makes greater risk-taking and more creative analysis of
technology trends more rewarding.
The growth of the new high definition systems market, as it is referred to here,
will initially be supported by sales to industrial customers. Only later will a
more mass market for consumers grow. In the early years of HDS use,
corporations are likely to develop sophisticated controls for design, engineering,
and production or service-delivery processes. These innovations will rely upon
high resolution displays in digital information systems. These advances will
create new market opportunities for firms that develop products, networks,
software, and services that are wanted by largest manufacturing and service
firms.
Thus, the development of HDTV is likely to enhance the interdependency
among some of the most dynamic parts of Japanese industry and promote
further vertical integration of the largest Japanese electronics firms, particularly
those that are planning to offer consumer HDTV products. This will reinforce
the efforts of leading ministries to establish the way for even more revolutionary
electronics products in the future, as the recent work of Japan's Science and
Technology Agency suggests (Ref. 5.125).
Although the loss of two BS-2X satellites early in 1990 may delay commercial
broadcasting of HDTV, it is unlikely to affect the push to utilize HDTV in
industrial, educational, and medical settings.
The Role of _ in Trmwforming the Japanese Economy
Discussions with Japanese government agencies and with leaders of major
corporations during the visit of the JTEC panel have made it apparent that they
view HDTV as the center of a move to a vastly different Japanese economy. If
Japan's firms are successful in dominating the information markets, they will
increase their dominance in the electronics markets because of the great
demand that new information products, such as I-IDTV,will create for advanced
memory chips, the large-capacity semiconductors now being developed by the
- main participants in the chip industry.
Although such a transformation of the economy is not accepted by a majority of
economists (Ref. 5.126), ........ potential benefits for Japan's future
economic growth have been reco_ed by Japan's government agencies and
its leading corporate managers.
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Having a jump on their competitors is a great incentive for Japanese
corporations to invest their own funds on the first HDS and HDTV products.
Accelerating the development of these technologies is also viewed as a way to
gain the lead in products that will result from the 6onvergence Of _e co_p_te_rl
communications, and consumer electronics markets.
The emergence of HDS/HDTV in Japan could also present a challenge_o
current _erican econ0_c _g. _The Japanese _use Of private sector and
government initiatives to promote the industry contradicts the assumption by
American policy makers that HDTV will only prove significant to a small market
for high:cl_s vfd_6 (Ref.: 5.i_T). _ _ _::_ _....... _ _:_ _ _--_ _
MITI's announcement in 1989 of proposed large-scale, multi-year programs to
promote the commercial development of flat panel displays (the Giant
Electronics Corporation, later reduced in scale and developed by the Key
Technology Corporation as the Giant Technology Corporation) and to deveT0p
an intelligent manufacturing system highlighted a set of crucial issues for HDTV
and _ The programs tB estabFmh a sophisticated fiber optic network in
Japan over the coming decade also:underscore::h6w important _paDan_.......
c rporate managers and pohtic_[eaders view HDTV. _ addition, _et3ber-
optic network that is planned for Japan will provide an environment for
Japanese firms to develop new products and services that will be delivered
over broadband networks to HDS, computers, and new Communications devices,
The Japanese efforts indicate their belief that the role of I--IDS will-have a far_
reaching economic _pact. Consequently, a careful ec0non_c _an_dys_ of the
Japanese programs to develop HDTV requires economic thintdng that
appreciates the significai_ce Of the: strer_:_o_f "interdepend_e_ncies _' be_een
HDS/HDTV and other electronics and information industry markets.
Economic _tion. of the Japanese Policy Approach
Moving" Towards an "Electronics-driven" Economy. It is important that U.S.
policy makers recognize the depths of the "Japanese challenge" that is posed
by these policies. The new policies suggest that domestic capabilities, such as
advanced infrastructure and rapid adoption of emerging technologies in
domestic technology-driven industries, are essential for creating advanced
technology industries. They break with the old, export-oriented manufacturing
policies based on more productive production processes and constitute a shift
towards an "electronics-driven" economy that dominates international trade by
virtue of preeminence in leading technologies. This is quite different from the
findings of the previous NSF Panel on Telecommunications that pointed to the
dichotomy between export-oriented funding and the lack of support for
domestic improvements (Ref. 5.128).
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In addition, Japan's HDTV policies may be indicative of a shift in the Japanese
focus on markets for mass-produced export goods to markets for sophisticated
electronics-based products and services. This shift requires sizable investment
in domestic infrastructure in order to gain the "Big Bang" type of economic
advances that the economist Paul Rosenstein-Rodan has theorized are possible
in certain unique occasions in economic development. The emergence of
HDTV and the convergence that it can bring about in a number of related
industries bears certain resemblance to the situation where massive reordering
can take place in an economy (Ref. 5.129), bringing with it huge benefits in
terms of growth and consumption.
The Vertical Integration of Japan's Electmni_ Fu_ns and Its Influence on HDTV
Development
The strong base that Japan's major corporations have in the consumer
electronics industry facilitates their move into high definition systems. Nearly all
of the Japanese firms that established a dominant international position in
consumer electronics and semiconductors during the late 1970s and the 1980s
are major participants in the emerging HDS industry. Table 5.14 shows that the
major Japanese electronics firms (NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Toshiba, Oki, Mitsubishi,
and Matsushita), all of which are developing HDTV products and services, also
have a broad range of capabilities and products in the electronics field. Table
5.15 shows that these corporations plus Sony and the national broadcasting
system NHK have a broad range of research in high definition systems that
extends far beyond an interest in HDTV. By playing a major role in the
consumer electronics industry, thes_firms have a greater ability to spread the
costs of developing new display, semiconductor, and processor products over a
large base. By having such a broad range of products that require
semiconductors, these firms also benefit from the economies of scale that are
significant in their production (Ref. 5.130).
The emergence of Hi-Vision, as the Japanese call it, or of HDTV and high
definition systems, appears to be forcing vertically integrated Japanese
electronics firms to change their economic behavior. First, they recognize the
significance of technological advances in the semiconductor industry as a
means to create new product capabilities in consumer and industrial products.
Second, they have developed close ties with industrial purchasers that are often
the first ones to prove the importance of these new capabilities in products.
Third, given the strategic importance of semiconductors in the electronics
industry, the Japanese firms place great emphasis on funding innovations in
semiconductor technology, even when the economics of the chip industry do
not seem to justify the costs. However, the firms that are involved in
semiconductor production recognize that the substantial profits that are reaped
during upswings in the industry's sales more than make up for the sizable
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investments that are made during lean periods, especially if new products that
create additional demand for semiconductors are continually being offered to
consumers and industry. Thus, there is a dramatic emph_is in Jap_ on the
significant boost in demand for semiconductors that HDS will provide for all of
the firms that are involved in HDS development (Ref. 5.131), .....
The strength of vertically integrated Japanese corporations in the electronics
industry also reduces the risks that these _ believe _ey need to take to
develop new products. Cross-subsidization from successful lines of business
can provide the investment funds for new products. In adcUfioh, _risks Can be
spread by using semiconductors that are developed for one product in another,
very different product, making it easier to develop more advanced
semiconductors for HDTV that may first see use in VCRs, which have a large
consumer market. In addition, major Japanese Corporations can achieve
economies of scale in semiconductor production because semiconductors are
used across a wide range of electronics products, such as VCRs, TVs with
more sophisticated picture controls, and digital products, such as CD players.
These strengths in the production of semiconductors affect the economics of
developing products with a much longer developmen t time, It is riot
economically c_V.qac[vantageous for japanese corporations to invest subst_tial
amounts in the-early deve|opment of I-ID'I'V, adopting_ a St_dard for _piays
and for production that may not be adopted worldwide, since these
believe that the basic technological advances that are achieved in developing
these new high definition systems can be applied profitably throughout the
range of electronics products for computing and Communications. In addition,
by being the first to have a working HDTV system, these firms appear to expect
that the considerable investments that would need to be made by their rivals to
catch up would discourage competition from all but the strongest international
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Table 5.14
JAPANESE INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS COMPANIES
P RC ZX.I=,%T'_.T,-I?'_CtI:)GY NEE; FU'FTSU
C,RAM_ X X
SRAMS X X
_ F_CF_.._SD__.,I:_ X X
AS]CS X X
Cw:_rcc_tPS X X
BICCHIPS X ?
SLI:EA___ X X
3D _CS X X
LAPTOP PCS X X
FCS X X
MINtCC M.z:aJTEF3 X X
WC R}<STATIC:t'LS X X
AIWORKSTATIONS'CHIPS x X
MAINFRAMES X X
PA.q.ALL._..F:I:I(DCESSOR X X
SUPEqC,,._::_5 × X
VVCRC_PRC?___.SSCR,,S X X
CF'F;C_.AUTO,MATiN X X
FACSIMILE X X
DISK DRIVES X X
PRINTERS X X
M£X3e/:S X X
X X
CN-L_E TRANSACTION X X
SWITCHING SY_ X X
SA'T_"'(TE5 X ?
P_X X X
OPT, CAL SWITCHING X X
SC_TwVAF_E X X
SO-'-T_AF_ FACTCRY X X
EX;::E.RTSYS'I-_V_S X X
MACHINE ";",'-u_NSLA"r'w:.N X X
AI I,_,,"4GL!AC__S X X
NEAVY ELECTRIC
POWE_ PLANTS
AE'-CS=ACE X X
FRAIl.WAYSYSTEMS
FACTCgY AUTOMATION X X
CE._NSE SYS'I"E,,,_S X X
I-_;AE =_.__ X
HOME APPUANCES X
CC MPACT D_K x
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE X
ME_P--JJ. __.._C'_.CNI Pw.,S X X
NETJAAL NETWOAKS X X
F',JZEYSY_MS X X
HIGH CEFiNr;3, ,ON SYSTEMS X X
LE,3E";C: X. PREXgUCE OR EE.SEARCH, ?. NOT SURE.,
HITACHI _,A OKJ MITSUBISNI MA_ ITA
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X ? ? ? ?
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
x X X
X "_ X
X X X X X
X
X X X X X
X X X x X
X X X X X
X X X
X x X X X
X X
X X X X X
X X X
X X X
X X
X X X ?
X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X ? ?
X X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X X
X X X
X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X
X X ? ? ?
X X X X X
X ? ? X X
X X X X X
BLA_ ME,_S DO NOT
Source: Mark Eaton, "Japanese High Definition Systems: Research, Development, Deployment," MCC
International Liaison Orate, Austin, Texas, August 22, 1989.
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Table 5.15
HDS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTS
f_tCX)IJCT/I_C_tNOLOGY _r:C FUJITSU tlITACHI TOSHIBA OKI MITSUBISHIMATSUSHfT/b SONY NHK
CF1TDISPLAY X X X X X X X
cr_r PRQECT1ON X X X X X X X
[CD DISPLAY HDTV X X X X X X X
TFT DISPLAY X X X X X X X X
LCD PROJECTION }_TV
t IDTV CAME RA (TUBE) X X X
I.IDTV CCD CAMEP_ X X X X X
CCDSE]'_CI_ 2M PIXEL 2M PIXEL X
GZD X
SCA_,NET_ HD'IV
'}IDIV VTFLANALOG X X X X X X X
tlDIV VTR, DIGITAL X X X X
VIDEO DISK X X X X
S1UDK) EQUIPMENT X X X
3OCOLGR_ X
CC_,FF_PENCESY_ X X X X X
TV TELEPHONE X X X X X X X X
SATELLITE TFIANSMISSION X X X X X X X X
ord ICAL TRANSMISSION x X X X X X X X
MULTIMEDIA TRANSMISSIOI X X X X X X X
FCNi_EO R:KX;E_ X X X X X X M500 X
MULTIMEDIA DATABASE X X X X X X =-
I,V_3E PI::IOCESSC_ X X X X X X_
OPTICAL NEURAL NET X X X
FRAME ME MOFIY X
EDTV SYSTEMS X
ItDIV ENCX:)[)EJ:E_CODER X X X X X X X
X Ikegaml, Sanyo. Sharp
X Ikegaml, Sanyo, Sharp
X Sinyo. Sharp
X
Sanyo, Sharp
Ikegaml, Sanyo, Vlclor
Carlo. Ikegaml, Sanyo, Sharp.
R&D Sanyo, Sharp
R&D Canon, Sanyo
_anyo. Sharp, Victor
lkegaml
X Fuji Television
X
X
X
X NIT
X
Sumitomo Metal
Sumllomo Metal
_T _i-Ctor
X Tokyo U., ATR
San¥o, etc.
X Senyo. Sharp, Victor, Canon
Source: Mark Eaton, "Japanese High Definition Systems: Research, Development, Deployment," MCC
International Liaison Office, Austin, Texas, August 22, 1989.
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HIGH DEFINPrION PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS:
THE STRATEGY OF LEVERAGE
Richard J. Elkus, Jr.
INTRODUCTION
'_Iigh definition" as a phrase describes new products or systems whose value
resides in their ability to process greatly increased amounts of audio and video
information. Processing of ir_ormation is fundamental to the infrastructure of
electronics, telecommtmications, and media markets. Therefore, to determine
the impact of high definition systems on the economy of a country, it is
important to understand the breadth and depth of the supporting infrastructure
in terms of the markets for electronics, telecommunications, and media.
_UND
The purpose of thispanel was to study the technological developments in Japan
pertaining to high definitionsystems. As chairman of this panel, itis my hope
that thisstudy willgive some insightintothe strategicconcepts pervasive within
the Japanese industrialsystem that are differentfrom those practiced within the
United States. I was able to have discussions with several top Japanese
business and government leaders, during which these executives clearly pointed
to what they felt were substantive differences between strategic planning in
Japan and in the United States. As the general concepts embodied in Japanese
efforts to develop an infrastructure supportive of high definition systems
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unfolded, it became apparent that these concepts were also fundamental to the
development of the Japanese industrial complex as a whole and may give an
insight into the change in the balance of economic, industrial, and technical
power between the United States and Japan. The following four points were
made at various times and in various ways during my meetings in Japan:
lo The technological development of high definition systems is
essentially evolutionary in concept, design, and manufacture, even
though the potential results of these developments in terms of
products, markets, and investment needs might well appear to be
revolutionary to outside observers. The implications of this statement
are vast. Revolutionary concepts are often very difficult to
understand and sell, take a long time to develop, and are very
expensive to implement; they therefore tend to destabilize markets,
often to the disadvantage of the pioneer. Ev0iuti0nary products, on
the other hand, tend to make use of existing infrastructure which
reduces development costs and are reasonably well understood by
both producer and consumer. They, therefore, cause less market
turmoil and tend to benefit the developer to the disadvantage of the
competition.
. Japanese efforts to develop high definition systems are part of a
fundamental economic strategy that assumes products and markets
will ultimately become interrelated and interdependent. That strategy
is of tremendous importance considering the significant level of
resources required for the development of high definition systems.
3. To support that competitive strategy, the leadership in Japan believes
that a Coordinated effort between all sectors of Japanese society is
essential to the ultimate success of the base strategy. Thus, the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry has as a primary role the
job of ensuring that key sectors of Japanese industry talk to each
other, and, where required, it will coordinate efforts.
. Japanese political and business leaders feel that any loss in their
position in the infrastructure of strategic end-use products and
markets threatens their position of economic leadership. The
Japanese premise is that the base strategy is fundamental to the
success of the entire domestic economy and with that success,
national self-determination and international leadership.
Japanese planning for the development of high definition systems appears to be
near the core of Japanese strategic economic thinking.
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Two other basic points were underscored in my discussions with key business
and government representatives in Japan:
lo Products and markets become more and more interrelated during the
course of development. The interrelationship of strategic products
and markets creates an infrastructure that becomes very difficult to
penetrate by competitors who lack positions of strength within that
infrastructure. The power of an integrated infrastructure of end-use
products and markets will begin to dominate technological
development, intellectual property rights, component development,
and the educational system itself--not the other way around.
. The United States operates on the theory of opportunity cost. If you
can make more money elsewhere, do it. But walking away from the
development of end-use products and markets as a strategy literally
forces the competition into a position of unparalleled economic
strength. This is particularly true if that competitor understands the
implications of the power of an infrastructure of interrelated end-use
products and markets, Such is the position today between the U.S.
and Japan.
Let us consider the above mentioned points against the following background.
During the 1940s and 1950s, three United States companies created industries
that became the foundation for many of the strategic world markets of today:
RCA was instrumental in the development of television; Shockley Transistor
Company spawned the semiconductor industry; Ampex Corporation developed
the field of magnetic recording (Ref. 6.1). Today, television,
telecommunications, computers, consumer electronics, and mass media have
their roots in the contributions of these three companies.
As of 1970, America was virtually self sufficient as a nation. It encompassed the
world's biggest market, produced more products, and had a larger trade
surplus than any nation on earth.
Today only one U.S.-owned company produces television sets. The television
market is dominated by Japan and Europe. Today the United States is virtually
a nonparticipant in the market for audio and video recording. Today the United
States is no longer the largest producer or clear technological leader in
semiconductor design and manufacture. The United States' surplus balance of
trade in computers is less than half of what it was in 1981. Moreover, America
has a negative balance of trade with Japan in computers and related products.
Loss of market positions in these strategic areas has begun to restrict America's
control of its economic and political destiny.
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These circumstances are summarized by the U.S. Department of Commerce
International Trade _tration as it assessed the competitive status of the
U.S. electronics sector from materials to systems:
The U.S. electronics sector has been historically and remains today the
overall leader in the world by many measures. In terms of output,
employment, innovation, and technology base, the United States is
number one. However, in terms Of the gro_ _f _ese measures and
others, such as exports, Japan and Korea are quickly reducing the U.S.
advantage. In fact, if current relative growth rates continue, the
Japanese will be the world's leading electronics producer and trader by
the early 1990s (Ref. 6.2).
The Department of Commerce statement is consistent with comments made in a
speech that l gave on July 9, 1988, based upon data from Cahners and
Dataquest:
Electronics is now the largest durable goods manufacturing industry in
the U_ted States and is growing three times faster than other
manufacturing. : .....
The :worldwide electronics market has become _a_n_amm0th-business _ !'_
with a compounded growth rate appr0aching 9%. However, _the
projected growth rate for the electronics market in Japan is expected to
be 40% greater than that of the United States. _ _.....................
Finally, in a chart entitled 'IJ.S.-Report-Card: Trends," the Techr_ology
Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce in its spring 1990 report
on twelve emerging technologies noted that in comparison with Japan, the U.S.
was:
Losing badly in advanced materials, biotechnology, digital imaging
technology and supercomputers; _
Losing in advanced semiconductor devices, high-density
high-performance computing, medical devices and
optoelectronics, and sensor technology;,
data storage,
diagnostics,
Holding in artificial intelligence, flexible computer-integrated manufacturing,
and gaining in none (Ref. 6.3).
The impact of the strategic development of an infrastructure of end-use
products and markets on the financial prowess of Japan has been dramatic.
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At the end of the World War II, Japan was a defeated nation. Under the aegis
of General MacArthur's reconstruction plan, the Zaibatsu (major groups of
interrelated companies) were systematically disassembled. Food was in very
short supply and very expensive. Living conditions were difficult at best.
Industrial output was basically at a standstill. Much of the country had been
razed by the ravages of war.
The United States on the other hand came out of the war virtually intact.
Economically and militarily, it was the strongest nation in the world. Its military
might and economic prowess had reached heights greater than any nation had
achieved in history. For many years after the war, much of the world was to
depend upon the United States for financial support, food, and military
protection. Japan was no exception. But things are different today.
Forty-five years after the end of World War II, the change in economic position
between the United States and Japan has been staggering. In 1989, R. Taggart
Murphy wrote:
Japan today sits on the largest cache of wealth ever assembled. It has
the power to move markets anywhere in the world. Consider that: The
Tokyo Stock Exchange has now surpassed New York to become the
world's largest on the basis of market capitalization. Osaka has
bumped London to fourth place. Of the world's ten largest banks, nine
are Japanese. If deposit size is the unit of measurement, no U.S. bank
makes it into the top 25. Japanese investors' appetite is the key
determinant of the price of U.S. Treasury bonds. Japanese and
Japanese-owned banks now supply more than 2096 of all credit in the
state of California. The market value of Japan, as measured by an
extrapolation of real estate prices, exceeds that of the United States.
The market value of the Imperial Palace grounds in central Tokyo is
said to exceed that of a number of entire U.S. states (Ref. 6.4).
And, as David Hale noted, "Japan's top 13 banks are worth $470 billion.
America's top 50 are worth $110 billion." (Ref. 6.5)
By the end of 1989, the capitalized market value of Nippon Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation (NTT) was greater than the total capitalized value of all
the stocks on the West German Stock Exchange. According to Albert J.
Alletzhauser, author of The House o£ Nomura, one company, Nomura Securities,
has grown to such an extent that "on some days Nomura's share of New York
Stock Exchange volume has exceeded 5% and Nomura Securities has taken up
as much as one quarter of newly issued United States Treasury Bonds."
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On October 19, 1987, the New York Stock Exchange experienced a major crash
that affected the entire financial world. The New York Stock Market dropped
508 points, or 23%. The world wondered if it could withstand such a financial
blow and survive intactl on October 20, a member of the Ministry of Finance,
Takashi Matsukata, indicated to the four major securities firms in Japan that they
should act in concert to stem the pending collapse. The purchasing power of
these firms began to reverse the tide of sellers, first in Tokyo and then in the
rest of the world. The drop_on the Tokyo Stock- Exchange was held to 15%.
By Wednesday, October 21, a full-fledged rally on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
had ensued and continued through 1989 (Ref. 6.6).
In summa, the infrastructure Of end-use products and markets developed
within the Japanese economy appear to be increasing Japan's technological
base at a faster pace than that being achieved within the United States. In
addition, improving strength in end-use products and markets appears to be
having a very favorable effect on the overall economy of Japan. Virtually all of
the technologies, products and markets mentioned above will be augmented by,
and in turn contribute to, the growth of high definition systems. Therefore, it is
important to try to understand why there has been such a change in'economic
and industrial power between the United States and Japan in such a short time.
The answer, in part, _ acc0r_g _tO_th0se interviewec] can be found in the
strategy implicit in the development of high definition systems. _
JAPANESE ECONOMIC S'rl_'l'EG_
The following co_ents are based upon my expe_ence in deallngwith major
corporate, bus_ iness, andgove_ent leaders _: Jap_ over the past twent'y-two
years, as well as my meetings in Japan as a part of this study. This experience
included circumstances occurring between 1968 and 1972 that are now directly
related to the current developments in high definition systems, including
preparation of the product plan approved by the president and board of
directors of Ampex Corporation for the initial development of the VCR, and
management of the program to design and develop America's first entry into the
world of the VCR (Ref. 6.7).
To the Japanese businessman, strategy is everything. Every person, every
business, every industry must have a goal and a strategy to achieve it. Since
resources are usually scarce, the successful Japanese plan includes the
concept of leverage. Therefore, some markets are given a high priority and are
considered more strategic than others. By targeting strategic markets, an
infrastructure can be built which insures a solid basis for economic expansion.
The leverage, however, is not based simply on the importance of one market
over another, but on the assumption that over time and with development,
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strategic markets will become interrelated and interdependent, with the whole
becoming substantially larger than the sum of its parts.
Intermlatedne_ of I_wI-UN Markets
In the United States we tend to approach products, markets, and businesses as
separate enterprises, like independent circles, with little emphasis on and few
mechanisms for coordinating overall strategy and direction. These separate
enterprises are often treated as profit centers. If the profit isn't adequate, the
enterprise is often reorganized or disbanded in favor of a more profitable
situation.
The Japanese, on the other hand, regard products, markets, and businesses as
interrelated and interdependent enterprises, like links in a chain. They
therefore feel that the coordination of strategy and direction is essential. This is
a point fundamental to the strategy of product and market development in
Japan. It is based on the concept that in pushing the development of a product
or market to its logical extreme, it becomes related to other products and
markets. Thus in Japan, rather than reject a product or market on the basis of
profit potential, business strategy assumes that every product becomes the
basis for another, every technology becomes the stepping stone for the next,
and the resulting efficiencies of scale are enormous.
There are numerous areas in which one can see this principle at work.
Following are several examples:
Products. There are obvious relationships between the optical systems of a
video camera and a 35-ram camera. Similarities also exist in the electronic
packaging and circuit design of VCR camcorders, 35-mm cameras, portable
audio recorders, portable CD players, and television sets. The newly
introduced digital audio tape recorder is a derivation of the VCR.
Markets. The development of the VCR created the market for prerecorded
tape, a market now larger than movies for theater viewing. Similarly, the market
for prerecorded tape directly influences the potential success of a video or
audio recording format (for example, Beta versus VHS).
Gomponent Technologies. The development of a major position in a strategic
end-use market (for example, the market for VCRs) provides a primary source
of demand for key components and technologies related to the development of
these markets. The VCR has become a huge source of demand for
semiconductors. In 1987, the VCR alone represented nearly 5 percent of
worldwide semiconductor demand, and almost 12 percent of semiconductor
production in Japan.
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The semiconductor device provides the basic computing power and information
storage capacity for most modem electronic products; as such, it is probably
the single most strategic electronic component. Japan has, therefore, felt it
essential to develop and maintain a large presence in the semiconductor
industry, including participation in materials, equipment, and devices--not,
however, through random investments. The development of the semiconductor
industry is driven principally from demands and funds-generated by related
end-use markets for products such as that of VCRs, audio recorders, video
cameras, 35-mm cameras, television sets, fax machines, computer products, and
automobiles (all markets in which the Japanese have major positions). The
prevailing philosophy of Japanese industry is that significant positions in
strategic interrelated end-use markets, such as those mentioned above, provide
an equally significant position in the semiconductor industry. Conversely, a
significant position in the semiconductor industry will lead to domination of
innumerable end-use markets not necessarily limited to the field of electronics.
....
Matsushita Electric Corporation produced a book in English and Japanese
entitled Human Electronics - Matsuslu'ta Electric Exhibiffon of Technology -
Yechru'caI Report. This book outlines systems under development for future
sale _and use. The book, presented to me by Matsushita in June of 1989,
includes the following sections:
1. Key Technologies for AV & CC
a. Displays
b. Semiconductors
c. Computers
d. Communication Systems
2. AC & CC for Living and Society
a. Home HDTV Systems
b. Home AVCC Systems
c. Information and Communication Systems for Automobile
d. Learning Systems
e. Office Systems
f. High DefinitionTV Studio
g. AV Studio
h. High DefinitionVideo Theater
i. Home Auditorium
j. DigitalAudio Car
3. Consumer Electronics Technologies
a. Video and Audio
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b. Housekeeping and Cooking
c. Air Conditioning
4. Fundamental Technologies
a. Lighting
b. New Materials
c. Sensors
d. Memories
e. Electronic Components
f. Batteries
g. Electronic Components in Automotive Applications
5. Production Engineering Technologies
6. Plant Biotechnology
The breadth of the development programs represented in this book is indicative
of how one firm in Japan (Matsushita) looks at the interrelated aspects of
various products and market areas. The following pages include an overview
of two sections: Information and Communication Systems for the Automobile,
and the High Definition TV Studio. The purpose of these exhibits is to illustrate
the following points:
1. From the Japanese standpoint, products and markets become interrelated as
they are developed. For example it is contemplated that the
communications system in the automobile will be used to control electronic
products in the home, including garage doors, microwave ovens, air
conditioning and alarm systems, as well as fax machines and computers.
2. High definition television is only one aspect of the market for high definition
systems. In reality, high definition systems, in time, will affect most products
and markets as the requirement for and ability to process tremendous
amounts of information increases.
Accompanying the two sections is a copy of an ad that appeared in several
magazines, including a special issue of Fortune magazine in the fall of 1989.
This ad by Matsushita Corporation is derived from the section on '_-'tformation
and Communication Systems for the Automobile" included in its technical report
as noted above. .......
The reason for its inclusion in this report is to add clarity to the concept of
inter-relationship between products and markets espoused by the Japanese not
only within management of their development programs, but in everyday
literature as a part of their sales and marketing efforts.
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Agreeable automobile travel fully in tune with the coming information
society age is wha[ Mats_ushita aspires to offer the driving public; and
this can be achieved by merging safe. practical visual communication
systems within the automobile.
Displayed here are examples of information systems for use in your car
now and in the future, which include: a navigation system, a voice
command dialer and acoustic echo canceller for hands-free mobile
telephone and tele-controller, a facsimile machine and video deck all
of which make full use of existing AV & CC technologies.
!
/
Figure 6.1. Information and Communications Systems for Automobiles
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1. The best navigable route instructions, derived
by inputting present location and intended
destination. Traffic congestion and current road
construction information offers re-routing
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Figure 6.2. Information and Communication Systems for Automobiles: Features of the System
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Figure 6.3. Human Electronics--Technology for the Benefit of Mankind
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Put eyes in the back of your
head. A navigation systern in front
of your nose. A telephone and fax
in the middle of everything.
A map pinpointing traffic jams flashes
across your car's video monitor. An-
other monitor shows you right, left and
rear views. All this as well as a voice
command phone and mobile fax are but
a few of the advanced electronic sys-
tems that Matsushita Electric is work-
ing on today, to make driving safer,
easier and more convenient tomorrow.
You're late for work, heading toward a traffic
jam and there's nothing you can do about it.
ha the future, this may not be a problem because
of the advanced automotive electronic systems
under development at Matsushita.
VISUAL INFORMATION SYSTEM
Should you take the highway or the boulevard?
Or maybe the back roads? Someday, your car's
navigation system will take care of all that. A
navigation map will show you traffic jams on a
sophisticated video screen and show you exactly
where you are. So you can choose the fastest,
most efficient alternate route.
Today, you glance down to see the speed-
ometer, up for the rear view mirror, left and right
for side views. Matsushita is working on a sys-
tem that will replace side and rear view mirrors
with video cameras and monitors. And a unique
Head-Up Display located in your line of sight
will show you speed, fluid levels and a map. So
you should never have to take your eves off
the road.
THE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
To make your time on the road more productive,
Matsushita is developing a mobile fax that will
connect your car to your office, home and be-
yond. A voice command mobile phone lets you
call anyone by simply saying his name out loud.
In any pre-programmed language. And linked
with Matsushita's home automation technology.
the sound of your voice will lock or unlock the
tYont door of your home. turn on the microwave
oven or turn on your air conditioner. All from
your car.
HUMAN ELECTRONICS
Advanced electronic systems like these are an
example of how Matsushita Electric is de,,oted to
the concept of Human Electronics. Matsushita's
objective is to research, develop and market
products that make life richer, safer and more
comfortable. These products are sold under the
brand names Panasonic. Technics. Quasar and
National. In 1988. Matsushita's consolidated
sales volume surpassed $41.7 billion. All a direct
result of a single-minded philosophy: Don't
create ne,a technology for technology's sake. but
for man", ';ake.
MATSUSHITAELECTRIC
PANASONIC TECHNICS QUASAR NATIONAL
Figure 6.4. "Put Eyes in the Back of'Your Head"
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It has been said that High Definition TV would create a 25 billion
dollar industry in the future, dominated primarily by the TV
broadcasting market principally utilizing home TV receiver units.
However, benefiting from the versatility of picture processing technology
and by virtue of its capability for excellent color reproduction, High
Definition TV has endless possibilities.
The vast range of possibilities for High Definition TV include, in
addition to video; movies, printing, pubiishing, medical treatment, and a
host of other areas where a high degree of artistic skill is required.
Presented in this corner is an example of a High Definition
broadcasting studio system, as well as samples of High Definition
related equipment to be used in some of its possible fields of
application.
Figure 6.B. High Definition 'IV Studio
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High Definition TV Studio Systems f
MUSE{_,_
__4t:_ 3>CCD:_ _'5 MUSE Transmission
High Definition CCD Camera
1124>-/- ,'",4 E'_ 3 :_v"rR
1/2inch High Definition VTR
High Definition Optical Disc
Filing System
i LJLJ
_--_{_i__ _ll r_13 Gbps PCM Fiberoptic Transmission
System fo¢ HDTV Signal
_gh Speed,DenseySpacedWL-=_en_
Division Multiplexing Optical Fiber
Transmission System
PFM-PWM/, # ff_ > _- _fF. _,_fl
PFM-PWM Fiberoptic Transmission
System for HDTV Signal
Features of the System
1. High Definition CCD Camera
A color camera that employs three 1.3 million
pixet FIT-CCDs.
I/2 inch High Definition VTR
A high performance VTR that was developed
based upon the M-II format VTR technology
employed for transmitting home HDTV systems
and display signals.
High Definition Optical Disc Filing System
This system makes practicable high speed picture
displays at the rate of one still frame ever:.,
four seconds, use of a scanner for picture filing.
and production of hardcopy by utilizing the
printer function.
High Definition Character and Graphic Generation
(C.G.) System
Real-time transmission of High Definition characte_
and figures using the character and graphic
generation system is another example of the
versatility of this High Definition studio system,.
5. High Definition Video Switcher
At the heart of High Definition TV studi,,
_vstems is the High Definition V{deo Switcher
performing the core function of processing
the video sisals received and making them..
compatible with the system.
Figure 6.6. High Definition 'IV" Studio Systems: Features of the System
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Stnttegic Nature of Electronics Marlmts
The Japanese feel that a strong participation in strategic interrelated end-use
markets will have as important an influence on technology in general as it has
on the technology of semiconductor products in particular. In other words,
their view is that domination of strategic interrelated end-use markets will lead
to the domination of the use and direction of technology_ not the other way
around. This relationship is borne out by the Japanese experience. The
Japanese now dominate or have a significant position in the following markets:
.......... _ _ _ -i_
1. The videotape recorder-market, including professional, commercial, and
consumer applications ...... -_-,-_- ..... ....._-= ...... --=
2. The video camera market, including professi0nal, commercial, and
consumer applications - ?-
3. The 35-mm camera market
4. The consumer television receiver and monitor markets
5. The consumer and commercial audio recorder markets
6. The compact disk playback system market
7. The video disk market _
8. High speed digital fiber transmission equipment _
9. The optical disk market ._ _ _ _ i.......
10. The market for digital witches and solar-powered calculators, ra_os and
television sets
11. The market for personal computers, workstations, and lap-top computers
Based upon its position in the above markets, Japan has gained a preeminent
position in the development and production of optical systems and devices,
displays, semiconductors, semiconductor equipment, semiconductor materials,
and various components of mass memory systems. Japan's overall market
position has improved dramat/cally as it pushed the development of specific
end-use products to their logical extremes.
Cost Efficiency of ReminLug Mar]rots
At the same time, the cost of competitive entry (or reentry) into strategic
markets (such as the VCR market) has escalated dramatically. For example,
the development of a semiconductor device that cost a few million dollars a
few years ago, may cost in excess of a billion dollars today. Similarly, the cost
of a VCR facility 20 years ago would have been less than $10 million, whereas
today that facility might cost as much as $600 million. Other costs also rise,
largely due to the interrelationships that exist today between technologies,
components, products, and markets. While participants in the video recording
market 20 years ago could concentrate almost exclusively on the technology of
putting pictures on tape, they must now possess high levels of sophistication in
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a host of interdependent products and fields: digital signal processing;
displays, cameras and optics; semiconductors; computers; high-volume,
fully-automated manufacturing; and mass marketing and distribution. Moreover,
the trend is now towards convergence between the VCR and media industries,
adding yet another dimension to start-up costs.
0
In an article entitled "Losing Control (Auto Industry Is Sliding Relentlessly Into
Japanese Hands)," Paul Ingrassia stated:
By moving from exporting cars to the U.S. to building them in the
American heartland, the Japanese are steadily taking over the American
car industry. It is one of history's great transfers of industrial wealth and
power (Ref. 6.8).
A similar article appeared in The Economist on April 14, 1990. This article,
entitled "Detroit Under Siege" noted that:
As recently as 1978 the Big Three made 82% of the cars sold in their
all-important American market. Today they have just 67% of American
sales, a slide which most market analysts expect to accelerate over the
next four years (Ref. 6.9).
Why is this happening? These articles talk about Japanese knowledge in
producing efficient small engines. They discuss the inefficiency of the large
automobile corporations in the United States. They talk about the large
investment in research and development by Japanese corporations in the
automobile industry. But, something else is also happening.
In the past, approximately 5 percent of the cost of an automobile was based
upon electronic components and systems. Many technical experts now project
that 30 to 35 percent of an automobile will be comprised of electronic
components and systems by the mid 1990s. As is suggested in the commentary
by Matsushita (Ref. 6.8) under the heading "Information and Communication
Systems for Automobile," the infrastructure for end-use products and markets in
the electronics sector of Japan is becoming a significant part of the
infrastructure of the automotive industry. Technical advances in radios, sound
systems, mobile telephones, fax machines, satellite communication systems,
displays, video recorders, cameras, and semiconductors are rapidly becoming
fundamental to the automobile of the future. Over time, U.S. companies have
found many of these product areas less profitable than others, and using the
theory of opportunity cost have shifted their resources elsewhere. Today these
products and markets are becoming increasingly dominated by the Japanese
and manufacturem in other countries. Hence, American automobile firms often
find it necessary to buy electronic components and systems from suppliers
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strategically more closely associated to their competition than to themselves.
Lack of strong strategic relationships with appropriate electronic component
and equipment suppliers may significantly reduce the overall competitiveness of
U.S. car manufacturers by limiting their design and performance specifications,
let alone cost.
As products and markets evolve, the technological improvements increase the
sophistication of those products _d markets in startling ways. In that regard,
at the cohcIusi0n of the trip to japan by the p_el _onhigh definition systems in
June of 1989, Mr. Lawrence E. Tannas, Jr., a member of the panel _d then
president of _e-Society-for information D_playsI said that in his opinion the
sophistication of display and electronics packaging techniques incorporated in
consumer prodUCts 0n_e store shelves in:_To_0 w_ in mshy c_es equal to
or better than the display and electronics packaging techniques produced by
the Department of Defense_ In a way, Mr. Sl_taro Ishih_al in _ book The
Japan That Can Say '_o", _iuded to these differences by commenting on the
Soviet and U.S. dependency on the superiority of Japanese technology for
certain strategic weapon systems.
Thus, while firms in the United States may be willing to drop a product or
market on the basis of "opportunity cost" and re_m_e_t in a more" lucrative
ente_rise, Japanese firms usually will not. Because of their concept of
relationships between products and markets, the Japanese feel that to abandon
a product or market means the potential loss of other related products and
markets and, therefore, the loss of valuable infrastructure. This infrastructure of
strategically related end-use products and markets can provide the basis for
future economic growth and development, The reSultofthe Japanese economic
strategy to target and dominate certain Strate_c _terrelatedend-_:e markets is
to significantly reduce the threat from any competitor attempting to enter a
market or gain market share on the basis of a technological breakthrough or
some special expertise.
Long-Range Plan for High Definition Systen'm
This is where high definition systems become important. Defined in its broadest
terms, high definition technology encompasses the production, transmission,
recording, processing, and display of greatly increased amounts of audio-visual
information. The market for high definition systems can, therefore, help push
the markets for electronics products, telecommunication services, and software
(including mass media) to their logical extremes. The Japanese feel that in
time, perhaps by the year 2000, the requirements and possibilities created by
improving the technology of rapidly processing huge amounts of audio-visual
information will force a confluence of these three end-use markets into a single
information systems market. They expect that the information systems market
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will, within the next ten years, represent 33 percent of all capital investment, 44
percent of all new jobs and 22 percent of all economic growth. The Japanese
further anticipate that the information systems market will evolve into an
information-based economy, which in turn will help bring about an advanced
social order.
In a 1989 brochure entitled Advanced Television, The Promise And The
Ghallenge, the Japanese Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications stated:
We live in a society of transition. A society which is abandoning its past
obsession with materials and energy to make room for a new allegiance
to information and knowledge. As the advanced information society
resulting from this change in emphasis matures, the uses and services
connected with the products and material objects will gain precedence
over their mere possession. In the process, the distortions arising from
the concentration of population and industry in the large cities and our
industrial society will be resolved. Tomorrow's city dwellers will share
access through the media to information of all types. National and local
governments and private enterprise must all work together to create this
new society aimed at enabling people to lead richer lives both materially
and spiritually.
Thus far, advances in information processing, centering on computer and
networking technologies, have been mainly in the domain of sound and
symbols (data and alpha-numeric characters). From now on, however,
these will be joined by advances in the visual media as the latter gradually
come to form the core of social activity (Ref. 6.10).
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE JAPANESE STRATEGY: A CASE STUDY
Ampex and Sony-I-fistory and Comparison
A significant portion of the transition referred to in MPT's brochure will occur
because of products and technologies initially developed, produced, and
marketed by two companies--Ampex Corporation of the United States and Sony
Corporation of Japan. Since the late 1950s, the relationship between Ampex
and Sony has been one of both cooperation and competition. Although Sony's
early growth was tied to its development of the "pocket radio," it was Ampex's
pursuit of magnetic recording, and in particular, its development of the
videotape recorder, that became the cornerstone of growth for both firms.
At the time of its introduction in 1956, few could perceive the change that
Ampex's development of the videotape recorder would bring to mankind.
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Ampex, Sony, and other companies have derived innumerable new products
and technologies from the early VTR technologies. In combination, these
technologies have affected lifestyles, communications, economics, and even
politics throughout the world. Together, they now constitute much of the
foundation for the developm-ent of high definition s_tems, the basis of what the
japanese today call the "New Media." Together they are pushing society into
an "information age." And despite the fact that the initial development of these
critical products and technologies occurred primarily in the United States, today
they are dominated by electronics companies in Japan. It thus seems
worthwhile to review a bit of Ampex and Sony history.
In 1946, S_ny Corporation of Japan commenced development of products in the
commercial marketplace under the leadership of Masaru Ibuka and Akio Morita.
In that ........................same year, Ampex, a small U.S. corporation led by Alexander Pontiatoff,
was reviewing the possibility of magnetic recording as demonstrated in the
design of a German audio tape recorder. In its early years, Sony attempted to
establish a position_the design, production, _d marketing of transistor radios
based on technoio_-_haY Was initially deveioped-by Dn Wflli_ S_hocldey of
Bell Labs. Ampex meanwhile had entered the commercial marketplace with the
magnetic tape recorder. At first, Ampex's developments were strictly in the
area of audio recording. However, in 1956, a technical group under the
direction of Charles Ginsburg at Ampex completed the development of a device
that was to change the course of history--the videotape recorder. With the first
recorded reflections on the television screens at _e convention of the National
Association of Broadcasters in 1956, the woridie_ed of the preeminence of
Ampex technology.
As Ampex worked to improve its videotape recorder, it saw a need for solid
state devices in place of vacuum tubes. At the same time, it wished to
manufacture and market its recorders in Japan, and Japanese regulations
required it to have a Japanese partner. Sony, under a license from Bell Labs
for use of certain semiconductor technology, had developed a proficiency in
electronics packaging techniques, and it appeared to be the logical partner for
Ampex in both situations. As a result, in 1960, Ampex and Sony entered into a
simple partnership that effectively traded Sony's understanding of electronic
packaging technology for Ampex's license to manufacture videotape recorders
in Japan.
But 1960 marked the first of several major fiscal crises for Ampex. With the
financial reversal of 1960, Ampex received a new management team. The
leader of that team, William Roberts, felt that the technological exchange with
Sony would be detrimental to Ampex's long-term growth. AS a result, Ampex
broke off its technical exchange and manufacturing agreement with Sony, but
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granted to Sony a license to build helical scan nonbroadcast videotape
recorders.
By 1960, Sony and Ampex, both actively involved in the field of audio and video
recording, had embarked on different strategic paths. Sony continued to
maintain a philosophical commitment to push the development of a product to
its logical extreme. This process began to demonstrate obvious
interrelationships between its products and markets. Asproduct specifications
improved, their size and weight declined, and reliability increased, the line
between consumer and commercial markets began to blur. Sony's sales
expanded accordingly.
Ampex, on the other hand, tended to concentrate on a specific technological
advantage in order to maintain a given market niche and related profit margins.
Ampex's technology was obviously applicable to a broad range of products and
markets. Yet, the implications of the interrelationship and interdependence of its
products and markets was never clearly understood since there was no
established strategy for pushing the development of those products and markets
to their logical extreme. Consequently, Ampex was constantly faced with the
decision whether to enter, remain, or leave a market simply on the basis of a
competitive threat and its potential effect on near-term profits.
During 1960-1970 the market for video recording grew, but remained relatively
small (approximately $200 million and 16,000 units in 1970). The largest dollar
portion of that market represented video recorder equipment utilizing a
transverse scanning recording format for the broadcast industry. A smaller but
growing portion was made up of videotape recorders and accessories for
closed-circuit television based on a helical scan recording format and used
principally for industrial and educational applications. The bulk of the unit
volume of these closed-circuit systems were reel-to-reel recorders, produced by
Japanese companies under license to Ampex. However, Ampex remained the
predominant producer of videotape recording equipment, representing as much
as 75 percent of the total market (in terms of dollars) (Refs. 6.11, 6.12). During
that same decade, the market for audio recorders and 35-ram cameras grew
quite rapidly. Due to their strategic planning and industrial electronic
packaging expertise, the Japanese were becoming a major factor in both these
markets.
Three events in 1970 set the stage for a fundamental change in parity between
the industrial complexes of the United States and Japan:
1 Ampex introduced a product called Instavideo, the world's first entry
into what was to become the VCR market. Through its joint venture
partner, Toshiba, Ampex was participating with other Japanese firms in a
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continuing series of discussions aimed at establishing a VCR recording
standard.
2. By the end of 1970, significant disproportional growth in inventory and
receivables investment began to severely constrain Ampex's cash
position.
3. NHK, the National Broadcast Network in Japan, began a signific_t
program for development of a direct broadcast system for high
definition television (called MUSE). ........
By 1972, Ampex once again underwent a major reorganization for financial
reasons, and as a result, it halted further investment in the Instavideo program.
Ampex executives felt at that time that they didn't belong in consumer video
markets; they wished to concentrate on the broadcast industry where margins
and profit potential based on past performance were reasonably secure. At the
same time, the market for broadcast and closed-circuit video recording was
beginning to be affected by the introduction of new and improved helical scan
video recording-syste_ from Jap_-inc]uding the Sony u-Ma_c_s_s_tte _
recorder. Although th_ Size, weight, and Cost _ _e :u-Matic System _precluded
a mass market, it was an indication of things to come. Other systems that
followed were Sony's Betamax VCR system in 1975, and the VI-IS VCR systems
produced by Ma_ush/t_ _d armmber of o_er jap_ese__companies (Ref. 6.13).
Ironically, the introduction of the system by Sony was aided in part by _x
engineers who had formerly been employed on the Instavideo progr_ and
were hired by Sony after the cancellation of Instavideo.
By 1985, the videotape recorder market, primarily due to VCR production, was
worth $15 billion. VCR production had reached a rate of 2.5 million units a
month in Japan alone. In addition, helical scan technology had become the
method of choice for video recording in the broadcast industry. With the VCR
came the new, potentially more far-reaching market of prerecorded tape. For
the first time, the media was able to bypass telecommunication services and
reach the consumer directly through the mass distribution of prerecorded tapes.
The market for prerecorded tapes in the United States eventually surpassed the
total market for films in theaters. The world of audio/visual communications
would never be the same again; perhaps more importantly, the development,
manufacture, and marketing of consumer electronics products like the VCR
were no longer dominated by the U.S. By 1985, Ampex sales amounted to less
than 2 percent of the worldwide market for videotape recorders.
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Today
The panel on high definition systems met with many Japanese companies
involved in the production of high definition products; many of the products
were impressive. The array of high definition systems produced by Sony were
as advanced as any group of products we saw in Japan. Sony's Chairman, Mr.
Akio Morita, and various other members of the management team made it clear
that the videotape recorder was a fundamental part of the growth of Sony's
business. This is particularly noteworthy when one begins to get an idea of
Sony's comparative size and direction, as revealed in its 1988 annual report:
.
2.
Total sales for fiscal year 1988, not including those of recently
purchased CBS Records, amounted to approximately $11.6 billion.
The $2 billion CBS Records ac_ition "... was financed by short-term
loans, commercial paper issued in Japan, and internal funds. This
short-term debt was refinanced in April, 1988, when we issued 20 million
new shares of Common Stock and 92 billion ($736 million) of 1.4%
unsecured convertible yen bonds through public offerings in the
Japanese market. These capital procurement activities raised a total of
about 200 billion ($1.6 billion) . . ."
. Before the refinancing, Sony's debt to equity ratio was less than two to
one.
. Sony's reasons for purchasing CBS records were described in these
terms: "As a subsidiary of Sony, CBS Records is expected to
contribute significantly to the corporate growth, enhancing our
audio/visual strategy by enabling us to jointly develop the hardware and
software segments of the market." The purchase of CBS records by
Sony probably also contributed to a change in receptiveness on the
pan of the U.S. recording industry to the importation of digital audio
tape recorders from Japan. These products, based in pan on the
helical scan concept of the VCR, were considered a threat by the U.S.
recording companies because of the potential for pirating vault-quality
media available on compact disks. Sony produces digital audio tape
recorders.
6. By 1988, Sony had become a major producer of computer workstations.
. In 1989, Sony purchased Columbia Pictures for $3.4 billion, and also
Materials Research Corporation, a major manufacturer of sputtering
equipment for the U.S. semiconductor industry.
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7. By the year 1990, Sony's annual revenues were greater than 20 billion
dollars.
In comparison, Ampex's 1988 sales were $70I _iion. The largest single line
item of income on Ampex's financial statement was that of royalty pa_ents
from Sony and other Japanese licensees of Ampex video technology. A
significant proportion of Ampex's video recorder sales were Sony broadcast
VCR systems repackaged u_uder the Ampex label. By the end of 1988, Ampex,
purchased on the basis of a leveraged buy-out, had a debt to equity ra_tio
greater _h_: 17 to one. Its research and development expense was less than
the interest prod on im debt. _= _ _ =
Sony has not been the only japanese firm to take advantage of the growth of
the market for VCRs and relatec[products. Other Jap_ese-c_orhpanieS involved
in producing audio and video recorders have experienced similar growth during
the past 20 years. The growth of these compa_'e_ and _e _emend_ount
of°_capit_used_o .................finance _owth,=_ _Tm m......|_ge_----__part...... .....the_:__result _of Japan's
success in developing a whole series of interrelated end-use products and
markets, commencing in part with the development of the videotape recorder
and now aimed at integrating the markets for media, telecommunication
services, and electronics through high definition systems.
The S_gy as Applied to I'_h Definition Systems ....
"High definition" is a phrase that defines and emphasizes the ability to record,
process, distribute, and play back greatly increased amounts of audio/visual
information. Thus the concept of high definition systems can be applied not
only to television, but also to image processing, realtime two-way audio/visual
communications, medical imaging and analysis, printing, and many other
markets. While high definition systems may have been an outgrowth of
television broadcasting and videotape recording, their growth depended as well
upon a vast infrastructure of other interrelated products, including 35-mm
cameras, video cameras, audio recorders, video recorders, television sets, laser
and optical disk systems, computer products, fiber-optic transmission systems,
solar-powered electronics, and satellite systems. In tum, these products have
resulted from the mastery of the technologies of semiconductors (including
equipment and materials), optics, various display systems, (commercial) lasers,
electronic packaging, and other essential components. Also requisite to the
success of high definition systems is participation in software (including mass
media such as music videos and films) and firmware, which encompasses
digital compression algorithms and digital signal processing.
In 1970, the U.S. was the major developer of electronic products and had
established a significant infrastructure that included all of the above areas or
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their precedent products and technologies. Today, with the exception of the
media, certain computer products, and telecommunication services, the U.S. is
heavily, and in some areas totally, dependent upon the rest of the world
(significantly Japan) for a great part of this technological infrastructure. Is this
important? Who cares, so long as a cheaper or more reliable product can be
bought abroad?
The Japanese care a great deal. As a result of 40 years of planning and
coordinated effort, the above mentioned infrastructure is not only virtually in
place in Japan, it exists in relatively complete form in several companies,
including Sony.
The Development of Multimedia
One of the most fertile markets that will be advanced by high definition systems
is that of multimedia. Business Week ran an article on October 9, 1989, entitled
'_It's a PC, It's a TV, It's Multimedia. Add a CD Here, a VCR There, and You
May Have a Computer Revolution." Business Week defined multimedia in this
way:
Video. Special microchips could make a multimedia encyclopedia show film
clips of Martin Luther IFmg Jr.'s famous speeches, as well as provide essays
about his work.
Audio. Loudspeakers and an amplifier could let synthesized voices guide
persons through a complex computer application, enhancing the usual visual
aids
Laserdisk. Storing the equivalent of hundreds of floppy disks, the optical disk
would be the means to distribute multimedia titles.
Central Processor. Key to it all are high-speed computer chips designed to
process digitized video images for instant replay.
The article went on to say, "Now, the PC is receiving a major transfusion of
video technology. That should lead to a dazzling new hybrid that can display
sharp, moving color images on the same screen with spreadsheets and text.
Add to that high-fidelity sound and some imaginative software, and the PC may
become a "multimedia" tool that once again could change the way people work,
learn, and play."
Unlike any single company in the United States today, Sony now has the
complete infrastructure necessary to be a principal player in the market for high
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definition__multimedia systems, _cluding its own media bank to insure
appropriate integration of systems.
As the interrelated infrastructure of proprietary end-use products and markets
has been of major importance to the development of Sony Corporation, it has
been of equal importance to the development of the industrial infrastructure of
Japan. As is the case with Sony, this infrastructure of end-use products and
markets in the area of media, telec0mmunicatio_, and electronics provides the
basis for significant investments in high definition systems. Several large
companies possessing much of this infrastructure have made major
commitments of funds for development of high definition systems. These
companies include Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Sharp, Toshiba, Matsushita, NEC, Nikon
and others. Conversely, the development of high defi.nition systems by these
firms substantially increases the growth prospects of their supporting industrial
infrastructure. As has been stated above, the resulting economies of scale can
be decisive.
CONCLU_ON
In the information-oriented World of the future, Japanese leaders feel that any
nation that does not have a proprietary position in, or reliable strategic access
to, each of the market segments comprising electronics (including consumer
electronics), the media .... (including software and mass media)i and
telecommunication services, will be at a significant competitive disadvantage to
those that do. If they are right, the concept of withdrawing from the
development of products and markets on the basis of opportunity cost is a risky
strategy.
Several top Japanese executives indicated that the end-use market infrastructure
in electronics, as it exists today in Japan, is superior to that of the United States,
and moreover, that the interrelationships that bind this infrastructure together
present a major obstacle to the possibility of competitive reentry, let alone
catch-up.
Japanese corporate managers also feel that the infrastructure in electronic
products now in place in their country will become one with that of media and
telecommunication services, linked together by the ability to process massive
amounts of audio/visual information. The unifying theme for this development is
the concept of high definition systems.
Assuming that the combination of the markets for electronics,
telecommunications, and media is the basis for entry into the information age,
and recognizing that high definition systems are fundamental to the confluence
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of these three market areas, the following conclusion should be considered:
Any significant loss of infrastructure of proprietary end-use products and
markets within the areas of electronics, telecommunications, and media may
substantially reduce the growth potential of an economy dependent upon that
infrastructure. The Japanese feel, and statistics tend to confirm, that the
infrastructure represented by the markets for electronics, telecommunications,
and media are of major significance to the economic and political development
of the United States, Japan, and Europe.
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Jr. (Chairman)
Prometrix
3255 Scott Blvd., Bldg. 6
Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA
Telephone: (408) 970-9500
Mr. Elkus is presently (1983-Present) the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of the Prometrix Corporation. In addition, since 1985 he has been the Director
and Vice Chairman of the Board for Integrated Systems. Previously, (1959-1964
and 1968-1971) Mr. Elkus worked with the Ampex Corporation in several
capacities including Assistant to the President and Manager of Educational and
Industrial Products Division. Between 1974 and 1980 he was the Executive Vice
President and General Manager of Geometrics, Inc. From 1980 to 1983, he was
the Chairman of Pacific Measurements, Inc.
Mr. Elkus received his B.A. from Stanford University in 1957 and his MBA in
1959 from Dartmouth College, Tuck School of Business _tration.
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Telephone: (212) 986-7720
Dr. Cohen is currently (1987-Present) serving as Economic Advisor to New York
State Director of Economic Development as well as being Senior Economist,
New York Industrial Cooperation Council, and Deputy Director and Senior
Economist to New York State Financial Services Advisory Commission.
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Previously Dr. Cohen (1978-1979) was Senior Economist, Analytic Sciences
Corporation, (1979-1982) Senior Research Scientist, New York University and
Columbia University. From 1980 to 1984 he was an Associate Professor, City
University of New York. In 1984 he became a Consultant, High Technology
Economic Development Pro_is for the Ne,_, Y0ri< State Urb_)evel0pment
Corporation.
Dr. Cohen received his B.A. in 1965 from Swarthmore College. He was
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manufactures i_gh Defmi-tion_-Teievision an_Aucii0 prodUct_o_'_qulpme_t. Pn_
to _i[-(i986q989), he was-_ce Pr4s_denL General Manager o_ The Grass
Valley Group, Inc., where he managed their thrust into the telecommunications
market. In addition, Mr. Dayton has held positions of Project Manager, Staff
Engineer, and Design Engineer in the development of a wide range of video
products including routing switchers, production switchers, processing
amplifiers, distribution amplifiers and sync generators. He developed the first
fiber-optic video system used over the air (by ABC at the 1980 Olympics).
Mr. Dayton received his BSEE degree from the University of Nevada, Reno. He
holds eight patents and has authored numerous papers.
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Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
517 Corey Hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
Telephone; (415) 642-1090
Dr. Messerschmit_ is currently a Professor of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Sciences at the University of California, Berkeley (1977 - Present).
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His present research interests include digital signal processing, including
applications to digital communication, video compression, and speech
recognition. In addition since 1977, Professor Messemchmitt has served as
Consultant to a number of organizations including TRW Vidar, Mountain View,
California (participated in design of digital radio systems and performance
evaluation of digital switching systems), IBM Research Laboratory, San Jose, CA.
(research on application of communications signal processing to magnetic disk
systems) and American Satellite, Rockville, MD (design of digital speech
interpolation satellite system, planning for future ISDN networks. From 1968 to
1974 Dr. Messerschmitt was a Member of the Technical Staff and from 1974 to
1977 Supervisor at Bell Laboratories, Homdel, N.J. While with Bell Laboratories
Dr. Messerschmitt did research, systems engineering, and exploratory
development in all areas of digital communications, including transmission lines,
multiplexes, channel banks, and waveform encoding using digital processing
techniques. He also supervised construction of exploratory digital transmission
terminals, including digital speech interpolation and adaptive differential pulse-
code modulation. In 1983 he was a co-founder, in 1983, of Teknekron
Communication Systems located in Berkeley, California.
Dr. Messerschmitt was awarded his B.S. degree from the University of Colorado
and his M.S. and Ph.D. from the University of Michigan. He holds numerous
honors and awards including the Ira Kay Memorial Award for the Best Paper at
the 22nd annual Simulation Conference, 1989 and the 1988 Prize Paper Award,
IEEE Trans. on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing.
Dr. William F. Schmiber
Electrical Engineering Department
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02136
Telephone: (617) 253-2579
Dr. Schreiber attended the New York City public schools and Columbia
University where he received the B.S. and M.S. in electrical engineering. In
1953, he received the Ph.D. in applied physics at Harvard University, where he
was a Gordon McKay and Charles Coffin fellow. He worked at Sylvania from
1947 to 1949 and at Technicolor Corporation in Hollywood, California from 1953
to 1959. Since then he has been a faculty member at MIT, retiring in 1990 as
professor of electrical engineering and Director of the Advanced Television
Research Program. He was visiting professor of electrical engineering at The
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India, in 1964-1966, and at INRS-
Telecommunications, Montreal, Quebec, 1981-1982.
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Since 19481 Dr. Schreiber% major professional interest has been image
processing. He h_ "w0rk6d in grapl/c _ inciu_g color processing and
laser scanner design, in _csimile, and in television. This work has included
theory and extensive practical applications. He is a Fellow of the IEEE, an
Honors Awar_ recipient of the Technical Association Of the Graphic Arts, and
has three times received the best-paper award of the SMPTE Journal. In
October 1990, he will receive the David Samoff Gold Medal of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers.
Mr. Lawrence E. Tannas, Jr.
Tannas Electronics
Consultant
1426 Dana Place
Orange, CA 92666
Telephone: (714) 633-7874
Mr. Lawrence Tannas, Jr., President of Tannas Electronics, is an internationally-
recognized consultant and lecturer on electronic information displays--consulting
on technology, market studies, designs and design reviews, technology tours of
Asia, etc. He received his BSEE (1959) and MSEE (I960) degrees from UCLA
Prior to beginning his consulting business in 1983, he worked as individual
contributor and engineering manager at GE Research Laboratories, Honeywell,
Martin Marietta, Rockwell International, and Aerojet ElectroSystems. While at
Honeywell, he invented the backup reentry guidance display for the Apollo
Reentry Vehicle; while at Rockwell International, he developed the engineering
prototype LC display for the world's first full-scale LC display production; and
while at Aerojet ElectroSystems, he perfected a manufacturing process for EL
displays. In addition to display device design and development, his career has
also encompassed displays specifications and standards, applications and
marketing.
Mr. Tannas has been awarded for patents, a NASA Disclosure, and NASA
Certificate of Recognition. He has published numerous articles as well as a
book entitled Flat-Panel Displays and GRT's.
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Sony Corporation
Tokyo
Nippon Hoso Kyokai
Tokyo
High Definition TV" Engineering
Corporation
Tokyo
Matsushita Electric Industries
Company, Ltd.
Osaka
Engineering Center
Kashiwa
Mitsubishi Electric Consumer
Electronics Research Center
Kyoto
The Museum of Fine Arts
Gifu
Hi-Vision Promotion Center (HVC)
Kawasaki
Broadcasting Bureau
Tokyo
Ikegami Tsushinki, Ltd.
Tokyo
NTT Yokosuka R&D Center
Kanagawa
Hitachi Consumer Products
Research Center
Yokohama
Hitachi Central Research Laboratory
Tokyo
Toshiba Corporation
Tokyo
NHK Laboratories
Tokyo
HDTEC
Tokyo
Sharp Research Center
Kashiwa
Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI)
Tokyo
Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications
Tokyo
NTT
Yokosuka
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C. GLOSSARY OF HDTV TERMS i
1050/59_94, 1125/60, i250/50, i375/50,
etc. The number of scan lines
followed by the field rate of various
HDTV system proposals.
Active line. The lines used to carry
the actual picture. For example, 483
out of the 525 lines in NTSC
television are active lines. The
remaining lines are used for
synchronizing and auxiliary signals.
ACTV (advanced compatible
television). A joint effort of the David
Alte_ media. The delivery Of
electronic television programs by
means other than traditional ground-
based broadcasting, such as cable,
fiber-optics, DBS, VCR, and video
disk. ......
ANSI (American National Standards
Institute). A national standard-setting
organization that sets voluntary
standards for the U.S. It also forms
the U.S. positions and delegations
for IEC and ISO international
voluntary standards meetings, i
Sarnoff Research Laboratories and
NBC television for a three-phase
transmission systeml The first phase,
ACTV-E, is the entry-level system,
which provides a wide aspect ratio
and enhanced picture in a single
six-megahertz channel. The second
phase, ACTV-I, provides improved
vertical and horizontal resolution in
a single six-megahertz channel. And
the third phase, ACTV-II, is a two-
channel system with performance
similar to the MUSE 1128/60
proposal.
AEA (American Electronics
Association). A Trade association of
U.S. electronics companies whose
purpose is to provide a healthy
business environment for the
industry and to strengthen its
position in world markets.
An audio or video
impairment or defect that can be
produced during the processing or
transmission of a signal.
Aspect ratio. The ratio of picture
width to picture height. The ratio for
conventional TV is 4:3, whereas the
proposed ratio for HDTV is 16:9,
closer to the aspect ratio of 35mm
movies.
ATSC (Advanced Television
Standards Committee). An
organization formed and funded by
U.S. companies, including
subsidiaries of foreign companies,
who have an interest in developing
voluntary standards for advanced
television systems. They propose
systems to the U.S. government for
From: Ampex Corp. brochure, "Everyone's Talking About HDTV, But What are the Facts?"
Used by permission.
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consideration as mandatory
standards. The charter members of
this committee are members of JCIC.
ATTC (Advanced Television Test
Center). A center formed and
funded by U.S. broadcaster to test
advanced TV systems. Its major
work is to test proponent systems
for consideration by the FCC
Advisory Committee on Advanced
Television Service as the U.S.
terrestrial system for A'I'V.
ATV (advanced television). A
generic term used to refer to all
transmission proposals offering
improved performance.
Bandwidth. The frequency, measured
in megahertz, required to contain a
television signal or other electronic
signal.
Bandwidth compression. The method
of reducing the bandwidth required
to transmit an electronic signal.
Bit rate. The data rate (number of
bits of data transferred per second)
in a digital signal. The digital
equivalent of b_ndwidth.
Bit-rate reduc'don. A method of
reducing or compressing the data
rate of a digital signal, whereby data
is removed with the least possible
picture impairment.
Broadcast television. TV
programming delivered according to
government-authorized standards
(NTSC, PAL, SE_ etc.) normally
by licensed terrestrial broadcast or
cable re-broadcast
BTA (Broadcast Technology
A_ociation). An organization of
Japanese broadcasters and
broadcast equipment manufacturem
who have an interest in developing
voluntary standards for Japanese
advanced television systems. (Similar
to the ATSC.)
Cable Labs. A lab set up by the
NCTA to test cable systems,
including those for ATV.
CATS (Center for Advanced
Television Studies). A consortium of
U.S. television broadcasters and
manufacturers formed to fund A'I_ r
research to encourage students to
enter this field following graduation.
CCIR (Comite Consultatif
International des
Radiocommunications). An
organization under the ITU which
studies technical questions and
issues recommendations for
international radio matter. The
members are the
telecommunications administrations
of ITU-member countries and
recognized private operating
agencies, including broadcasting
organizations.
C'D (compact disc). A method of
digital storage and reproduction of
music.
Channel. The amount of spe_a'um
(radio frequency) required for a
television signal.
Clu'ominonce. The color part of a
television signal. (See also
luminance and composite.)
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Clear-V',,,ion. The Japanese name for
their EDTV system.
C_I interfemfi_, Distortion 6r
interference on one TV channel
caused by__s_ultaneous broadcasts
on an adjacent channel.
Comps_m(y. The _iiity of present
TV sets to receive new types of
signals but display them in the old
way-in much the same way that
black-and-white TVs could receive,
but not display, color (signals when
color TV first came out. (Actually,
the NTSC color system was not fully
compatible with the black-and-white
because adding color caused some
degradation to the black-and-white
picture.)
Component. A television system in
which the luminance and two or
three color signals (¢hrominan_)
are kept separate from one another.
C,ompoaite. A color television signal
containing both luminance and
encoded ¢hromlnanae information.
Cro_-oolor. An unwanted color
signal, or artifact in the ¢ompoeite,
that results when a luminance signal
has the same frequency range of a
signal in the encoded color
subcarder.
DBS (direct broadcast satellite). A
method of delivering a TV signal or
other electronic signal directly to
the home via a stationary-orbit
satellite.
Decode. To convert from an
encoded or combined multiple-pan
s!gn_ al t ° i_ individual p_. • •
Delivery standard. See transmission
standard :
EBU (European ..... Broadcuting
Union). _- A _union of European
broadcast organizations whose
purpose is, among other things, to
develop standards for the exchange
of program material among its
members. Several U.S. broadcast
organizations belong as non-voting
associate members.
EDTV (extended-or enhanced-
definition television). A form of ATV
that provides better resolution than
conventional TV but not as good as
HDTV. Also referred to as IDTV
(improved-definition television.)
EIA (Electronic Industries
Association). A trade association of
U.S. companies, including
subsidiaries of foreign companies, in
the electronics field--primarily
consumer electronics such as 'IV
receivers.
EIAJ (Electronic Industries
A_oaiation of Jal_n). A trade
association of Japanese companies
in the electronics field--primarily
consumer electronics such as TV
receivers.
Emission. The broadcast or
transmission of a television signal or
other radio frequency signal.
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Encode. To convert the components
of a color signal into a single
combined television signal such as
NTSC, PAL OR SE_
E'I'V (enlumced television). An
improvement of the standard NTSC,
PAL or SECAM signal usually
accomplished in the 'IV set with
internal processing.
Eureka EU98. Established by the
Commission of the European
Communities (CED) to encourage
collaboration on ATV, Eureka EU95
now has 19 participating countries.
The Eureka EU95 project is aimed
at defining a world standard for
HDTV in the 1900s.
FCC (Federal Communications
Comnm_ion). The U.S. government
agency dealing with
communications.
FCC Advisory Committee on
Advanced Television Service. The
industry committee set up by the
FCC to advise them on advanced
television systems such as ED'I'V
and HDTV.
Field. The alternate lines that
compose one-half of a frame, or a
complete television picture. (See
intm4aced scan.)
Field rats. The rate at which each
field of a TV picture is changed or
refreshed. The NTSC field rate is
59.94 cycles per second. The
P_C, AM field rate is 50 cycles
per second.
Frame. One complete television
picture or scan.
Frame rate. The rate at which the
complete TV picture is changed or
refreshed. The NTSC frame rate is
29.97 cycles per second. The
PAIJSECAM frame rate is 25 cycles
per second.
Frame store. The storage of one
complete TV picture or frame.
Fukinuld hole. A gap in the energy
spectrum of a 'IV signal used for
imbedded information to improve
resolution. Named for the Japanese
engineer who made the discovery.
HD-MAC 0_igh--de§nition multiplexed
analog component). An I']DTV
television system intended for DBS
delivery in Europe.
HD-NTSC. A wide-screen, 900-line
A'I'V system proposed by the Del
Rey Group.
HDTV (high-de_ition television). A
television system with twice the
vertical resolution and twice the
horizontal resolution of conventional
TV. It also features a wide-screen
display and high-fidelity stereo
sound of CD quality.
Hi-V'mion. The Japanese name for
their HDTV system.
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House Subcommittee on
Telecommunications, consumer
Protection and Finance. The House
of Representatives subcommittee that
deals with telecommunications and
other areas.
IDTV (Lmproved-definition television).
See EDTV.
IEC (International Electrotechnicat
Commission). Worldwide, private
and non-governmental scientific
organization whose aim is the
international voluntary
standardization of electric and
electronic products, including those
used for recording audio and video
signals.
(L,wtitute of Electrical end
Electronics Engineers). A technical
society of electrical and electronics
engineers whose mission for the TV
segment includes defining methods
of measurement.
Interhced scan. The method of
interleaving TV fields so that the
complete picture can be displayed,
without flicker, using a lower total
_mmlwidth. (See also progressive
scan.)
ISO (International Organkation for
Standardisation). Worldwide, private
and non-governmental scientific
organization for international
voluntary standardization of
mechanical devices, including such
diverse things as motion-picture film
and screw threads.
ITU (International
Telecommunication Union). An
intergovemmental organization, with
164 member countries, whose aim is
to develop regulations and voluntary
re C 6 _-m-e nda t i 6n s, :_pr o v-[a_
coordination of telecommunication
development, and foster technical
assistance for developing countries.
The CCIR is one of the
organizations under the 1TU
umbrella.
JCIC (Joint Committee for Inter-
Society Coordination). A group
composed of representatives from
EIA IEEE, NAB, NCTA and SMPTE
whose goal is to define jurisdiction
in areas of work and standardization
between the organizations.
Line rate. The number of scan lines
per second (the number of scan
lines per fi_ame times the frame
rate.)
Line-rate conversion. Converting
from one 'IV line rate or system to
another.
Luminance. The monochrome, or
black-and-white, part of a TV signal.
(See also chrominance and
cmmpesite.)
MAC (multiplexed analog
components). A method that uses
studio component video signals but
multiplexes them in time to fit them
into a single channel for DBS.
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MPAA (Motion Picture &mociation of
America). A trade association for the
motion picture industry, which
includes member companies,
leading U.S. producers and
distributors of films for theaters,
television and home video in the
U.S. and around the world.
Multipath distortion. Picture
distortion caused when a TV
antenna receives a reflected or
unwanted signal in addition to the
direct signal from the broadcaster.
(Also called ghosting.)
television research and funded some
of the earliest work in HDTV.
NTIA (National Telecommunication
and Information Administration). A
U.S. government agency, under the
Department of Commerce,
responsible for national
telecommunications and related
activity.
NTSC (National Television Systems
Committee). The industry group that
defined the current FCC-approved
color television system.
MUSE (multiple sub-Nyquist
sampling encoding). An HDTV
delivery method, a form of
bandwidth compression developed
by NHK specifically for DBS. (See
also MAC.)
NAB (National Association of
Broadcasters]. A trade association
for U.S. radio and television
broadcasters.
NANBA (North American National
Broadcasters Association). An
association of broadcasters from
North America to discuss issues of
mutual interest. Similar to the various
broadcast unions of the world, such
as the EBU.
NCTA (National Cable Television
Association). A trade association for
cable television companies.
PAL (phase alternating line). The
type of 'IV system used in most
European countries, the People's
Republic of China, and Australia.
Rxel. The smallest resolvable
element of a TV signal.
Post-production. The process of
editing and embellishing tape or film
footage into the final viewable
product. Electronic post-production
is that which uses only electronic
means to arrive at the final product.
Presentation. The process of
showing the finished film or TV
program.
Production. The process of creating
the rough and unedited film or
videotape from a script.
NHK (Nippon Hoso Kyokai). The
national radio and television
broadcaster for Japan. Operates an
important lab in Tokyo for radio and
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Production equipment. The ,_EC.,AM (sequential encoded cole
equipment used in the production Lrnplitude modulation.) The TV
and post-production of TV system used in France, the Soviet
programming-devices such as Union, and other Eurasian and
cameras, recorders, switches, and African countries.
tiffing generators.
Production standard. A set of
technical specifications used to
create the images for original
programming. This studio standard
usually uses higher performance
criteria than needed for transmission.
(See del/very standard.)
Progressive scan. A TV picture that
does not use interl_:ed fields and is
thereby complete in one scan. Each
field has an identical line structure
and can be electronically produced
from an interlaced source.
Raster. The periodic electronic
structure made up of scan lines
used to create a TV frame.
Resolution. A measure of the finest
image element that can be seen in a
TV picture. (See also sharpness.)
Resolving power. The ability to
reproduce the finest detail of an
image.
RG'B. The primary additive television
colors -- red, green, and blue.
Scanning. See interface scan and
progressive scan.
Sharpness. The visual perception of
resolution. ....
(Society of Motion
a_l Television Engineers). A
teChnical society Which develops
voluntary recommended practices
and standards in motion picture
engineering and television
production engineering. Most
SMPTE standards become ANSI
standards.
Spatial. Pertaining to two-
dimensional space, as in a single
television frame. (See also tempoml.)
Spectrum. The continuous range of
radio frequencies such as those
allocated to UHF TV channels or
FM radio.
Standards conversion. To change
from one 'IV format such as N'rsc
to another such as PAL.
S_. A frequency embedded
in the specmml of a signal to carry
additional or separate information.
Super NTSC. An improved and
compatible NTSC system developed
by Faroudja Laboratories.
Scanning lines. The horizontal lines,
caused by electron beam traces,
that make up a TV picture.
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Taboo channels. FCC-designated TV
channels, which are adjacent to
active channels within a given
geographic area and would cause
cochmmel interference if they were
used.
Temporal. The sequence of time.
Spatio-temporal in TV terms would
be the passage of frames through
time. (See also spatial.)
Vertical blanking interval. The period
of time required for the electron
scan to return from the bottom to
the top of a TV display.
VHF (very high frequency). The
television frequency band of 54 to
216 megahertz. (See also UHF.)
Terrestrial broadcast. TV signals
delivered by ground-based
transmitter to an audience within a
specified geographic area.
Tmnscoding. Converting from one
encoded format to another, as in
transcoding from NTSC to PAL.
Tmnsmittm-. The device used to
deliver an electronic signal.
Transmission. Delivery of an
electronic signal by emission or
cable.
Transmission standard. A set of
agreed-upon rules for transmitting
signals to the home. (Not to be
confused with production standards,
which usually have a higher
bandv_th)
UHF (ul_'a high frequency). The TV
frequency band of 470 to 590
megahertz. (See also VI_.)

